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Editor's Message
You cannot revisit the past, To make a brand new start;
Plan well, start now and You’ll see a great future ahead.
Challenge is the core and the mainspring of all human activities. If there's an ocean, we cross it; if there's a
disease, we cure it; if there's a wrong, we right it; if there's a record, we break it; and finally, if there's a mountain,
we climb it. So life's challenges are not supposed to paralyze us, they're supposed to help us discover who we are.
As Napoleon Hill said, "Most great people have attained their greatest success just one step beyond their
greatest failure.”
Amidst other challenges that we human beings face, the biggest challenge remains the challenge for our survival.
Today, there is a widespread concern that the Ozone layer is fast depleting due to the release of waste &
pollution containing chemicals like Chlorine and Bromine. The depletion of Ozone layer exposes our planet
Earth to hazardous Ultraviolet rays which can cause skin cancer and cataracts in humans and harm other
animals as well. The need has been felt to take steps to conserve the Ozone layer.
This year Poornima Pioneer is expressing the concern over conserving the most precious and valuable
resources—OZONE, WATER & ENERGY. We want our youngsters to understand, value and spread
awareness on these three important elements of our atmosphere. We are hopeful that our aspirant engineers will
try to contribute in whatever way they can.
We owe to “OWE” conservation before the “OWE” turns a woe.
I wish you all the success and would like to extend thanks to everyone for their support.
Sunaina Nehru

We at Poornima believe in...
Vision

Mission

Quality Policy

To create knowledge based
society with scientific temper,
team spirit and dignity of labour
to face the global competitive
challenges.

To evolve and develop skill based
systems for effective delivery of
knowledge so as to equip young
professionals with dedication &
commitment to excellence in all
spheres of life.

To provide Quality Education
through Faculty development,
updating of facilities and
continual improvement meeting
university norms and keeping
stake holders
satisfied.
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Message
I am happy to note that Poornima Foundation is bringing out Annual Magazine of its five
constituent institutes namely Poornima University, Poornima Group of Institutions ,Poornima
College of Engineering, Poornima School of Management and Poornima Institute of
Engineering & Technology for the academic year 2014-2015.
College life needs to be one that has not just academics but also a fair share of extra curriculum
activities which are extremely important in all round development in personality.The college
magazine is a platform for expressing creativity and presenting them before others. It should act
as a forum for expression of energy and joie de vivre.
I am sure that all of the five magazines shall be rich in content and be something students would
like to keep with them as cherished possession.
I wish the publications all the best.

(Smt. Vasundhara Raje)
Hon'ble Chief Minister
Rajasthan
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Message
I am glad to know that Poornima Group of Institutions would be releasing its annual
magazine Poornima Pioneer for the academic year 2014-15. Annual magazine are
useful in many ways. It has always been of great educative value. It encourages students
to think and write and hence develop their writing skills and talents. Students are
motivated to read general books, refer web sites and acquire knowledge from the works
of great authors. But mere reading is not sufficient for balanced education. The students
should also learn how to write and express their own ideas in focused concise manner
and in different languages. The magazine should so evolve that it becomes a showcase: a
colorful compilation and reflection of success story of an organization.
My best wishes to the editors of Poornima Pioneer on this occasion.

(Padma Bhushan Sh. D. R. Mehta)
Former Dy. Governor, RBI & Chairman, SEBI
Chairman, PJF Advisory Board
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Message
Education plays a major role in one’s life. Imparting education to the present youth is a
challenging task because they are more exposed to the modern technologies through
various resources available outside the academic arena. They acquire boundless
knowledge outside the classroom. Hence it becomes a herculean effort to captivate the
young ones in the class. However providing a congenial environment, modern teaching
aids, experienced teaching community and individual attention to students can
successfully face this challenge.
The prime objective of any educational institution is to mold its students as ideal and
successful social citizens. The education provided at Poornima Group of Institutions is
for a lifetime. The curricula and syllabi focus on providing an education that will help the
students to overcome challenges that they face in their professional and personal life.
The Memoranda of Understanding Poornima Group of Institutions has signed with
various prestigious international universities and multinational companies offer the
faculty and students an opportunity to interact and gain a vast knowledge in their
respective fields of specialization.
Poornima Group of Institutions also encourages its students to participate in various
international competitions, thereby providing them a global exposure. During the
academic year 2014-15, Poornima Group of Institutions has taken remarkable strides
and progress, aiming at a peak performance in the years to come.
I congratulate the editorial team of Poornima Pioneer for recording the path tread by
Poornima Group of Institutions during the academic year 2014-15.

Dr. S.M. Seth
(Chairman, Poornima Foundation)
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Poornima Foundation-The Journey So Far
Realizing that intellectual competitiveness is vital to India in achieving the status of a vibrant global leader in
the growing knowledge age and technical and management education has created for itself a critical niche area,
Poornima Foundation, as an umbrella body, devotes itself to formulation of desired policies and providing
broad directions, guidance and support to the managements of the participating colleges. Our endeavor is to
develop and implement mechanisms and practices to supplement engineering/technical education with
knowledge of management and social sciences and inculcate interpersonal skills so as to make the students
more enterprising and competitively oriented.
Poornima Foundation serves as a ‘think tank’ to deliberate on all aspects of technical/ professional education
and reorientation of approach/ practices adopted for the efficient management of the colleges/ institutions.
The Foundation is also committed to providing quality research in technology and management and their
specialized areas.
Poornima Foundation is promoted by Shanti Education Society that came into existence by registering with
registrar of societies, Govt. of Rajasthan in year 1999. The founder chairman of SES is Shri.
ManoharLalSinghi& founder vice chairman is Late Shri Arun Chandra Singhi. The main objective of Shanti
Education Society is to promote Technical & Professional Education in state of Rajasthan with state of art
infrastructure and strong academic philosophy. Its chairman, ShriSatish Chandra Agarwal, who has been a
noted academician and technocrat of repute, presently heads Shanti Education Society. Other members of the
society are well known professionals.
Shanti Education Society today has more than 50 Acres of land at RIICO area of Sitapurain form of four
world-class campuses. Poornima has at its disposal a built-up area of 15 lakhs sq. ft., which include
instructional, administrative, recreation and residential areas. Poornima also has a state of art auditorium and
in campus faculty housing. Our hostels can accommodate 3000 students in 18 hostels. With above mentioned
infrastructure and a strong team of 550 faculty&500 staff members Poornima is marching ahead in realizing
its vision and mission. Constituent institutes of under the aegis of Poornima Foundation are:
1. Poornima College of Engineering (PCE), established in year 2000;
2. Poornima Institute of Engineering & Technology (PIET), established in year 2007;
3. Poornima School of Management (PSOM), established in year 2007;
4. Poornima Group of Institutions (PGI) established in year 2009;
5. Poornima University (PU) established in year 2012.
At Poornima emphasis is given to transparent working systems, responsibility sharing at all levels and
distribution & execution of work through smaller groups. During the academic year 2014-15, Poornima
Group of Institutions took remarkable strides and progress, aiming at a peak performance in the years to
come. I congratulate the editorial team of Poornima Pioneer for recording the path tread by Poornima Group
of Institutions during the academic year 2014-15.

(Ar. Shashikant Singhi)
(Poornima Foundation& Secretary, Shanti Education Society)
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Message
If the mind is intensely eager, everything can be accomplishedmountains can be crumbled into atoms.”
I am delighted to speak through the valued column of the sixth annual magazine, ‘Poornima Pioneer’ of
Poornima Group of Institutions. I heartily congratulate the editorial team for their tireless efforts to give the
magazine an out of the ordinary appearance this year. The magazine is a fusion of life at Poornima Group of
Institutions that reflects the sincere academic, ecstatic cultural and fantastic social life.
The youth of today are the most potent force in building India to progress and preserving its unity. In today’s
scenario they hold an additional responsibility of saving our planet i.e. Ozone, Water and Energy. The ozone
layer is vital to human, animal and plant life on the Earth’s surface. Yet in 1980’s it was discovered that the layer
was vulnerable to damage. Then there is energy conservation that refers to reducing energy consumption
through using less of an energy service. As layman one can also use energy efficiently. Global warming is
placing a heavy responsibility on engineers to transform the conventional production processing techniques
into eco-friendly techniques to control the greenhouse effect, which is slowly, but surely, inflicting an
irreversible damage to mankind and materials on this planet.
Engineers must develop a fundamental understanding of their professional responsibilities. They must realize
that the society is investing in them so that they can help solve the many challenges that mankind is facing, that
has imbalanced the environment as a whole. In addition, engineering students should be prepared to enter the
"real world." Where they would not just talk about the decisions but would be strong enough to make
intelligent decisions that protect and enhance the quality of life on Earth. They must also make decisions in a
professional environment in which they will have to interact with people from both technical and nontechnical
disciplines. It is hoped that youth will be the icon of Ozone, Water and Energy in next decade.
I wish all the young budding technocrats a bright future and advice all to prepare themselves to face the myriad
challenges ahead.

Dr. Rakesh Duggal,
Campus Director,
Poornima Group of Institutions
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Poornima Group of Institutions: A Reflection

Acting as a gateway to collaboration across disciplines PGI is committed to oﬀer an unrivaled education from
its inception. Poornima Group of Institutions is not just a college but a cohesive, successful and supportive
campus community. PGI doesn’t produce graduates every year but graduates distinguished by their love of
learning and desire to contribute to greater community. The pioneering spirit that inspired to start this
institution encourages boldness in everything we do globally. The hallmark of institute is the hardworking
faculty circle whose priority is teaching, provides a supporting environment allowing healthy mix of project
development, teaching, excellent academics and industry leaders of world class. Located in Sitapura it
connects the students to the industrial environment to incite professionalism also within college time.
Students diversify and diversify and become active and multifaceted being engaged in student class and
spanning a broad range of cultural, community, technical, scienti ic interests. It has broken grounds for a new
center for performing individually and as a group and brings their intellectual caliber to limelight. The
courage is also deep into the planning stages for a new stage for a new state of social technology complex.
With 1318 students, the campus is large enough to achieve its goal without becoming a massive impersonal
institution, committed to generating disseminating and preserving knowledge to bear on great challenge of
providing students with education combining rigorous academic and the excitement of discovery with
support and intellectual simulation of the diverse campus community. PGI seeks to instill amongst every
student to dream small but dream and ight for position in the industrial sector, better yet or the position at
the head of industrial sector.
Some of the unique features of PGI are given below:
•
Approachable location: Close to National Highway No. 12 and 20km from Jaipur Railway Station and Bus
Stand, 8km from Jaipur International airport.
•
Serene Ambience and natural surroundings.
•
Excellent infrastructure.
•
All modern accessories to cater to the needs of young budding technocrats.
•
Recognized by the AICTE, Ministry of HRD, Govt. of India.
•
Af iliated to Rajasthan Technical University (RTU).
•
Widely recognized and respected by industries and corporate sector in India.
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Quality production on every threshold.
Symbolizes excellence through initiative, reliability, transparency, quality and professionalism of
highest degree.
Stimulates faith and con idence among millions of Indians as well as people from abroad.
Runs four courses on engineering (CE, ME, ECE, Civil) at UG level.
More than 100 faculty members and 60 staﬀ members.
Proper building, equipment, facilities and supports.
More than 400 student intake.
The College has 96,876sq.ft.of constructed area.
The preferred engineering college with large number of admissions through Rajasthan Pre Engineering
Test (RPET)&All India Engineering Entrance Examination (AIEEE).
Selected among top ten institutions of Rajasthan.
Student’s training with corporate giants and outstanding state and Central Government organizations.
Regular industrial visits and work opportunities on live projects.
More than 50 student projects submitted to DST, Govt. of Rajasthan for external funding.
DELNET facility to access DELNET databases through World Wide Web.
Completely Wi-Fi Campus.
Digital Language Labs for better communication skills.
Specially designed curriculum P-PROSKEP for personality development.
Unique tutor system for mutual relationship of student and faculty.
Weekly online exam facility for knowledge updating.
Non syllabus projects &seminars for practical knowledge of students.
Multi-faceted orientation program.
Excellent conveyance facility from all parts of Jaipur.

PGI: Admission Status
BRANCH

START

CUT-OFF

INTAKE

Civil

8321

49506

121/126

CE

25040

43385

19/126

ME

10723

44331

94/126

ECE

-

-

20/63

University Results
Branch
CIVIL
CSE
ECE
ME
TOTAL

UNIVERSITY MAIN EXAMINATION RESULT, SESSION 2013-14 (B.TECH I YEAR-I SEM)
Total Students
Result Pass %
Toppers
% of Marks
124
54.03
Himanshu Meena
86.2
30
50.00
Ashish Dhillon
80.4
24
25.00
Satish Sharma
80.3
121
56.20
Saurabh Bansal & Shristi
82.4
299
52.17
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Branch
CIVIL
CSE
ECE
ME
TOTAL

UNIVERSITY MAIN EXAMINATION RESULT, SESSION 2013-14 (B.TECH I YEAR-II SEM)
Total Students
Result Pass %
Toppers
% of Marks
121
46.61
Himanshu Meena
85
27
26.92
Ashish Dhillon
73.5
24
29.17
Satish Sharma
74.9
120
30.83
Shantanu Prajapati
80.8
299
35.45

Branch
CIVIL
CSE
ECE
ME
TOTAL

UNIVERSITY MAIN EXAMINATION RESULT, SESSION 2013-14 (B.TECH II YEAR-III SEM)
Total Students
Result Pass %
Toppers
% of Marks
122
51.64
Arzoo Modi
84
45
53.33
Aayush Sharma
77.9
93
45.16
Sumit Tahlani
80.8
122
55.74
Pooja Sharma
86.4
382
51.57

Branch
CIVIL
CSE
ECE
ME
TOTAL

UNIVERSITY MAIN EXAMINATION RESULT, SESSION 2013-14 (B.TECH II YEAR-IV SEM)
Total Students
Result Pass %
Toppers
% of Marks
117
63.25
Subham Bhawsar
82.8
51
84.31
Anjali Dubey
79.9
122
63.93
Rhythm
81.1
118
64.71
Pradeep
81.8
408
66.42

Branch
CIVIL
CSE
ECE
ME
TOTAL

UNIVERSITY MAIN EXAMINATION RESULT, SESSION 2013-14 (B.TECH III YEAR-VI SEM)
Total Students
Result Pass %
Toppers
% of Marks
116
72.41
Jitendra Raman
84.5
51
82.35
Anjali Dubey
79
121
66.12
Laveena Chouhan
82.20
119
66.39
Amit Kumar
83.10
407
70.19

Branch
CIVIL
CSE
ECE
ME
TOTAL

UNIVERSITY MAIN EXAMINATION RESULT, SESSION 2013-14 (B.TECH IV YEAR-VII SEM)
Total Students
Result Pass %
Toppers
% of Marks
121
81.82
Binit Gopal
84.8
58
93.10
Shaily Jain
84.6
122
82.79
Monika Sharma
83.1
62
61.29
Manu Sharma
71.3
363
80.44

Branch
CIVIL
CSE
ECE
ME
TOTAL

UNIVERSITY MAIN EXAMINATION RESULT, SESSION 2013-14 (B.TECH IV YEAR-VIII SEM)
Total Students
Result Pass %
Toppers
% of Marks
122
86.07
Binit Gopal
90.90
60
95.00
Shaily Jain
85.10
126
80.16
Ankita Chauhan
84.00
61
80.33
Rohit Manawat
82.00
369
84.55
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Our Hikers
BATCH (2011-15)

JITENDRA RAMAN
CIV

AMIT KUMAR
ME

ANJALI DUBEY
CSE

PRADEEP
ME

LAVEENA CHOUHAN
ECE

SUBHAM BHAWSAR
CIV

RHYTHM
ECE

BATCH (2012-16)

INDRANI GOSWAMI
CSE

AAYUSH SHARMA
CSE

ARZOO MODI
CIV

KUMARI ARCHANA
ECE

KAMAL ROUCHHIYA
CIV

SUMIT TAHLANI
ECE

POOJA SHARMA
ME

BATCH (2013-17)

Ashish Dhillon
CSE

SATISH SHARMA
ME

Himanshu Meena
CIV

SHANTANU PRAJAPATI
ME

SAURABH BANSAL
ME

SHRISTI
ME

Poornima Group of Institutions: A Cursory Look
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The Pragmatic Approach
Workshop/Initiatives/Conferences @ PGI
Entrepreneurship Awareness at Poornima
Age, Education and Finance are not barrier to entrepreneurship."
-Dr. Yogendra Gupta.
An Entrepreneurship Awareness workshop was organized at Poornima Group of Institutions on December
3, 2014. It was arranged by E-Cell, MNIT. The workshop was an inspiration for the students to be a good
entrepreneur after completing of B.Tech. 55 selected students participated in it.
The Chief Guests of the workshop were Dr. G. S. Dangayach (Professor, MNIT, Jaipur), Mr. Yogendra
Gupta(CEO, Archi Global Service), Dr. Satish Batra(Dept. Director, Bhartiya Vidhya Bhavan)& Mr. Avindra
Ladda(Joint Director, DIC). Dr. Rakesh Duggal, Campus Diretor, PGI heatily welcomed the guests and shared
his views about entrepreneurship. Firstly, Dr. G. S. Dangayach gave exposure to students about
entrepreneurship and Mr. Yogendra Gupta motivated students to go for own start ups. Finance & Idea
Generation session were conducted by Dr. Satish Batra(Dept. Director, Bhartiya Vidhya Bhavan) and
Mr. Avindra Ladda(Joint Director, DIC).
Dr. Deepak Kumar (Associate Professor, PGI) and Dr. N. K. Jain (HOD, Mechanical Department, PGI) were the
faculty coordinators and the workshop organizers.
National Conference on Emerging Trends in ME in Education & Professional Practices-2015
Two days National Conference on ‘Emerging Trends in Mechanical Engineering in Education & Professional
Practices’ (ETMEPP-2015) was organized by the Department of Mechanical Engineering, Poornima Group
of Institutions, Jaipur on 28 February and 1 March, 2015.
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The Conference was organized in association with The Institute of Engineers (IE), Indian Society of Heating,
Refrigeration and Air conditioning Engineers (ISHRAE) and Indian Society for Technical Education (ISTE).
Campus Director of Poornima Group of Institutions, Dr. Rakesh Duggal, acquainted with participants and
discussed the challenges related to energy and the environment, health and medical sciences, education and
information technology, infrastructure and security are the important issues for betterment of mankind.
Guest of Honor, Er. R. P. Sharma, Honorary Secretary, the Institution of Engineers (India), Raj. State Centre,
Jaipur, explained the signi icance of Institution of Engineers. He explained the importance of cleanliness of
streets and roads. Cleanliness is very important to keep yourself very well organized, methodical and
energetic.
Gracious presence of Dignitaries Prof. P. N. Rao, Department of Technology, USA, Shri Sandeep Naga, Senior
Manager, (R&D) NEI (NBC Bearings), Jaipur, Shri R. P. Sharma, Honorary Secretary, The Institution of
Engineers, Rajasthan State Chapter, Jaipur, Prof. Millind Sharma, Department of Production & Industrial
Engineering , MBM Jodhpur, Dr. Gunjan Soni, Dr. Amit Singh and Dr. M. L. Meena, Department of Mechanical
Engineering , MNIT, Jaipur make the event noteworthy.
Chief guest, Prof. P. N. Rao, University of Northern IOWA, USA, explained that Scientists are working to ind
"nanostructures" for many diﬀerent kinds of cures, including Cardiovascular Disease, treatment for cancer,
nano-material for new arti icial limbs, and nano-devices that could restore hearing and vision. Thus
nanomedicine will be able to cure many diseases and illnesses. Nanomaterials are increasingly employed in
many advanced energy storage and conversion projects, and nonmaterial’s and nonmanufacturing
contribute to products that are more energy ef icient in both production and use. Three areas of
sustainability – Energy, Resources and Waste are discussed. Household waste should be separated daily into
diﬀerent bags for the diﬀerent categories of waste such as plastic, metal and glass waste, which should be
disposed of separately. One should also keep a bin for toxic wastes such as medicines, batteries, dried paint,
old bulbs, and dried shoe polish.
Guest of Honor, Shri Sandeep Naga, Sr. Manager (R & D) NEI (NBC Bearings) Jaipur emphasized the role of
research in the present era. He explained that every production industry has its own R & D departments to
develop new products and improving existing ones. So the role of engineers becomes important in the area of
research to design, to produce new safe, ef icient, having better ergonomic products.
In Technical Session 1st, 13 papers were presented on area of Industrial Engineering, Green manufacturing
and Nanotechnology.
In Technical Session 2nd, 16 papers based on the theme of Renewable Energy sources and solar energy was
discussed.
In Technical Session 3rd, 18 papers were discussed on the area of Production improvement techniques,
CAD/CAM and Supply chain management.
In Technical Session 4th, 17 papers on miscellaneous topics related to Solid waste management and issues
related to sustainability were discussed.
Technical session 5th, was held on 2nd day of conference. The discussion included topics like thermal &
ef iciency improvement of engines, and alternative fuels.
Chairperson of Valedictory session was Professor, Dr. K. K. Kharti, Department of Mechanical and
Mechatronics, LNMIIT Jaipur.
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A College Campus with Led Light - an Eﬀort for Energy and Cost Saving
Recent developments in light-emitting diode technology have allowed LED lighting products to penetrate
the commercial lighting market with enormous potential for growth. Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) have
recently entered the lighting market as an energy ef icient alternative to traditional light sources such as
incandescent and luorescent bulbs. These lights still have an enormous amount of room for technological
growth and oﬀer various advantages over all other forms of lighting. Having just recently entered the lighting
market, LEDs have faced many barriers to entry and are struggling to obtain a market share over the
traditional forms of lights.
Recently, in order to save energy, the majority of outdoor neon signs have been replaced by high-brightness
LED billboards. As our design saves energy and is digitally control, we replace most of the interior lighting
with LED arrays.
A comprehensive literature review of material relating to LED lighting technology was a vital element of this
project. This involved a research focus on the development of the commercial lighting market, including
traditional technologies and the emergence of new innovations in LED technology.
Our project’s focus is on the commercial lighting market, rather than residential or industrial lighting. In
narrowing our focus, we aim to gain a more complete and detailed understanding of the commercial lighting
market as it pertains to LED lighting technologies.
Proposed Design and Hardware: Considering latest design of led tube light for research purpose we
create a led tube light for just checking and measuring its intensity and power. This is the local design of led
tube light. (Figure below)

Design Of LED Light
In Our Circuit we have given AC supply of 230V to transformer. Transformer converts 230V to 12V. Because
LED works only 3-12 Volt DC. So we require DC power & hence we change this AC power to DC power with the
help of Recti ier as Shown in Figure. We require backup so we use battery. We use SPDT Switch to ON/OFF
tube light by AC (power supply) /DC (Battery). We Design a LED tube light as shown in igure. We connect led
tub light by SPDT. When AC is ON, LED works in AC supply which is provided by recti ier and If AC is OFF or
Short Circuit then with the help of battery tube light will work by SPDT switch.

Anil Gupta, Ankit Kumar
Ankit Jhalani, Atul Sharma
Anil Meena, Ajay Bharadwaj
B.Tech Final Year,
Department of Electronics and Communication
Poornima Group of Institutions, Jaipur
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TECHNOFREAKS (A new chapter of PGI)
It started with a mail sent to Dr. Rakesh Duggal on March 13th, 2014 by three students of II Year, ME (Shristi,
Anshul Patidar & Aditya). These students wanted to take all the charge of college events and wanted to form a
group of totally dedicated students who could work for the development of the college as well as for their
own. These students wanted to excel in the technical ield and wanted to do something which could really
change their lives. A reply was received and the appointment was ixed for March 25th, 2014. They turned up
to meet their director and inally told their visions and missions to him. Then they were allowed to build a
group which could be able to solve every problem in every possible manner.
Vision & Mission
•

To contribute to college and society through excellence in scienti ic and technical education.

•

To develop ourselves as a valuable resource for industry and society and remain a pride for them.

•

To value the opportunity and responsibility to make a meaningful diﬀerence in people's lives.

•

To uphold highest ethical standards in conduct of our business.

WISE
WISE stands for Women in Science and Engineering that formally aims to
strengthen the technological scenario in which women are going to play a
key role and also creating technical awareness among general masses.
Women are the foundation of every society, A woman can do a lot in
society what is needed is the strength and the identity of her to build a
strong society. WISE aims at bringing a smile and hope in lives of people,
therefore, organizes various social programs after certain Intervals. It
includes visits to hospitals, slum houses, and orphanage. This helps the
children in attaining happiness and strength to ight the problems of life.
Wise aims at:
•

Increasing the number of girls and women studying Science, Engineering and technical subjects and to
help them in progress to related careers.

•

Developing women’s technical and entrepreneurial skills through training initiatives and projects.

•

Visiting various institutions to enhance the knowledge.

•

Provide various opportunities to the girl students to attend workshop for enhancement of their skills.

Tutor System
Tutor system is a helpful and a guiding system for student in study. A tutor is a person whom you can con ide
your problem of any type. He is guide, a teacher, mentor, second parent and an authority and within some
limits a friend. Students are taught by all teachers but with a tutor there is a relation by which they can tell the
tutor their problems related to study, other faculties and management with a hope, that he is the only person
who can solve them.
Tutor system seems important for students struggling to get academic help from others to excel. Even not
only for the medium students but for students who are having any talent in non-academic, a tutor helps him
to spread out his talent.
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P-PROSKEP
The acronym stands for Poornima Professional Skills and knowledge
Enhancement Program. The Program enhances the employability
probabilities of the students. It aims to incorporate development of
professional skills and lateral knowledge of the students. It provides an
opportunity for the students to explore themselves beyond the set limit
of their u niversity curriculum. An integrated program runs for second
and third year of engineering in all branches.
Objective:
To facilitate students with a platform where they can develop and hone communication skills, and career
management skills so that they become obvious choice for industry and the corporate world.
Process:
• Extensive Research before deciding upon the Activities under each topic.
• Training of Trainers.
• Practice Sessions by Trainers.
• Completely Activities based Program.
• Stress is more on Group / Team Work.
• Each activity has well de ined objective/s with an elaborated Process and Learning outcomes.
• Brie ing and Feedback are integral parts of each session.
• Timely assessment of students.
• Feedback on the program by the Students.
•

Assessment of the students done periodically and emphasis on their individual performance.

PEEM: Poornima Employability Enhancement Mission
PEEM was introduced in PGC in July 13 from academic session 2013-14. The aim of PEEM is to prepare the
budding engineers for challenges faced by them in cracking the job interviews.
PEEM, new concept was introduced with a view for students to do well in the written papers of the
companies & to instill con idence among them during interviews.
It aims to incorporate development of professional skills and lateral knowledge of the students. It provides
an opportunity for the students to explore themselves beyond the set limit of their university curriculum. It
aims at helping students to be successful in placements. PEEM needs active role of all departments across all
Poornima Group of Colleges, HODs and Campus Directors for achieving the best.
About 1350 students were put through the online tests for the evaluation of their aptitude and skills and 800
of these students were found eligible on the grounds of various parameters to be subjected to GD/PI,
Quantitative Aptitude, Logical Reasoning and English (spoken and written) Classes.
The results were encouraging and it was decided to introduce PEEM from III Year B.Tech. students from even
semester of 2015-16.
The students of III Year will be introduced to PEEM from Jan 15. The number of students in III Year is 1950 in
all the PGC colleges. To screen out the disinterested students a token amount will be charged from the
students which will be refunded to them at the conclusion of this phase of PEEM.
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The PEEM team consists of:
(a) The Chief TPO. (b) The Training Of icers PEEM, PCE/PIET/PGI.
The following subjects are covered in PEEM
(a) Quantitative Aptitude
(b) Logical Reasoning
(d) Group Discussion
(e) Personal Interviews

(C) 26 Tutors from all PGC Campus.

(c) English
(f) Online Tests – Once every fortnight.

Online Eligibility Tests
Poornima Group of Institutions always tries to do diﬀerent assignments
in diﬀerent ways. To promote and update the Technical and Nontechnical needs of Poornimites , a vision on line examination system was
given by Respected Dr. S.M.Seth, Chairman, Poornima Foundation.
To excel his vision Poornima Group of Institutions embarked on a new
initiative in line with the contemporary scenario called “Online Eligibility
Test (OET)”. The vision of OET is to bring our students at par with the
global standards. OET gives the student a platform to manifest their
innate potential, knowledge and creativity essential in today’s global arena.

Self-Help Groups (SHG)
In Poornima Group of Institutions we have started Self Help Group to improve the result of the students and
to make them academically sounder. Out of a class we have made self help groups where the few selected
students are helping their own classmates in dif icult subjects. A class contains these batches and each batch
contains 6 groups with 6 coordinators. Students get an Assignment Booklet which contains all the
assignments of all the subjects.

Open Book Tests (OBT)
In Poornima Group of Institutions, a special activity named Open Book
Test is introduced to inculcate the habit of using library books and trying
to frame the answers to diﬀerent questions. Students are given
assignment questions apart from the questions being covered in
lectures. These questions are although taken from the same topic which
is being taught in class but the students are asked to search for the
answers using diﬀerent books.

CII PARTNERSHIP SUMMIT 2015
On January 14th, when whole Jaipur was enjoying the kite festival, the B.M Birla Auditorium was getting
decked up for the biggest partnership Summit organized by “Confederation of Indian Industries” from 15th 17th January 2015 as “Partnership for Shared New Realities”. This Summit provided a platform for the PPP
(Public Private Partnership) and MSME’s (Micro Small and Medium Scale Enterprises).
On day 1, Our honorable CM ‘Vasundhra Raje Scindia inaugurated this Summit, along with Union Ministers
Mr. Suresh Prabhu (Ministry of Railways) and Nirmala Sitharaman(Ministry of Commerce& Industry)
witnessed by various big names from the Biz World followed by plenary sessions and a welcome Dinner at
Hotel “Jai Mahal Palace”. It was a great pleasure for us to participate as volunteers and help in organizing such
massive event.
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On next day we were responsible for arranging Bilateral Meetings
as well as B2B Meetings under the special guidance of Mr. Aditya
Ghosh and Mr. Neeraj Sharma who are CII headquarters’ senior
of icers. There we escorted and attended the various country
heads and ministers of Bangladesh, Macedonia, Oman, Iraq,
Nepal, Australia, Kuwait, Fiji and Malaysia. Then we attended a
splendid session of our CM emphasizing on investing in Rajasthan
on the basic concept of “MAKE IN INDIA”. There we experienced
how to deal with dignitaries in polite as well as in con ident
manner. We also learned about importance of pro iciency of
English to communicate with diﬀerent lingual groups. We enjoyed the evening by capturing the memories
and dinner at Hotel “Clarks Amer” with Abhayjeet Singh Sir and friends.
We interacted with various CII of icials (Mr. Rakshit Chopra & Mr. Sainath) about our career and they advised
us to do masters after completing graduations if we want to enter management ield and they gave us their
contact numbers too .We met Mr. Sunil Kirlosker, Founder and MD of Kirlosker Industries, Mr. Waleed
Habeeb, Ministry of Trade of Iraq , Mr. Roberto Azevedo, Director General, WTO and Mr. and Mrs. Ramesh
Mulaye, Ministry of Trade, France.

CII NATIONAL AROGYA (13-16 February, 2015)
The event was to promote the age old concepts of health and
treatment among people that was conducted by the Ministry of
India – AYUSH and CII, India. The students of Poornima Group of
Institutions, Jaipur were a part of this event as volunteers and
the experience was truly amazing and working under the
guidance of CII leaders was something which one would never
forget.
In these four days, we learnt en- number of things like coordination, team work, managerial skills, time management,
task handling, and eﬀective communication with the people as
well as the established people of the industry. Some of us even
got the chance to greet the state as well as the central ministers
of the Government of India who inaugurated the event.
More importantly the interaction which we had with the CII
leaders and members was something which is always eluding
from the student lives and working with them taught us many
priceless skills which one desires to learn. The students were
divided into many groups like registration team, coordinating
team, team at the exhibition, catering management team, team at
the VIP lounge, accounts of ice team etc. Every member of our team did the work with enthusiasm and also
enjoyed a lot while doing the tasks assigned to everyone. All of us worked for the entire day and didn’t even
feel a hint of fatigue. The atmosphere was full of energy.
The opportunity provided to us was a remarkable one and the skills learnt will de initely enrich our
personalities and help to excel in our lives.
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Startup Oasis at PGI
A special initiative was taken by Poornima Group of Institutions on
entrepreneurship development in college. The Chief Operating Of icer of Start Up
Oasis (an initiative by RIICO and CIIE, IIM Ahmd.), Mr. Chintan Bakshi interacted
with students and held an introductory talk on ‘Startup Entrepreneurship and Role
Played by Startup Oasis’. Students asked a lot of questions and were excited to know
about a lot of trends in market.
He also conducted a small boot camp by one on one mentoring of selected aspiring entrepreneur students
who want to start up their own venture.

Survey of National Small Industries Corporation (NSIC)
*Students were awarded with Rs. 24000 for the survey
The survey was planned by NSIC to analyze the present working scenario of the small scale industries and to
provide a bene icial scheme targeting micro, small and medium scale industries. The survey began on 12
March 2015 which was conducted among 154 industries categorized as small, micro or medium scale
industries of Rajasthan. The objective of this survey is to assess the requirements of raw material(s)
produced in the state, to be added in the portfolio of raw material distribution by NSIC.
The survey was conducted by means of a questionnaire given to the industry owners. The irst part of the
questionnaire dealt with the introduction of the industry and second part of the questionnaire dealt with the
information about their raw material consumption. The information was extracted on the basis of their
consumption of pig iron, procurement rate, the existing suppliers, quality, discounts which they are availing
and their interest in NSIC’s scheme.
The massive survey was conducted by a team of 15 members and they covered the areas of Jaipur like VKI,
Jhotwara, Kaladera ,Kanota, Akeda Doongar etc and some additional areas of cities like Ajmer, Bikaner,
Dholpur, Alwar were also brought under the survey. The survey questionnaire was put forth the respective
owners on a prior appointment with the industry owners.
The data collected on the basis of our survey is displayed on a Report and statistical analysis is plotted
graphically and the inal result will serve as a platform for new scheme to be launched by NSIC.
The data was found not to be updated properly as many of the
units mentioned have already been closed or shifted, while some
foundries’ data was incomplete as the contact details were not
provided or were incorrect.
After this explanation of ours some of them showed good interest
in the survey provided the team members with their details, still
some of them refused to share details like working capital limit.
The existing suppliers of many units were found to be common
major suppliers being Tata Steel, Sesa Sterlite, Kirloskar, Poonam .
Some of the units were located at very secluded areas far from the
main cities and it was quite dif icult for the members to ind out
the location even then the team members tried their best and
managed to locate the units. All in all, it was one of the best live
projects that the students worked on.
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Kalanidhi - An appreciation for the sincere efforts
Like every year this year also we celebrated Kalanidhi, the Annual Function of Poornima Group of
Institutions, to showcase the talent of budding technocrats. It is an annual Prize distribution ceremony for all
the students for which the students wait for the whole year. The program includes the prize distribution to
various class toppers, branch topers and subject toppers. The students are awarded with gold, silver and
bronze medals respectively and certi icate of appreciation is also awarded. On this occasion the college
invited parents of the awardees to be there on the stage, as the moment is very precious and memorable for
every student. The prize distribution ceremony includes all kinds of awards like best student, best hosteller,
best attendance, best project, best seminar etc. Students are always excited for this day. Many students
participated in the cultural program. The whole event was a great success. Students were thrilled to receive
appreciation and cash awards from the college authorities. The list of Awardees is as follows:
“Your decisions are the A.I.R.
(Action, Impact, and Result)
or the breath of life you take
e a c h d ay to l ive. E a c h
decision is made from your
action, the impact of the
action, and the results of
that action.”

Outstanding Contribution Award of Rs. 2100/- Cash & Certificate:
S. No.

Branch and Year

Name of Student

1

B.Tech II Year Civil Engg

Yakeen Sohu

Amount
2100

2

B.Tech II Year Mechanical Engg.

Shristi

2100

3

B.Tech III Year Mechanical Engg.

Abhishek Shekhar Shrivastava

2100

4

B.Tech III Year Mechanical Engg.

Dharmendra Nagda

2100

5

B.Tech III Year Elec. & Comm. Engg.

Ishita Bhargava

2100

6

B.Tech III Year Computer Engg.

Indrani Goswami

2100

7

B.Tech IV Year Computer Engg.

Anjali Dubey

2100

8

B.Tech IV Year Computer Engg.

Ritika Sunny

2100

9

B.Tech IV Year Elec. & Comm. Engg.

Prachi Kedia

2100

10

B.Tech IV Year Computer Engg

Sunil Kumar

2100

11

B.Tech IV Year Mechanical Engg

Shreyansh Jain

2100

12

B.Tech IV Year Civil Engg

Anup Kumar Bundela

2100

Sh. Arun Chandra Singhi Memorial Best Boy & Best Girl Award of Rs. 5100/- and Certificate :
S. No.

Branch and Year

Name of Student

Amount

1

B.Tech IV Year Computer Engg

Aanchal Baid

5100

2

B.Tech IV Year Mechanical Engg

Anand Daddich

5100
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Final Year Projects with a cash Award of Rs. 5100/- & Certificate: (SESSION 2013-14)
S. No.

1

2.

3

Project Name

Year & Section

Name of Student

Amount (Rs.)

Manu Sharma

637.50

Himanshu Pandey

637.50

Kuldeep Sharma

637.50

T-8 Storm

B.Tech IV Year

Aditya Kankani

637.50

(Low Cost Formula One Racing Car)

Mechanical Engineering Ashok Sharma

637.50

Matlab Based Field Robotics

Vehicle Tracking System Using Gps

Kuldeep Meena

637.50

Prashant Agarwal

637.50

Amit Agarwal

637.50

B.Tech IV Year

Abhishek Shah

1275

Electronics & Comm.

Anshu Kumar

1275

Engineering

Ashutosh Kumar

1275

Akhand Nath Dubey

1275

B.Tech IV Year

Payal Jain

1700

Electronics & Comm.

Prachi Sharma

1700

Engineering

Shivani Sharma

1700

Non-Final Year Projects with a cash Award of Rs. 2100/- & Certificate: (SESSION 2013-14)
S. No.
1
2.

Project Name
Use Of Plastic Bottle In Concrete

Year & Section

Name of Student

B.Tech III Year

Bhawani Singh

700

Civil Engineering

Bahadur Singh Jatav

700

Ajay Jangid

700

Automatic Railway Track With Advanced

B.Tech III Year

Rhythm

525

Collision Effect

Electronics & Comm.

Priyanka Vashisth

525

Engineering

Pranay Satpute

525

Shashank Jain

525

Vivek Kumar

350

B.Tech III Year
3

Pendulum Pump With Crank Mechanism

5

6

Rf Controlled Vehicle

Parth – Advanced Air Cannon

Hydraulic Machine

Vishal Sharma

Mechanical Engineering Tushar Jain

B.Tech II Year
4

Amount (Rs.)

Computer Engineering

350
350

Varun Shukla

350

Sunil Kumar Dhakar

350

Vishnudev Choudhary

350

Vipin Morya

700

Shushil Sharma

700

Kumar Pranjal

700

B.Tech III Year

Jayesh Jhawar

525

Electronics & Comm.

Aditya Gupta

525

Engineering

Himanshu Garg

525

Himanshu Vaishnav

525

Kshitij Bhargava

525

B.Tech II Year

Jitendra Kumar

525

Civil Enginering

Mahadev Raot

525

Mahipal Singh Bajiya

525
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Non-Final Year Projects with a cash Award of Rs. 2100/- & Certificate: (SESSION 2013-14)
S. No.

Project Name

Year & Section

Name of Student
Lalit Pal

525

1

Restoration Of Energy

I Year

Rajesh Kumar Purohit

525

Mechanical Engineering Dinesh Kumar Swami

525

Madan Mohan Jangir

525

Irfan Nirban

525

2

3

Time Controlling Platform

I Year

Hi-Tech City

Amount (Rs.)

Hitesh Sharma

525

Mechanical Engineering Jitendra Singh

525

I Year
Civil Engineering

Ghadwal Ajay Kumar

525

Laxmikant

350

Manish Kumar

350

Kapil Shandilya

350

Divya Kumari Meena

350

Manisha Kumari

350

Deeksha Meena

350

Gold Medal with Rs. 5100/- Cash & Certi icate : (Session 2012-13)
I Year (Girl)

MEENAKSHI RANI (ECE)(883+864=1747/2000)

Gold Medal with Rs. 5100/- Cash & Certi icate : (Session 2013-14)
I Year (Girl)

SAPNA MEENA (CE) (842+844=1686/2000)

I Year (Boy)

HIMANSHU MEENA (CE) (850+862=1712/2000)

III Year

JITENDRA RAMAN (CE) (821+845=1666/2000)

IV Year

BINIT GOPAL (CE) (848+909=1757/2000)
Silver Medal with Rs. 2100/- Cash & Certificate: (Session 2012-13 & 2013-14)
Topper in Branch/Section I Year (Session 2012-13) (Batch 2012-16)

S. No.

Branch/Section

Name of Student

I Sem

II Sem

Marks Obtained

1

Section A (Civil)

Kamal Rouchhiya

841

840

1681/2000

2

Section B (Civil)

Nishant

839

755

1594/2000

3

Section C (ECE)

Aaditya Vishal Soni

810

836

1646/2000

4

Section D (ECE)

Pooja Bedi

843

812

1655/2000

5

Section E (ME)

Dharmendra Nagda

827

815

1642/2000

6

Section F (ME)

Pooja Sharma

793

805

1598/2000

Topper in Branch/Section I Year (Session 2013-14) (Batch 2013-17)
S. No.

Branch/Section

Name of Student

I Sem

II Sem

Marks Obtained

1

Section A (Civil)

Akshay Galav

787

789

1576/2000

2

Section B (Civil)

Sanjay Kumar

818

758

1576/2000

3

Section C (ME)

Kapil Kumar Saini

710

742

1452/2000

4

Section D (ME)

Shantanu Prajapati

808

813

1621/2000

5

Section E (CS+ECE)

Satish Sharma

749

803

1552/2000
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Topper in Branch/Section III Year (Session 2013-14) (Batch 2011-15)
S. No.

Branch/Section

Name of Student

V Sem

VI Sem

Marks Obtained

1

Civil Engineering-A

Jayesh Kumar Solanki

785

796

1581/2000

2

Civil Engineering-B

Rajan Singh Choudhary

801

769

1570/2000

3

Computer Engg.

Anjali Dubey

799

790

1589/2000

4

Electronics & Comm. Engg.-B

Laveena Chouhan

796

822

1618/2000

5

Electronics & Comm. Engg.-B

Prachi Kedia

801

778

1579/2000

6

Mechanical Engg.-A

Paritosh Shrimal

811

829

1640/2000

7

Mechanical Engg.-B

Pradeep

818

782

1600/2000

Topper in Branch/Section IV Year (Session 2013-14) (Batch 2010-14)
S. No.

Branch/Section

Name of Student

VII Sem

VIII Sem

Marks Obtained

1

Civil Engineering-A

Mast Ram Meena

837

799

1636/2000

2

Civil Engineering-B

Satya Prakash Panwar

813

839

1652/2000

3

Computer Engg.

Shaily Jain

846

851

1697/2000

4

Electronics & Comm. Engg.-A

Ankita Chauhan

819

840

1659/2000

5

Electronics & Comm. Engg.-B

Navin Kumar Pankaj

816

833

1649/2000

6

Mechanical Engg

Rohit Manawat

689

820

1509/2000

Basant Kanwar Seth Memorial Award(Sponsored by Dr. S.M. Seth, Chairman, PGC) Rs. 3100/S. No.

Branch/Section

Name of Student

I Sem

II Sem

Marks Obtained

1

Electronics & Comm. Engg.

Meenakshi Rani (2012-13)

883

864

1747/2000

2

Civil Engineering

Sapna Meena (2013-14)

842

844

1686/2000

Sketches from Students
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Aarohan- The College Fest 2014
This year too, the Poornima Group of Institutions celebrated the annual Tech-Cult-Sports fest Aarohan
Poornima with the same fervor and zeal. This fest gives the students of all the branches of engineering the
opportunity to display their talent and creativity. This event gives the aspiring engineers a platform to exhibit
the various talents they have and helps in substantial growth. It gives a sigh of relief from the daily schedules
of studies and relaxes and motivates them to perform better for future endeavors.
FINAL PRIZE LIST OF AAROHAN POORNIMA'14
S.NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

STUDENT NAME
SUDHIKSHA BISHNOI
SACHIN SWAMI
VIKAS KUMAR SONI
JUHI BHARDWAJ
PREETI SHARMA
ANUJA SINGH
SEEMA KUMARI MEENA
SHUBHAM KUMAR SAHU
NIRALI NAGAR
SOMENDRA SINGH
SANDEEP KUMAR
RAGHURAJ
AKSHAY
SIMRAN PRATIHAST
SHIVANI VERMA
NIRUPAMA SHAKTAWAT
NEHA
POONAM KUMARI
PRATIGYA PAREEK
TANU SONI
ASTHA SONI
DINESH KUMAWAT
HEMANT BHARTI
SHYAM LAL SAINI
RAMANDEEP SINGH DHOUNSI
PADAMA RAM
PAWAN SAINI
ABDUL RAHMAN
MANOHAR LAL DAS
AKASH KUMAR
DAMODAR SHARMA
KISHOR KUMAR LOHAR
IRFAN NIRBAN
ANKIT PANCHAL

YEAR
1
3
3
2
3
3
3
2
3
1
3
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
3
3
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
2

BRANCH
CE
ME
ME
ME
ME
CE
CE
CIVIL
CE
CIVIL
CIVIL
CIVIL
CIVIL
CIVIL
CIVIL
CIVIL
CIVIL
CIVIL
CIVIL
CE
CE
CIVIL
CIVIL
CIVIL
CIVIL
CIVIL
CIVIL
CIVIL
CIVIL
CIVIL
CIVIL
ME
ME
ME
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EVENT NAME
200 M. Race (Girls)
Rangoli
Rangoli
Rangoli
Rangoli
Browse the NET
Browse the NET
Extempore (Hindi)
Extempore (Hindi)
800 M. Race (Boys)
Carrom
Long Jump(Boys)
Housie
Dodge Ball (Girls)
Dodge Ball (Girls)
Dodge Ball (Girls)
Dodge Ball (Girls)
Dodge Ball (Girls)
Dodge Ball (Girls)
Dodge Ball (Girls)
Dodge Ball (Girls)
Table Tennis (Boys)
Table Tennis (Boys)
Dodge Ball (Boys)
Dodge Ball (Boys)
Dodge Ball (Boys)
Dodge Ball (Boys)
Dodge Ball (Boys)
Dodge Ball (Boys)
Dodge Ball (Boys)
Dodge Ball (Boys)
Dodge Ball (Boys)
Dodge Ball (Boys)
Dodge Ball (Boys)

PRIZE
Runner Up
Runner Up
Runner Up
Runner Up
Runner Up
Winner
Winner
Winner
Runner Up
Runner Up
Winner
Runner Up
Runner Up
Winner
Winner
Winner
Winner
Winner
Winner
Winner
Winner
Winner
Runner Up
Winner
Winner
Winner
Winner
Winner
Winner
Winner
Winner
Runner Up
Runner Up
Runner Up

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

HITESH SHARMA
GADHWAL AJAY KUMAR
DHARAMVEER
ASMIT SINGH ARORA
BRIJPAL SINGH DEORA
PRIYA SINGH
ASTHA SONI
TANU SONI
ANJALI KUMAWAT
SHIVANI VERMA
SIMRAN PRATIHAST
VASUNDHARA
VAISNAVI
VAISHALI
PRATIGYA PAREEK
AYUSHI JOSHI
DIPTI SINHA
DEEPALEE VIJAY .
ADITYA KUMAR
ABHIJIT NAIR
AJIT KUMAR SINGH
ANIL SINGH NEHRA
MOHIT BANWAR
HARI KRISHAN KUMAWAT
RAVI GOUTTAM
RAHUL YADAV
KAPIL BHARDWAJ
SARANSH YADAV

2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
3
3
2
4
4
4
4
4
4
2
1
4

ME
ME
ME
ME
ME
CE
CE
CE
ECE
CIVIL
CIVIL
ECE
CE
CE
CIVIL
ECE
ECE
ECE
ME
ME
ME
ME
ME
ME
ME
ME
ME
ME

Dodge Ball (Boys)
Dodge Ball (Boys)
Dodge Ball (Boys)
Dodge Ball (Boys)
Dodge Ball (Boys)
Basketball (Girls)
Basketball (Girls)
Basketball (Girls)
Basketball (Girls)
Basketball (Girls)
Basketball (Girls)
Basketball (Girls)
Basketball (Girls)
Basketball (Girls)
Basketball (Girls)
Treasure Hunt
Treasure Hunt
Treasure Hunt
Volleyball (Boys)
Volleyball (Boys)
Volleyball (Boys)
Volleyball (Boys)
Volleyball (Boys)
Volleyball (Boys)
Volleyball (Boys)
Volleyball (Boys)
Volleyball (Boys)
Volleyball (Boys)
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Runner Up
Runner Up
Runner Up
Runner Up
Runner Up
Runner Up
Runner Up
Runner Up
Runner Up
Runner Up
Runner Up
Runner Up
Runner Up
Runner Up
Runner Up
Winner
Winner
Winner
Winner
Winner
Winner
Winner
Winner
Winner
Winner
Winner
Winner
Winner

Prayogam 2014
Poornima Group of Institutions had organized a two day project exhibition to ful ill the social responsibility
and create awareness about the glorious aspects of engineering to the upcoming and budding engineers at
Poornima University. It was another feather in the Poornima family’s cap. Students from all the branches and
years gathered to display their projects and ideas in front of their fellow mates and school students who
visited from diﬀerent prestigious institutions.
The objectives of Prayogam 2014 were:
•

To communicate the importance of engineering to the science technocrats.

•

To establish a irm technical foundation among the higher secondary students.

•

To emphasize the importance of non syllabus projects.

•

To develop a need and importance of creating projects by oneself.

•

To open up the domains of technical arena for the students so that they are made to think.

•

To establish deliberate interests among students for pursuing further studies in a scienti ic
environment.
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Aadhar : Project Competition
A Project exhibition & competition AADHAR-2014 was organized by Poornima Group of Colleges on 14th
November, 2014 from 9:00AM to 3:00PM at Poornima Group of Institution. PGI was allotted to exhibit the
projects related to the category STATIC PHISYCAL MODEL, HARDWARE ELECTROICS PROJECTS and
HARDWARE MECHANICAL PROJECTS. 64 Projects were listed from Poornima Group of Colleges to exhibit.
LIST OF WINNERS:
S. No.

Project Category

Project Name

Name Of Students

Rank

1

1.

Hardware
Electronics Project

Free Energy Bulb

Hemendra Singh Rathore
Laksh Mathur
Dheeraj Dahiya
Nikhil Jain

2.

Hardware
Mechanical Project

Toll Tax in
Double Building

Shankara Ram
Shyam Lal
Saurabh Singh Kuntal
Govind Tak

1

Paper Rocket
Launcher With Pvc

Simran Pratihast
Shivani Verma
Poonam Kumari
Sanjay Singh

2

3.

Hardware
Mechanical Project
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Placements
Placement is an important part of engineering discipline giving an opportunity to learn about workplace
dynamics , important skills and practice them ef iciently. It is the placement which develops and consolidate
interpersonal skills elaborating the culture in the context of workplace. It’s pertinent to all that at present top
companies look for those candidates who are quite ef icient in academic and non-academic sectors.

INDIAN NAVY Result - Shortlisted for SSB-UES 2015
GOVT PACKAGE
S.NO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

NAME OF STUDENT
AAKASH GOYAL
ATUL DUREJA
MADHUSUDAN
RAHUL NAIR
SAGAR SINGH
SHASHANK JAIN
SIDDHARTH GUPTA
AJIT KUMAR SINGH
ANAND DADDICH
GAGAN SUKLECHA
GOURAV MISHRA
PRADEEP
SHUBHAM YADAV

BRANCH
CE
CE
ECE
ECE
ECE
ECE
ECE
ME
ME
ME
ME
ME
ME

Reg. No.
PGI/CE/11/003
PGI/CE/11/007
PGI/EC/11/008
PGI/EC/11/050
PGI/CIV/13/079
PGI/EC/11/031
PGI/EC/11/104
PGI/ME/11/117
PGI/ME/11/118
PGI/ME/11/105
PGI/ME/11/131
PGI/ME/11/159
PGI/ME/11/114

ZETA INTERACTIVE
PACKAGE : 2.40 Lac/Annum
S.NO
1
2.

NAME OF STUDENT
PARITOSH YADAV
RITIKA SUNNY

BRANCH
CSE
CSE

Reg. No.
PGI/CE/11/017
PGI/CE/11/004

ZENSAR TECHNOLOGIES
PACKAGE : 3.00 Lac/Annum
S.NO
1
2
3
4

NAME OF STUDENT
AAKASH GOYAL
PARITOSH YADAV
RITIKA SUNNY
SHANTUL RASTOGI

BRANCH
CE
CE
CE
CE

Reg. No.
PGI/CE/11/003
PGI/CE/11/017
PGI/CE/11/004
PGI/CE/11/056

KART PAY (Pvt.) Ltd.
PACKAGE : 2.20 Lac/Annum
S.NO
1
2

NAME OF STUDENT
MAHAN CHATURVEDI
ASHISH SHARMA

BRANCH
CS
CS
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Reg. No.
PGI/CE/11/059
PGI/CE/11/050

INFOSYS
PACKAGE : 3.25 Lac/Annum
S.NO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

NAME OF STUDENT
AANCHAL BAID
ATUL DUREJA
CHETNA KUMARI
SUNIL KUMAR
MALVIKA THAKUR
MEENAKSHI SRIVASTAVA
PRACHI KEDIA
RAHUL NAIR
ANAND DADDICH
ANIL SINGH NEHRA
ANISH KUMAR
ANKIT PATHAK
GAGAN SUKLECHA
PRADEEP

BRANCH
CE
CE
CE
CE
ECE
ECE
ECE
ECE
ME
ME
ME
ME
ME
ME

Reg. No.
PGI/CE/11/063
PGI/CE/11/007
PGI/CE/11/064
PGI/CE/11/045
PGI/EC/11/012
PGI/EC/11/088
PGI/EC/11/119
PGI/EC/11/050
PGI/ME/11/118
PGI/ME/11/067
PGI/ME/11/007
PGI/ME/11/302
PGI/ME/11/105
PGI/ME/11/159

THOUGHTFUL MINDS
PACKAGE : 2.80 Lac/Annum
S.NO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

NAME OF STUDENT
DUSHYANT SINGH
PRESHAK DIWEDI
SHASHANK JAIN
SHUBHAM YADAV
MEGHA ASHAR
SOMESH LIKHYANI
PRITHVIRAJ SINGH

BRANCH
ECE
ECE
ECE
ME
ECE
CS
CS

Reg. No.
PGI/EC/11/043
PGI/EC/11/107
PGI/EC/11/031
PGI/ME/11/114
PGI/EC/11/082
PGI/CE/11/084
PGI/CE/11/025

POLYCAB PVT. LTD.
PACKAGE : 3.00 Lac/Annum
S.NO
1

NAME OF STUDENT
SHREYANSH JAIN

BRANCH
ME

Reg. No.
PGI/ME/11/028

GVK EMRI
PACKAGE : 2.40 Lac/Annum
S.NO
1
2
3
4
5

NAME OF STUDENT
SARANSH YADAY
MOHIT BANWAR
SHUBHAM YADAY
GAURAV MISHRA
MRIGANK SAXENA

BRANCH
ME
ME
ME
ME
ME

Reg. No.
PGI/ME/11/121
PGI/ME/11/103
PGI/ME/11/114
PGI/ME/11/131
PGI/ME/11/078

IN-OPEN TECHNOLOGY
PACKAGE : 3.20 Lac/Annum
S.NO
1

NAME OF STUDENT
KAUMUDI MISHRA

BRANCH
ECE
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Reg. No.
PGI/EC/11/076

GAURI TELECOM.
PACKAGE : 2.80 Lac/Annum
S.NO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

NAME OF STUDENT
SHIVRATAN PRAJAPAT
SHIV RAJ GUJJAR
ANIL KR. GUPTA
DEEPAK SAINI
RAKESH KUMAR
VIMAL SINGH
KRISHAN CHOUHAN

BRANCH
ECE
ECE
ECE
ECE
ECE
ECE
ECE

Reg. No.
PGI/EC/11/092
PGI/EC/11/161
PGI/EC/11/113
PGI/EC/11/115
PGI/EC/11/020
PGI/EC/11/156
PGI/EC/11/302

GIRNAR TECH
PACKAGE : 2.20 Lac/Annum
S.NO
1
2
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

NAME OF STUDENT
BLESSY
JYOTI PRADHAN
BABITA
PRERNA PANDEY
SALONI JAIN
AKSHITA MATHUR
MADHURI DEVI
SIMRAN
SHIKHA

BRANCH
ECE
ECE
ECE
ECE
ECE
ECE
ECE
ECE
ECE

Reg. No.
PGI/EC/11/049
PGI/EC/11/085
PGI/EC/11/114
PGI/EC/11/066
PGI/EC/11/142
PGI/EC/11/063
PGI/EC/11/073
PGI/EC/11/038
PGI/EC/11/122

DIFFUSION ENGINEERS LTD.
PACKAGE : 2.36 Lac/Annum
S.NO
1
2
3
4

NAME OF STUDENT
ABHIJIT RAJSHEKHAR NAIR
AJIT KUMAR SINGH
MOHD. SAMEER
SANDEEP NEHRA

BRANCH
ME
ME
ME
ME

Reg. No.
PGI/ME/11/046
PGI/ME/11/117
PGI/ME/11/038
PGI/ME/11/068

MPHASIS Ltd.
PACKAGE : 2.50 Lac/Annum
S.NO
1

NAME OF STUDENT
ABHISHEK KUMAR

BRANCH
CS

Reg. No.
PGI/CE/11/092

T CLARKS
PACKAGE : 2.80 Lac/Annum
S.NO
1

NAME OF STUDENT
SURBHI GOYAL

BRANCH
CS

Reg. No.
PGI/CE/11/010

THAKUR CONSTRUCTIONS AND DEVELOPERS PVT. LTD.
PACKAGE : 2.20 Lac/Annum
S.NO
1

NAME OF STUDENT
JAZIB ATHER

BRANCH
CIVIL
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Reg. No.
PGI/CV/11/115

TRIVENI TURBINES
PACKAGE : 4.60 Lac/Annum
S.NO
1

NAME OF STUDENT
GAURAV MISHRA

BRANCH
ME

Reg. No.
PGI/ME/11/131

E-PROCUREMENT PVT LTD
PACKAGE : 2.00 Lac/Annum
S.NO
1

NAME OF STUDENT
PRAKHAR SHARMA

BRANCH
ECE

Reg. No.
PGI/EC/11/118

RELIANCE JIO INFOCOMM LTD.
PACKAGE : 2.40 Lac/Annum
S.NO
1
2
3
4

NAME OF STUDENT
ANKIT VIJAY
AVIRAL VIJAY
RAKESH KUMAR
UDIT KUMAR SAINI

BRANCH
ECE
ECE
ECE
ECE

Reg. No.
PGI/EC/11/021
PGI/EC/11/023
PGI/EC/11/020
PGI/EC/11/025

DESIGNCO (LOHIA GROUP)
PACKAGE : 2.00 Lac/Annum
S.NO
1

NAME OF STUDENT
ABHIJIT RAJSHEKHAR NAIR

BRANCH
ME

Reg. No.
PGI/ME/11/046

VISION WORLD AUTOMATION
PACKAGE : 2.00 Lac/Annum
S.NO
1

NAME OF STUDENT
PRAMOD KUMAR

BRANCH
ECE

Reg. No.
PGI/EC/11/010

GEOSANSAR ADVISORS PRIVATE LIMITED
PACKAGE : 2.00 Lac/Annum
S.NO
1

NAME OF STUDENT
RANJEET KUMAR

BRANCH
ECE

Reg. No.
PGI/EC/11/158

ACUITY INFORMATION SYSTEM
PACKAGE : 2.00 Lac/Annum
S.NO
1
2

NAME OF STUDENT
SOURABH KUMAR ROY
ANJALI DUBEY

BRANCH
CS
CS

Reg. No.
PGI/CE/11/006
PGI/CE/11/062

FARHOM. E-RETAIL BUSINESS
OWN BUSINESS
S.NO
1

NAME OF STUDENT
SOURABH KUMAR LAKHMARA

BRANCH
ECE
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Reg. No.
PGI/EC/11/024

AMDOCS
PACKAGE : 3.50 Lac/Annum
S.NO
1

NAME OF STUDENT
SAGAR KUMAR

BRANCH
ECE

Reg. No.
PGI/EC/11/007

INDIAN ARMY
GOVT. PACKAGE
S.NO
1

NAME OF STUDENT
MADHUSUDAN

BRANCH
ECE

Reg. No.
PGI/EC/11/008

TCS
PACKAGE : 3.20 Lac/Annum
S.NO
1

NAME OF STUDENT
RITIKA SUNNY

BRANCH
CS

Reg. No.
PGI/CE/11/004

IIC TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD
PACKAGE : 1.50 Lac/Annum
S.NO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

NAME OF STUDENT
BHAWANI SINGH
CHETAN SHARMA
GIRVER SINGH
HIMANSHU PRAJAPAT
JITENDRA RAMAN
LOKESH MEENA
OM PRAKASH SHARMA
SAMIR SHANKAR
SRIKANT KUMAR
VIJAY KUMAR
YOGESH KUMAR SHARMA

BRANCH
CIVIL
CIVIL
CIVIL
CIVIL
CIVIL
CIVIL
CIVIL
CIVIL
CIVIL
CIVIL
CIVIL

Reg. No.
PGI/CV/11/061
PGI/CV/11/134
PGI/CV/11/114
PGI/CV/11/042
PGI/CV/11/080
PGI/CV/11/059
PGI/CV/11/017
PGI/CV/11/111
PGI/CV/11/004
PGI/CV/11/152
PGI/CV/11/121

Madhusudan Sharma – A Dream Realized
SSB EXPERIENCE

"Future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams"
Since childhood I was fascinated by my father who is in Indian Army. The journey towards my dream
started with qualifying NDA written exam in 2011. I was called for SSB interview in Allahabad. But
unfortunately I was screened out. I was very upset but learned a lot from my failure. Then I was over age as
per the standards of NDA. I joined Poornima Group of Institutions and learned a lot from its disciplined
environment. In III Year, I was selected for UES-ARMY SSB interview. In IV Year I was selected for UES-NAVY SSB Interview.
This time I went for SSB-interview with coaching and confidence. With all SSB-interview experience I got to know that it was not
easy. In IV Year I qualified CDS written exam at graduation level. I went for SSB interview to Bhopal. I was quite confident this
time. I participated in all tests with great zeal. And finally with the blessings of my teachers and parents and almighty God I was
the only candidate from my batch to be selected. Now I am Lieutenant Madhusudan Sharma. I thank all the faculty members
and PGI as a whole for guiding and keeping me motivated towards realizing my dream.
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Placements
Civil Engineering

Computer Engineering

Electrical Engineering

Mechanical Engineering
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B.Tech. Fourth Year 2014-15

Civil - A

Civil - B

CSE

ECE - A

ECE - A

ME - A

ME - B
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Events & Activities at PGI
A Warm Welcome to Fresh Buds
The irst step of a child, the irst day at school and the irst day of college are
certain important things in life which leave a long lasting impression. So, on
August 04 2014, the senior students of Poornima Group of Institutions, Jaipur
came together to welcome the new entrants, fresh from school. This marked
the commencement of new semester for the new students.

Orientation Program
Orientation program PEHLA KADAM is the soul of our college and is indispensable part which is conducted in
the starting of the session. It helps the students to adapt themselves in Poornima culture and make them
aware of the importance of diﬀerent concept which are especially introduced in our college for the
betterment of the students. It also helps them to know about each other, their tutors, seniors, lecturers,
authorized members and dignitaries.
•
Address by Academic Heads PGC
•
General facilities available at Poornima
•
Importance of Lectures, Tutorial & Practical
•
Lectures on Culture and Ethics of Poornima
•
Administrative system of Poornima
•
Importance of Attendance and discipline
•
Knowledge about functions of Self Help Group
•
Information about Poornima
•
Alumni Association
•
Events & Celebrations at Poornima
•
Interaction with students’ counselor
•
Tutor system
•
Career guidance of speci ic branches
•
Online Examination System
•
P-PROSKEP program
•
Special activities (SPL, OBT, CT, PPT, Quiz)
•
College visit

Installation Ceremony of Rotract Club
In the campus the installation ceremony was organized on August 12, 2014, the
program was of one & half hour and the motto of the event was to introduce the
new members in the club the Guest of the event were the Rotarian Mr. .K .Jajoo ,
President , Rotary Club , Mrs. Kiran Poddar, Secretary Rotary Club, Mr. K
Sharma Member Rotary Club, Mr. P.Modi Member Rotary Club, Mid town Jaipur.
The chief guests were being welcomed and they shared their vision &
expectation for the growth of the Club. Later on oath ceremony was conducted
for new members. The special guests were Dr. (Prof.) R. P. Rajoria, Mr. Abhayjeet Singh, Head, P-PROSKEP,
Mr. Pankaj Dhemla, Asst. Dean PGI & Mr. Naval Kishor Jain, HOD, ME. The event ended with a vote of thanks by
the faculty coordinator Mr. Vijay Kumar Sharma.
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Youth Day
A debate competition was organized on the occasion of Youth Day on August
14, 2014. Students actively participated in the competition and shows zest and
zeal to the fullest. The topic for the show was Necessity of Employability as a
Signi icant Asset. The jury of the show was Ms. Priyal Verma, Assistant
Professor, Department of English. There were 25 participants in all.
S. No.
1
2
3
4

Name
Aastha Soni
Jitendra Moray
Lakshya Mathur
Raja Rajora

Section
E
A
C
B

Branch
CS
Civil
ME
Civil

Rank
I
II
III
IV

Independence Day
Independence Day was celebrated in Poornima enthusiastically. The day was
celebrated with lag hosting and cultural program. Students actively
participated and shown great zeal towards the program. Songs, Skits and
Dances, Patriotic in nature were presented. The program was followed by
Faculty felicitation.

Faculty Felicitation Program
World Photography Day is all about celebrating photography. Whether you see
yourself as an Amateur, Hobbyist or Professional, August 19th is a day to
embrace your love of photography. Keeping the same thought in mind on
August 19, 2014 the department celebrated World Photography Day. The event
was coordinated by Mr. Nitin Mukesh Mathur, Assistant Professor, I year. He
organized a Photography competition for irst year students where students
were free to click any of the soothing and beautiful pictures. The students submitted their click. 09 Students
gave their the best photographs out of which the picture of Mehrangarh Fort submitted by Yash Goyal,section
- D , ME won the competition.

National Sports Day
National Sports day of India is celebrated on August 29 every year in the
memory of Major Dhyan Chand. The main objective is that we need to build a
sports culture in the country. So, on the occasion of Sports Day, the Poornima
Group of Institutions organized a Quiz Competition related to sports. Students
participated in Sports quiz with sheer determination which was held on the
same day in last lecture. A total of 60 objective type questions were asked. Total
199 students actively participated in the event. The section wise result of Quiz Competition is:
Maheep Singh Khichi (Sec A),Pratigya Paarik, Rishabh Goyal, Vishesh Kumar (Sec B), Anshu Kumar Ranjan,
Chetan Singh, Himanshu Yadav (Sec C), Pavan Tak, Uttam Kumar Sharma (Sec D), Arun Kumar (Sec E).
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Teachers' Day
A debate competition was organized on the occasion of Youth Day on August
14, 2014. Students actively participated in the competition and shows zest and
zeal to the fullest. The topic for the show was Necessity of Employability as a
Signi icant Asset. The jury of the show was Ms. Priyal Verma, Assistant
Professor, Department of English. There were 25 participants in all.

The Engineers' Day
Engineers operate at the interface between science and society. To identify the
great works done by our hard working engineers each year 15th September is
celebrated as Engineers' Day marking the birth day of Sir Mokshagundam
Visvesvarayya, recognizing his contributions in the ield of hydel energy in
India. This year also Poornima Group of Institutions, Jaipur acknowledged the
work of this great engineer by celebrating this day jubilantly on 14 September
2014. On this occasion the faculty members informed the students about the
Engineers day and its linkage with Engineering Profession. Students also got an opportunity to listen to the
speech delivered by Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam at IIT, Hyderabad.

Career Oriented Session by Mr. Rahul Singhi
Mr. Rahul Singhi emphasized on the need of having belief on ourselves and then nothing is impossible in this
world. He laid stress on motivating ourselves that success is within reach for anybody who has a focus on his
goal and works continuously towards achieving it. He said, “Everyday look into the mirror and say I am The
Best”. All the students felt very motivated after the session.

Industrial Visit And Design Software Training Program at CIPET
ME Department organised a knowledge enhancing visit for V Sem A & B
students to CIPET on 20 August, 2014. Students learned about CNC, Plastic
manufacturing, mould making, injection moulding, non conventional
machining like AJM, UVM, EDM etc. Students were also been provided hands on
practice on injection moulding machine. Further collaboration of trainings and
projects were also planned. Mr. Naveen Kr. Sain and Mr. Deepak Kumar acted as
coordinators of this Visit. A group of 3rd year students started a 160 hr
Workshop cum training session on leading Design & Drafting software’s like
AUTO CAD 2014 & Pro– Engineer Creo 5.0 with their real world implementation on Computer Numerical
Controlled Machines (CNC).

R.C. Aircraft Design Workshop at IIIT, Delhi
Few of our III year students went to IIIT, Delhi Indraparastha Institute of
Information and Technology for a workshop organised by Aerotrix. It was held
for 2 days consisting of lecture and practical knowledge for designing a Simple
aircraft. Our students designed an Aircraft which was awarded by the prize of
Highest Elevation. This workshop increased the aeronautical knowledge of
students and made them aware about the outside competition.
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Special Classes for Skill Development
With the great eﬀorts of our Respected Director, Dr. Rakesh Duggal, the college
has organized Special Training classes for the Final year students so that they
can excel in the upcoming Placement drives.
These classes are meant for following points:•
Guidance to Students for Increasing Placement Chances.
•
Experience Sharing by Selected Students (Alumni and others)
•
Discussion on Exam Pattern and Previous Year Placement

Placement Activity
To increase practical knowledge and to give inal year students a overview of industrial life. Department did
plan 2 week training for Final year students to enhance their employability having goal in mind that by hands
on training students will be able to face interview in an improved manner. This plan is being executed
currently as students are pursuing training on Kamal Coach Pvt. Ltd, Renault Service Centre (Nirmal Cars
Pvt. Ltd.) and Poornima Workshop in clusters of 5. Department is working to get many more industries onboard with this program. Department is actively involved to monitor the quality of these training and we are
seeing well out-comes.
94.3 My FM (ME) Apart from academics, to refresh our students, we were delighted to have interaction with
“94.3 My FM”. The session was hosted by the RJ’s of My FM. It was a full proof entertainment session and the
students had great time there. To make it more interesting, the organizers distributed the Passes of a Night
party on the occasion of Friendship day (YAARIYAN-2014).

Clean PGI
An initiative was taken at PGI to contribute towards the “Swatch Bharat”
campaign run by Our Honorable Prime Minister Mr. Narendra Modi. The drive
was initiated by the P-PROSKEP Department of PGI in which the students of III
Year and II Year participated with great zeal and enthusiasm. They Cleaned the
whole campus including the canteen area and decorated the same with charts
and banners highlighting the importance of keeping a clean and healthy
environment.

ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING ANALYSIS
On August 30, 2014 the Civil Engineering Department of PGI and department of Architecture, PU jointly
organise a workshop for enhancing the knowledge of architectural drawings and for providing skills of
knowledge so acquired in ield work for PGI Civil Engg. Students. As planned two professional architects Ar.
G.M.Mathur, HOD, Dept. of Architecture was invited for organising the workshop. In order to have optimum
outcome, a notice was put on the blackboard of Civil Dept. of PGI to attract really interested students from 4th
year only. Department scrutinized application so received and selected 30 students of 4th year to attend the
workshop. The eventually raised interest in the department and it was decided to permit 5 students of 3rd
year civil branch, PGI to participate in the workshop. Mr. Pankaj Dhemla,
Mr. Ayush Goyal coordinated the whole workshop.
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INDUSTRIAL VISIT
The objective of industrial visit is to provide an exposure to the students
regarding the ield knowledge and make them competent of understanding
and implementing the theoretical knowledge into practical with a professional
approach. An industrial visit was planned by the Civil Dept. of PGI on August
29, 2014 at 11:40am. A Group of 25 students under the well guidance of Mr.
Aslam Khan and Mr. Rajudeen Khan were taken to “GULMOHAR GARDENS”.
The points learned by students where making of chips tiles, scaﬀolding, foundation, slabs, column etc. During
performing experiments of lab we felt that it was a tough work but while interacting with site engineers we
found it was tougher one at site. It was a wonderful experience and students were more con ident of working
at any site in coming future.

Republic Day
On 26th January 2015, Poornima Group of Institutions organized an event
including lag hoisting and an exhibition of 101 posters of post independence
leaders. The chief guests Dr.S.M. Seth and Shri Shashikant Singhi were escorted
in Hulk and Mrs. Shakuntala Seth and Mrs. Renu Singhi were escorted in erickshaw, that were designed by the students and faculty members of
Mechanical Department of PGI. After the lag hoisting ceremony, preamble
scroll was unveiled by Dr. S.M. Seth Sir. Then, the inaugural ceremony of the exhibition was held which
included the details of 101 post Independence leaders in posters from all over India. A documentary
depicting the struggling phase of India was presented in front of the dignitaries. Succeeding the exhibition,
views, opinions and remarks of all the dignitaries and the staﬀ members of PGI were taken on board.

Computer Literacy Program
In the IT age, every ield of study calls for various extend of computer
knowledge such as writing presentation, design, calculation, simulation,
analysis and so on. To equip young children with these fundamental IT skills for
their study, research and work after they grow up, the TECHNOFREAKS see the
need to provide such classes. Children from slum areas like Ramchandrapura
and the children who work in college mess come to attend these classes every
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday for an hour after our college timings. It’s great to see those kids getting so
indulged in the learning and enjoying.

Dr. Padmaya – a famous Psychologist’s session
Dr. Padmaya, a psychologist took a session on the topic “THE GENERATION
GAP AND ITS EFFECT” on August 16 2014. This session was held by Jaipur
Midtown Rotary Club at Clark’s Amer. All the members of rotary club
participated actively in this seminar. She discussed various topics from various
point of views. Some of the issues discussed were as follows •
What is generation gap and what are its causes?
•
What are the problems faced by old people and parents due to this gap?
•
What are the problems faced by youth due to this gap?
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•
•

What are common eﬀects on both generation?
What are the ways to reduce this gap? What possible step should be taken by both generations in
order to reduce this gap?
People from diﬀerent age group participated enthusiastically in this seminar. At last, queries were asked by
the audience and the answer was given by her very nicely. It was nice listening to her.

Social Visit
Social work is not done for any gain or fame. It is for self-satisfaction. One should believe one’s life should be
lived for others not for one self. Social work means to give a helping hand to the needy and poor.
On May 10, our college took 32 students to “Mother Teresa Home”, the help age
home at C-Scheme. There, we got an opportunity to share our love and feeling
with them who were either homeless or were neglected by children.
We received a lot of love and blessings in return. After this visit, we understood
that at this stage, just saying that I love my parents is not enough. This visit is
going to remain as a prized possession for us.
This activity basically comes under NSS. We served them and discussed their
problems. Students even had fun. Students sang songs to entertain them
whereas a few were busy in helping them exercise. Those people were very good to us and helped us in
knowing their past and problems. At last, a memento and a bouquet was given by our faculty to the nun. It was
a learning experience for us.

Jaipur by Nite
The Jaipur by Night carnival was packed with a variety of traditional dance, music and entertainment, along
with plenty of shopping and food by 26-27 September, 2014. The objective of two-day event was to promote
Jaipur as a destination for summer and monsoon tourism. Music lovers from all over the country were in for a
royal treat with two of country's most beloved bands, 'Indian ocean' and ka ila.
On the irst evening, it was hosted at the City Palace, and on the second, it was
planned at the Jaigarh fort.
This was the irst time when 10 Technofreak club members from PGI got a
chance to witness such an event as the volunteers. They indeed met a lot of
people who helped them in improving themselves. Being a professional course
student, they dressed up professionally and performed their best at the event.

Goonj - A contribution towards humanity
Goonj is a non-governmental organization based in Delhi, which works in 21 states across India in disaster
relief, humanitarian aid and community development. Established in 1999 by Mr. Anshu Gupta, it has
converted 1,000 tonnes of used clothes, household goods and other urban discards into usable resources for
the poor. It collects and delivers 1,000 tons of material every year through a network of 500 volunteers and
250 partners. Besides it run infrastructure and local development projects in villages and slum areas.
Mr. Anshu Gupta who is popularly known as the Clothing Man, started his career as a freelance journalist and
left a corporate career in 1998 to start GOONJ. Anshu’s mission in Goonj is to make clothing a matter of
concern, to bring it in the list of subjects for the development sector. While introducing a new model wherein
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city’s discard is turned into a rural development resource, he adds a new perspective which looks at the
giver’s dignity rather than the donor’s pride. In the last 14 years GOONJ, the organisation he founded has
been able to demonstrate, how a parallel trash based (as opposed to cash based) economy is possible. An
Ashoka & Schwab Fellow, he and his organization Goonj, has won many international awards and the work
brings a lot of conviction and evidence to show the success of the idea. GOONJ has emerged as the largest non
-monetary resource agency while people also call it one of the largest civic participation movements!
In 2012, Anshu Gupta founder-director, was named India’s Social Entrepreneur of the Year 2012 by Schwab
Foundation, a sister organization of World Economic Forum.

This session was specially organized for Poornima Group of Institutions by Young Indians (Yi) which is an
integral part of the Confederation of Indian Industry (CII), playing a proactive role in India's development
process. Yi was formed in the year 2002 with an objective of creating a platform for young Indians to realise
the dream of a developed nation. Yi has around 1727 direct members in 35 chapters, and engages around
10500 students through chaupals, under the brand ‘Yuva’. The Yi membership includes young progressive
Indians between the age group of 21 & 40 and comprises entrepreneurs, professionals and achievers from
diﬀerent walks of life.

MOTIVATIONAL QUOTES
•
•
•
•
•

"Success is walking from failure to failure with no loss of enthusiasm." -Winston Churchill
"Try not to become a person of success, but rather try to become a person of value." -Albert Einstein
"Great minds discuss ideas; average minds discuss events; small minds discuss people."
-Eleanor Roosevelt
"I have not failed. I've just found 10,000 ways that won't work." -Thomas A. Edison
"If you don't value your time, neither will others. Stop giving away your time and talents--start
charging for it." -Kim Garst
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Straight Talk from the Students' heart
INDUSTRIAL VISIT
Industrial visit has proved to be an important activity in any
engineering & undergraduate program.
It contributes to the achievements of various essential varying
outcomes & programmer objectives. Industrial visit for I and II year
students are designed in PGC curriculum which are not incorporated
in RTU syllabus.
Any industrial visit hardly takes half a day and will be suitable for
groups of 40 students . By these industrial visits we show the actual
face of an industry which helps students to know what actually goes on
at a place of work. By this students will get a much better view of a particular business environment & will
achieve a greater awareness of careers & opportunities in particular subject area.
For I year it was held in II semester & for II year in III semester. Diﬀerent Industries were visited by the
students of I& IInd year like OMEGA-Electronics, Kamal Coach Works and Astha Group of Constructions.

SOCIAL WORK
Social work is a professional & academic discipline that seeks to improve quality of life and subjective wellbeing of individuals, groups, communities etc. through research and policy. The community organises, direct
practice and crisis intervention for the bene its of those aﬀected by
social disadvantages such as poverty, mental and physical illness or
disability.
This profession is dedicated to the pursuit of social justice and wellbeing of oppressed and marginalized individuals and communities.
Social work is an interdisciplinary profession, meaning it draws from a
number of areas, such as psychology, sociology, criminology,
economics, ecology, health, law, philosophy and counseling.
Social work basis its methodology a systematic body of evidence
–based knowledge derived from research and practice evaluation, including local and indigenous
knowledge. It also recognizes the complexity of interactions between human beings and physio -social
factors.

TRANSPORTATION
Transportation is an important part of life because without mobility our respective lives will come to a halt. In
our daily life, all our routine tasks will become dif icult and consume more time
to complete. A good transportation facility save students’ valuable and precious
time.
The buses of PGI are named after the famous rivers of the world and each bus is
allotted a speci ic number. There are separate buses for faculties and students.
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Another important thing to notice is that in any weather be it sparkling sunlight of June or blinding fog of
January or heavy rainfall of spring season. Buses of PGI protect the students and get them to home or college
on time. So, it is great fun in college buses.

UNIFORM
Uniformity of clothing is believed to lead to uniform behavior& uniform behavior is supposed to lead to
conformity of thought”. In a college there are students from diﬀerent
regions of India but are united in a same place, for same purpose. So,
dressing in uniform shows ethics & keeps students far away from
comparison. As we all are in a professional course during our
graduation, our uniform gives a sensation of professional behavior,
respect & it also develops a group of identity. The inal excuse for
having a uniform is that it gives students a sense of pride in their
institute & we also know it very well that clothing is a powerful form of
non-verbal communication , conveying socio-economic status ,
occupational role & even the authority & power vested in that role.

COLLEGE LIBRARY
College Library provides assistance to the students as well as to the Faculty members to update and enhance
their knowledge. The Library in PGI has the following collection:
No. of Books Title - 2513
No. of Volume - 20689
CD/DVD of Books – 684 no. of International Journal &
National Journal & Magazines - 123
No. of CD/DVD Journal & Magazines - 199

MOTIVATIONAL QUOTES

Apart from the main library, we have departmental
libraries wherein the books related to the department
are kept for assistance. The HOD of the department
has the authority to issue the books to the faculty
members and technical staﬀ. Books are not issued to
students.

•

"Take up one idea. Make that one idea your life--think of it, dream of it, live on that idea. Let the
brain, muscles, nerves, every part of your body, be full of that idea, and just leave every other idea
alone. This is the way to success." -Swami Vivekananda

•

"Good things come to people who wait, but better things come to those who go out and get them."

•

"Success is walking from failure to failure with no loss of enthusiasm." -Winston Churchill

•

"Happiness is a butter ly, which when pursued, is always beyond your grasp, but which, if you will
sit down quietly, may alight upon you." -Nathaniel Hawthorne
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Faculty & Staff – The Force Behind
At Poornima Foundation, its faculty members, whose dedicated focus is on teaching
learning process and inspiring the students, shape the academic facet of institution.
Devoted faculty members are instrumental for imparting world-class education.
Poornima Foundation’s balanced commitment to scholarship, teaching, and research
attracts some of the inest scholars of the state. With a faculty: student ratio of 1:15
and supportive hand of committed staﬀ that strongly believes in quality education,
our esteemed, innovative, and caring faculty guides our students to become change
agents of the future. Faculty members are passionate and curious individuals who
continue their own research while teaching at Poornima. They come from across the
country bringing with them a diverse wealth of knowledge.
The faculty at Poornima believes in GURU-SHISHYA heritage of Indian Tradition. This allows for a closer
student-professor relationship and contributes to the sense of community on campus. Professors also make
themselves available to students outside of the classroom, even beyond of ice hours, such as meeting in the
staﬀ rooms / cafeteria or before or after class or at hostels. The faculty at Poornima makes a point of
connecting with their students to create a ful illing academic experience.
Today the total number of faculty at Poornima is over 550, spread across management, technology,
architecture, commerce and science. Over the years the faculty has contributed to research and published
and presented papers in both national and international conferences.
The faculty members at various institutions of Poornima are assets that enhance the credibility of the
organisation and facilitate recognition through exclusive academic delivery.
Faculty is the realm of any educational organization. This teaching and guiding factor acts as a backbone of
any learning & career development. The faculties are periodically trained in house & out house to pin point
focus to our curriculums requirements. Just as students prepare intensely for every class, Poornima faculty
spends a great deal of time preparing for each class as well, alone and in teaching teams.
Good staﬀ is one of our greatest assets
In today's fast paced world an organization wants to be on the leading edge. This can be attained only with a
powerful task force, who can perform like work horses, giving quality result in the speci ied time frame. Our
strong management team recognizes individual eﬀorts and contributions that help to maintain our forward
momentum in the marketplace. Our entire staﬀ is carefully selected, & passes under a strict training routine
periodically to perform like a professional.

Mr. Rahul Singhi
Assistant Director,
Poornima Foundation
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Faculty : The Life Line

The impact that a faculty member can have on the student experience can be seen in and out of the classroom.
We found that faculty behaviors and attitudes aﬀect students profoundly, which suggests that faculty
members may play the single-most important role in student learning. Therefore the faculty is the content
expert, and students are regarded as learners or novices to the academic discipline or ield of study. The
teaching role of faculty members re lects their centrality in addressing the primary educational mission
among colleges and universities. As faculty members teach, they disseminate and impart basic or applied
knowledge to students and assist students with the learning process and applying the knowledge. In this
construction of the teaching role, Faculty members are expected to follow developments in the ield so their
expertise and knowledge base remain current. At Poornima Group of Institutions, faculty members are also
expected to participate in creating the new developments and value addition that enhance the content and
strengthen the topics that are taught in the classroom.
Total no. of Faculty Members

85

Total no. of Faculty Members having Ph.D Degree

08

Total no. of Faculty Members having M.Tech. Degree

27

Total no. of Faculty Members having M.Sc. Degree

09

Total no. of Faculty Members having MBA Degree

05

Total no. of Faculty Members having MA Degree

02

We Heartily Congratulate
• Dr. Ravika Vijay for completion of Ph. D Degree
• Dr. Ajay Mauraya for completion of Ph. D Degree
• Mrs. Chandan Jadon for completion of M.Tech. Degree
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Faculty Achievements
•

Mr. Bhanwar Veer Singh, published a paper in International journal of Engineering Research and
applications [IJERA], June 2014 on the topic “Design and Development of Trapezoidal Microstrip Cap
cou-pled patch antenna”.

•

Mr. Chandan Kr. Dubey, published a paper in International journal of Engineering Research and
applications [IJERA], June 2014 on topic “Design and Development of Rhombus Microstrip Cap coupled
patch antenna”.

•

Mr. Pawan Chauhan, attended workshop on “Introduction to Research Methods using Neutral
network in MATLAB” in Association with ISTE, ISLE during 22-24 August.
Attended e-seminar on September 2.

•

Ms. Monika Ratnu, attended and presented paper at national seminar on “PARALLEL INTERFERENCE
CAN-CELLATION BASED ON HEBB LEARNING RULE” Jan. 18-19, 2014 in NSAWOA-2014.

•

Ms. Nidhi Godika, paper published in journal IJETR, June 2014 on “reduction in PAPR by Selective
Mapping Technique”. Completed M. Tech in July 2014

•

Mrs. Divya Rastogi & Mr. Amit Gurjar, attended FTP in PU on Research methodologies on 19-20 Sept
2014

•

Praveen Saraswat, Manoj Kumar Sain, Deepak Kumar, published a paper on “A Review on Waste
Reduction through Value Stream Mapping Analysis.” International Journal of Research (IJR) Vol-1,
Issue-6, (July 2014) ISSN 2348-6848.

•

Kulbhushan Bhagat, Deepak Kumar, Antariksha Verma, published a paper on “Eﬀectiveness of
Milling Parameter on Surface Roughness and Metal Removal Rate”, International Journal of
Engineering and Technical Research (IJETR) ISSN: 2321-0869, Volume-2, Issue-6, June 2014.

•

Manu Khare & Deepak Kumar, published a paper on “Optimization of Sand Casting Parameters using
Factorial Design” paper published in International Journal of Science and Research (IJSR) , India Online
ISSN :2277-8179 , in Vol. 3, issue 1, January, 2014.

•

Yadram Singh & Deepak kumar, published a paper on “To Reduce the Rejection of Clamp for Muf ler
Component at Punching Stage during Manufacturing” International Journal of Advanced Mechanical
Engineering ISSN 2250-3234 , vol 4, number 7 (2014) pp 849-858

•

Mr. Deepak Kumar, published a Research paper in International Journal of Advanced Mechanical
Engineering on the topic “Reducing the Rejection of Clamp for Muf ler Component at Punching Stage
during Manufacturing”.

•

Ms. Tripti Mehta, presented a paper in National Seminar on Recent Advances in Applied Mathematics
And 18th Prof. P.D. Verma Memorial Lecture-2014 organized by Dept. of Mathematics, University of
Rajasthan on 13-14 Sept., 2014 on the topic “Oscillatory Flow of a Visco Elastic Electrically Conducting
Fluid and Heat Transfer through Porous Medium Filled in a vertical channel in the presence of Chemical
reaction and heat Source.”
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Poornima Alumni Association
Poornima Alumni Association was established in the year 2006 with the objective to
bring together all alumni as a family.While we started with just 140 students and now
have about 10000 students wandering in our premises each year, reputation
continues to be the clear reason students enrol, candidates get recruited and scholars
attend our research & development programs. Every alumnus today represents
Poornima's past and is the foundation of our future. Poornima's core values and its
purpose as an organization of excellence are most clearly de ined by achievements
and contributions of alumnus to their organizations and societies.
The world has changed. And once again, Poornima has responded by listening to the
industries that hire the talent Poornima develops, and delivers the change they need. We strongly believe in
our core philosophy of ful illing your dreams. Alumnus can help most by talking about Poornima, mentoring
students, accepting opportunities to attend class, recruiting Poornima's students, participating in alumni
events and sharing your views and expertise.
I am very delighted to acknowledge that Poornima Group of Institutions is putting the treasures together
in the annual college magazine Poornima Pioneer Alumnus has always played a major role in enlightening
and strengthening Poornima by their victories. They have been our supporters and have served the alma
mater being benevolent to it. Alumnus is the real ambassador who has tied juniors with their support and
guidance. It is through them that we are known in the world around. The Alumni Association has always
manifested in joining the weak bonds together and creating them afresh and new through the means of
alumni section. Association has also maintained a regular contact between the alumni and the alma mater
which has resulted in a well developed, versatile engineering graduates and alumni which outshine the rest
in their ields.
We are building Poornima's future on a history characterized by vision, passion and courage but more
importantly - on a hope that we can make a diﬀerence.
This section is dedicated to the Alumnus, and is the medium through which they can rejoice their past
memories and can get to know about the success of which they have been always a part. This section re lects
back with love and aﬀection that alumnus has always shown.
My felicitations and best wishes to the editors of Poornima Pioneer and wishing all alumni very successful
professional and personal life!
Join us as we embark on this great new era in the history of Poornima Foundation.

- Smt. Renu Singhi,
Advisor,
Poornima Alumni Association
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
A Preamble
Poornima Alumni Association has been functioning to maintain the alumni relations of Poornima amongst
the passed out students. To maintain a strong alumni association &
connection, it is essential to create a platform where all the alumnus as well
as present students can get information & happenings about their college &
establish a better network leading to the growth and development of our
institute.
With this noble thought in mind, the Executive Committee of the association
has come up with a new portal for the Alumni of POORNIMA. Poornima
Alumni Association committee expresses its deep gratitude to the
distinguished alumni for their aﬀection and co-operation organizing/participating in the meets and expects
the same response in future also.

The Mini Convocation Ceremony at PGI
A Mini Convocation function was organized at PGI campus for the irst batch of the college. The occasion was
itself very special in this program. The B.Tech Degree was distributed to the students of irst batch of PGI. It
was a reunion day of our irst alumnus. The Chief Guest of the ceremony was the Campus Director Dr. Rakesh
Duggal and Mrs. Renu Singhi, Advisor, Poornima Alumni Association. The Alumnus felt elated to receive the
degree from their Campus Director and the Advisor. The campus director
shared his love and blessed the alumnus for their bright future. The Advisor,
PGC also congratulated all the Alumnus and wished great luck for their
future. The Ceremony ended with a lunch provided by the college. The
Alumnus felt great on the day and overwhelmed to see the arrangements
done by the juniors. The present students were also highly motivated and
inspired by the belongingness shown by the seniors.
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The Alumni Meet
To remember the precious moments of college life, Alumni Meet was held on 31st January 2015 at Poornima
University. The occasion was graced by
more than 120 Alumni. Then the
inauguration of the event was done by
Chairman of Poornima Foundation Dr.
S.M. Seth followed by the lighting of
lamp ceremony. It was followed by
Saraswati Vandana. Speaking on the
occasion Dr. S.M Seth Sir, underlined and
praised the achievements of Alumni in
diﬀerent spheres of life. It was followed
by the speech of Director General of
Poornima Foundation, Shri Shashikant
Singhi, who felt that it was a matter of
great pride for Poornima Foundation
that it’s Alumni members are holding such key positions in various Government and Private companies. It
was followed by the cultural event that included dance performances of the students.
Director of Poornima Group of Institutions Dr. Rakesh Duggal welcomed the Alumni and appreciated the zeal
of all the Alumni members. Head of Alumni Association, Smt. Renu Singhi highlighted the importance of
Alumni Meet and called for greater participation. Alumni appreciated the zeal of all the Alumni members. It
was followed by college level interaction. Head of Alumni at Poornima Group of Institutions, Mr. Pawan
Chauhan with his alumni team successfully called 45Alumni from Poornima Group of Institutions. This team
decorated the central hall and premises in Poornima University beautifully.

What Alumni Says
Poornima means full moon that gives proper light to the world like that poornima
college gives the diﬀerent way to walk, diﬀerent opinion and thoughts in the most
important days of my life. I feel immense pleasure to be the part of poornima family. It
enlightens my life with joy and happiness. The best part of this foundation is that
every individual person either teacher or other staﬀ members treats every students
as proper guardian. Like in the college, we have learnt about leadership, teamwork,
punctuality and discipline. So in this college, I have got the overall development in my
personality either from P-PROSKEP or from other activities

Abhishek Sehgal
(Civil) Batch 2010-2014
Working in a private company

It was a really nice journey of my life. I did not realize when I became a bright and
con ident guy of my college who used to be shy, reserved sort every time in his school
days.
Poornima has taught me the real values of life, how to face the challenges of life, how
to keep yourself motivated and determined. I really want to thank Poornima for
making me a person who is ready to face the outside world with much con idence
and patience.
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Rajat Phogat
(ME) Batch 2010-2014
Working in Rhino, Pvt. Ltd

The dream begins, most of the time with someone who believes in you, who tugs and
pushes you and leads you to the next level of your life and this is exactly what
Poornima has done with me. It has strengthened and brushed me up to face all the
endeavors of my life. The days spent with Poornima family were the golden days of
my life. Here, the teachers were like parents and friends were like family. The support
and motivation given by the teachers were the pillars of my con idence and success.
Naveen Regi Varghese
(EC) Batch 2010-2014
Working at L&T infotech

Poornima - A place where we get to learn discipline, punctuality and responsibility. It
is a place where overall development of a student takes place. I as a student of
Poornima feel that I was turned from a stone to a diamond in the four years which I
spent in Poornima. From the tutorials to the P-PROSKEP classes, the assessments and
presentation on all aim at the overall development of the student.
Shaily Jain
(CS) Batch 2010-2014
Working at L&T infotech

The trend of online examination conducted in PGC bene ited us to improve our skills
for combating in optional question.

Articles by Alumni Members
As my engineering student life ending, I thought of preserving memories of this life.
Poornima Group of Institution is one of the best places in the world to get an engineering
education. We have excellent students. We have world-class faculty. College immerses
students in interdisciplinary activities and oﬀer real-world design challenges and
introduces students to experts in their ields. They provide technological tools and
resources that will prepare us to meet twenty- irst-century engineering needs. In the
classroom and in the lab, engineering students study and work hard—yet they also have
rich social lives that include myriad extracurricular activities. Student life and learning in
engineering oﬀer exciting choices: national study, ield research, internships, laboratory experience,
entrepreneurial opportunities, and more. Students with eye form. The college is nationally renowned for its
research, and students at all levels have the opportunity to work directly with faculty, to propose and conduct
research, and to publish and patent their results. Working in interdisciplinary teams, engineering students
address real-world challenges—and actually design and build products that solve those challenges. They
learn to present their ideas, pitch their products and launch successful companies. Our College has an active
and diverse student body, with dozens of student organizations, honoraries, and professional societies. As a
student in our College, you will have many opportunities to interact with your fellow students, faculty, and
professionals in your ield. The University has intramural sports and a wide range of academic and social
organizations for people of all interests. The energy from athletics is unsurpassed. Students in our College
ind friends, fun, and positive, life-changing experiences in and out of the classroom. Our college program
provides many opportunities to learn about the various departments and student organizations within
them, to help students get involved and engaged with College life early on in their academic careers.
Poornima Group Of Institution education not only oﬀers students the time of their life, it prepares students
for life in the real world.
Apoorva Mathur
PGI-ECE (2009-13)
Working at a Pvt.Co.
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“Life isn’t about the destination but the journey that gets it there.”
My journey in Poornima has been full of adventure. When I look back, of hopes and dreams
and now I stand living them. the college has given me an opportunity to discover my
abilities and bring them to light. The lessons of patience and perseverance has helped me
come a long way. I feel truly blessed to have been a part of this wonderful journey. All the
lessons learned and memories gained will be treasured forever.
Ruchi Sharma
ECE (2009-2013)
Working at HCL

On the irst day of my collage in PGI (SESGI) I had nothing to say but on the last day I had a
lot to say. The four year I spend in college life are like magic years for me. During irst year I
was just used to say miracles changing life from an easy mode to dif icult mode. New rules
& regulations, academic loads, hostel activities many more which make me feel whether
PGI is a college or a school. But when I was leaving college I understood rules and
regulations, academics loads, boundations, etc are the foundations for bright future. These
are the water contents full of nutrients to shape the seed in proper and fruitful plant. PGI
was like a well kept secret, with students only realizing how unique it is once they arrived. One of my
strongest irst impressions was the sense of identity that this college has. I know that when I was allocated to
PGI I was worried that a modern college might lack a sense of history...but my fears were unfounded PGI is a
distinctive, vibrant, and a very friendly place. The College is as friendly as it promises, and there are loads of
opportunities to get involved at all levels. When I irst received my oﬀer for mentorship & Asst. Professor
from College recruitment I was illed with a mixture of emotions. Although very excited at the prospect of
teaching the students of the inest University of the India, the friendly and welcoming atmosphere of the
College is truly unique and it helped me a lot to explore myself. When I was in trouble someone is always
there in form of friend, philosopher and guide. I would like thanks Dr. Rakesh Duggal sir, Mr. Pankaj sir, Mr.
Manish Khandelwal sir, & Mr. Aditya Sharma sir for guiding me during the four magical year of engineering.
Saurabh Singh
CIV(2009-2013)
M.Tech , NIIT Hamirpur

PGC is one of the best college group in Rajasthan. This is because of its commitment
towards each and every student. A technocrat always wants an environment inwhich he
can invent new ideas and can make the best out of his ability. An infrastructure that the
college has in both college campus and hostel is very helpful to students. A unique system
“Mentorship” is also very innovative idea that helps all the students in their overall
development in hostel. It feels like a “Home away from home”
Deepak Atrey
ECE (2009-2013)
Working at a Pvt.Co
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Branches of PGI
DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Mechanical Engineering is a Professional Engineering discipline that deals with the design, production and
maintenance of the physical and natural mechanisms. I am overwhelmed by the response of the students in
various activities and participations at diﬀerent levels.
People feel pleasure to communicate with young and vibrant Mechanical Engineering students, because they
are fully charged batteries, Power Houses for pure potential that shall drive the nation in near future. It’s the
attitude that matters the most in your life and we at Poornima always try to create that positive attitude which
can help students to reach at the apex positions. It is all about the will power of the students that help them to
excel in life .Information is one thing that actually put a stepping stone in the life of everyone. The faculty
members of our department work very hard to make students technologically superior & ethically strong and
build them as professionals who will become the trend setters in industry.
I, on the behalf of the department, advise you all to plan and utilize every moment available to you. I look
forward for a commendable position of Poornimites in global market. I extend my warm wishes to
Mechanical Engineering students of the institute.

JEWELS OF THE DEPARTMENT

Naval Kishore Jain
Head of the Department
Poornima Group of Institutions
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Best Research Papers of the Department
Kulbhushan Bhagat, Deepak Kumar, Antariksha Verma. “Eﬀectiveness of Milling Parameter on Surface
Roughness and Metal Removal Rate”, International Journal of Engineering and Technical Research (IJETR)
ISSN: 2321-0869, Volume-2, Issue-6, June 2014.

Abstract
Metal machining has been a very important process in Production. Machining Conditions
play a vital role in estimating the performance of machining operations. It have long been
recognized that the machining conditions, such as cutting speed, feed and depth of cut
aﬀect the performance of the operation in great extent. These parameters must be selected
to optimize the quality of machining operations. It can be achieved by mathematical
modeling of performance as a function of machining conditions using design of
experiments (DOE). The objective of this paper was to analyze the eﬀects of the machining
parameters in turning on the surface roughness parameters of AISI 52100 steel. It is quietly
used in bearing in rotating machinery. The Design of experiments based on response surface methodology
with three numeric factors (cutting speed, feed rate and depth of cut) ive level central composite rotatable
designs have been used to develop relationships for predicting Surface Roughness and Material Removal
Rate. The surface roughness parameters were measured using surface roughness tester (Surf coder SE 1200)
The Design Expert software has been used for the analysis. A quadratic model and linear Model have been
developed which indicates that interaction is present between the machining parameters (speed, feed, depth
of cut). Model adequacy tests were conducted using ANOVA table and the eﬀects of various parameters were
investigated and presented in the form of contour plots and 3D surface graphs. Numerical optimization was
carried out considering all the input parameters within range so as to minimize the surface roughness. The
optimal values obtained are cutting speed 200.00 m/min, feed 0.35 mm/rev, depth of cut 0.35 mm. The
indings of this study will be bene icial to manufacturing industries where surface inishing plays a very
important role. Index Terms: Cutting Speed (CS), Design of Experiments (DOE), Feed Rate, Depth of Cut,
Surface Roughness measurement.
Deepak Kumar
Associate Professor
Poornima Group of Institutions

Electronic Stability Control
Electronic stability control (ESC), also referred to as electronic stability program (ESP) or
dynamic stability control (DSC), is a computerized technology that improves a vehicle's
stability by detecting and reducing loss of traction (skidding). When ESC detects loss of
steering control, it automatically applies the brakes to help "steer" the vehicle where the
driver intends to go. Braking is automatically applied to wheels individually, such as the
outer front wheel to counter over steer or the inner rear wheel to counter under steer. Some
ESC systems also reduce engine power until control is regained. ESC does not improve a
vehicle's cornering performance; instead, it helps to minimize the loss of control.
According to Insurance Institute for Highway Safety and the U.S. National Highway Traf ic Safety
Administration, one-third of fatal accidents could be prevented by the use of the technology
Operation : During normal driving, ESC works in the background and continuously monitors steering and
vehicle direction. It compares the driver's intended direction (determined through the measured steering
wheel angle) to the vehicle's actual direction (determined through measured lateral acceleration, vehicle
rotation (yaw), and individual road wheel speeds).
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ESC intervenes only when it detects a probable loss of steering control, i.e. when the vehicle is not going
where the driver is steering. This may happen, for example, when skidding during emergency evasive
swerves, under steer or over steer during poorly judged turns on slippery roads, or hydroplaning. ESC may
also intervene in an unwanted way during high-performance driving, because steering input may not always
be directly indicative of the intended direction of travel (i.e. controlled drifting). ESC estimates the direction
of the skid, and then applies the brakes to individual wheels asymmetrically in order to create torque about
the vehicle's vertical axis, opposing the skid and bringing the vehicle back in line with the driver's
commanded direction. Additionally, the system may reduce engine power or operate the transmission to
slow the vehicle down. ESC can work on any surface, from dry pavement to frozen lakes.
Naval Kishore Jain
Head of the Department
Poornima Group of Institutions

Mechanical Engineering: The Innovative Projects of the Department

Chopper Bike

Choppers bikes are motor cycles featured on the television series
American Chopper. It is built by Orange County Choppers (OCC)
for a speci ic corporate or celebrity customer. The chopper bikes
are the most comfortable bike of all and cover all necessary
technical features like power torque speed braking. The market
Cost Of this Bike will be 1, 10,000 to 1, and 75,000. But the making
of the bike cost 70,000 to 80,000 only. I have provided better
suspension system for smooth riding. Engine is mounted on
Rubber bushes for reduction of vibrations. Big handle is provided
for better control. The overall length of bike is 10.5 feet.
Abhishek Sharma
III Year

We as a team decided to do something interesting which can
solve typical pollution stuﬀ caused by transport vehicles,
especially petrol and diesel-powered two- and three-wheelers
and can be introduced as easy and aﬀordable option. So a team of
9 students, Saumitra Sharma, Romit Sharma, Raushan Singh,
AUTO-ELETTRICA:
Sohanlal, Ramsingh, Rameshwar, Rattiram, Tejpal and Shubham,
The e-Rickshaw
did a successful experiment on a simple pedal rickshaw to make
it run on automation without causing any type of pollution. We
made an e-Rickshaw from it at the same cost of a new pedal rickshaw which is at 16000/- Rs only. The
modi ication which has been made is very easy to understand.
A simple used pedal rickshaw has been taken and apart from typically designed electric rickshaws. We did
some modi ications to make this stuﬀ more cheap and compactable. The electric rickshaw is simple
modi ication of a usual pedal rickshaw. This rickshaw is a typical example of front wheel drive where no
diﬀerential is used. A simple motor of 500 watt is ixed with the front wheel which provides torque to
rickshaw. This motor is operated by a 24 amp battery with 48 V. As mentioned this is front wheel drive so it
does not stop working with pedal and in the case in which battery get discharged, the rickshaw can also be
operated by pedals. These are some simple modi ications which makes this stuﬀ aﬀordable to a common
pedal rickshaw holder.
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Faculty Articles
OZONE, WATER & ENERGY
There’s no doubt that water is important not only for human beings but also every living
things. But the irony is that the world is facing major water crisis now. There is only 2.5% of
the earth’s water which can be considered fresh water. All of us realise just how precious
water is in our daily lives. It is said that the third world war will be fought for water. “So now
is the time to save our precious water. It is truly said that “water, water everywhere but not a
drop to drink just think about it”. You are 60% water, save 60% yourself”.
We depend on energy for everything in our lives. Most of us forget that energy is available in
abundance but it is limited and it is important that we use our energy resources wisely. Embracing an energy
ef icient life style today will help you get a better life tomorrow. So “so keep the future bright, turn oﬀ the
light”.
The ozone layer shields the planet from the radiation’s harmful eﬀects. But scientists discovered that certain
man-maid chemicals deplete the ozone layer, leading to an increased level of UV radiation reaching the earth.
Overexposure to ultraviolet radiation carries a number of serious problems like skin cancer, eye cataracts,
reduces the plants growth etc. We can reduce this depletion by encouraging tree plantation and by using
“ozone-friendly” products. “Earth without ozone is like a house without a roof”.
My advice to all students is to plan and utilize every moment available to you. I look forward for a
commendable position of Poornimites in global market. We Engineers can play crucial role to save our earth.
We have to change our view regarding Design and development, not only comfort but also environment
safety is important parameter. For over centuries we have ignored this but for the safety of the human race we
have to develop new ideas regarding this issue. I extend my warm wishes to Mechanical Engineering students
of the institute.
Naveen Kumar Sain
Assistant Professor

NANO TRIBOLOGY
Tribology is the science and technology of interacting surfaces in relative motion and of
related subjects and practices. The nature and consequences of the interactions that take
place at the moving interface control its friction, wear and lubrication behaviour.
Understanding the nature of these interactions and solving the technological problems
associated with the interfacial phenomena constitute the essence of tribology. The
importance of friction and wear control cannot be overemphasized for economic reasons
and long-term reliability. It is clear that the general ield of tribology has grown rapidly in
the last twenty years. Conventional tribology is well established but nanotribology is
evolving and is beginning to take the center stage for the next decade. New materials are inding use and
furthermore new industrial applications continue to evolve with their unique challenges. Nanotribology and
nanomechanics are critical technologies for many micro-/nano- devices and systems and nanostructured
materials. The purpose of the two theme issues is to present the fundamentals of nanotribology and
nanomechanics in the irst issue and applications to nanotechnology in the second issue.
Rahul Sharma
Assistant Professor
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Student contribution
Placement in Tega Industries

WHO AM I?

It gives me an immense pleasure to
inform that I have been selected for
s u m m e r i n t e r n s h i p a t “ Te g a
I n d u s t r i e s L td .” I t wa s a p o o l
placement drive where 263 students
appeared for the irst round of written
test including aptitude, reasoning
&essay writing succeeded by group discussion round
in which I scored highest of all. Further the panel
discussion with technical & HR interview rounds were
held and inally the toughest was Skype round that
was a video interview with the C.M.D. of the company
and only four students were selected .

I start my day with night,
Thinking, what, I have done right,
Still, trying, to make the day bright,
Flying like a kite,
But afraid of my height,
Every day I crawl and try,
Who am I?
I am not that weak,
You can call me a freak,
I put questions on the answers,
Who else know this trick,
Some people say me bye,
Who am I?
Grabbing all my respect,
I fear the word “reject”,
“Dreams come true” is alien to me,
Ful illing what others expect,
Sometimes I cry,
Who am I?
I am the student.
Abhishek Shekhar

This was more of a learning experience for me
which has also brought a lot of con idence and taught
me to believe in myself. It was indeed a tough
competition .So, i would like to thank Poornima Group
of Institutions for providing me with this opportunity
, my mechanical department and my P-PROSKEP
trainer Mr. Abhayjeet Singh and Mrs. Sunaina Nehru
for supporting me and helping me in enhancing my
technical as well as soft skills.
Anything that i know or learn today will never be a
waste and will contribute in my future endeavours.
Dipali Bamnavat
III Year

III Year

भावकार ईमेल लेखन
आज के इंटरनेट यग
ु म ईमेल वारा संदेश भेजना एक आम

या हो चक
ु है । नौकर के आवेदन से लेकर सोशल मी डया वेबसाई स पर

पंजीकरण के लए ईमेल ए स
े का होना अ नवाय है । आज कल लोग प ाचार के बदले ईमेल भेजना अ धक पसंद करते ह यंू क यह स ता और
व रत भी है । इसी लए ईमेल भेजते समय आपको कछ
ु सामा य श टाचार का यान रखना चा हए िजनसे आपका ईमेल भावकार हो सके:

लेखन शल
ै का यान र खए: यह सह है क ईमेल लखते समय हम संदेश को छोटे से छोटा रखने का यास करते ह और बेतरतीब होकर लख
दे ते ह, ले कन यवसा यक ईमेल भेजते समय अपनी शल
ै का यान रखना ज र होता है , जस
ै े क मा ाओं तथा कोमा, और अ य बद
ं ओ
ु ं का

यथास भव उपयोग करना भावकार होता है ।

छोटा और यवि थत ल खए (पॉइं स द िजये): ईमेल लखते समय अपने संदेश को यथा संभव छोटा ह र खए, तथा अपनी मु य बात को

पोइंट वाइज़ ल खए इससे ईमेल पाठक को संदेश समझने म सु वधा होगी और समय भी बचेगा।

श द के पे लग
ं और याकरण को जाँच ल: यावसा यक ईमेल भेजते समय लखे गए श द के पे लग
ं और वा य क संरचना व ् याकरण

को जाँच ल। गलत पे लग
ं जस
ै ी छोट छोट गल तयां बहत
भाव डाल सकती ह।
ु
ु बरा

अनवां छत ईमेल ना कर: जब तक हो सके

ुप ईमेल से ब चए, हो सकता आपका कोई म इसे पसंद ना करता हो।

अपने मु य ईमेल अकाउं ट का कभी इ तम
े ाल ना कर, आपके भ व य के मेल पेम घो षत हो सकते ह।
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प
ु ईमेल करने के लए

प
ं के लए गगल
ु शे रग
ू

प
ु या याहू

360 जस
ै ी सेवाओं का उपयोग करना अ धक भावकार होता है ।
ईमेल का वषय यथाथ रख: ईमेल भेजते समय वषय अव य लख, बि क उसमे ईमेल से ह स बं धत पो ट ज र जोड द, ता क ईमेल ा त
करने वाले को ढे र ईमेल म से आपके मेल को खोजने म आसानी भी हो और वह समझ भी जाए क ईमेल कस बारे म है ।
माइल का उपयोग कर पर यान रख: माईल क लोक यता आज कल काफ बढ गई है , इन संकेत का उपयोग करके आप अपने संदेश को
छोटा और भावशाल बना सकते ह, ले कन अ य धक माइल आइकन का उपयोग करना लापरवाह दशाता है । माइल का यो य उपयोग ह
करना चा हए अतः यावसा यक ईमेल म माइल का योग करने से बच।
अपना अ छा सा स नेचर बनाएँ: अममन
हर ईमेल लाइंट आपको स नेचर या ह ता र जोड़ने क सु वधा दे ता है , संभव हो तब तक आपसे
ू

जड़ीं
ै े क फोन न बर, लॉग का पता, संजाल का पता - आ द स नेचर म जोड कर रख।
ु बात - जस

ईमेल को लापरवाह से ना ल: ईमेल भेजते समय लापरवाह ना बरत, िजसको भेज रहे ह उसका ईमेल - ID जाँच ल। ईमेल भेजते समय अपश द का इ तम
े ाल ना कर, ईमेल से प
सं

यवहार काननी
ू दायरे म आता है और यह आपके खलाफ जा सकता है ।

त श द का योग सोच समझ कर कर: ईमेल लखते समय सं

त श द जस
ै े क CU, FYI, WU, NP, PFA आ द का योग करते

समय यान रख क ईमेल ा त करने वाला संभवतः इनका अथ नह ं जानता हो, इस लए उ ह श द का योग कर जो अ य धक च लत ह ।
ईमेल भेजने से पहले एक

ण सोच ल: ईमेल का SEND बटन दबाने से पहले दो बार सोच ल,

आपका ईमेल अपनेगंत य थान तक पहँु चा दया जाएगा और आप उसे रोक नह ं पाएंगे।
उ मीद करते ह क आप भी अपने इमे स लखते समय इन सामा य श टाचार को

यान

य क आपके बटन दबाने के दसरे
ह
ू
म रखगे और

ण

भावकार ईमेल लखने

क आदत डालगे।
संकलन : अ भषक
े शख
े र

ीवा तव
ततीय
वष
ृ

ू र और कठोर शी
आज से कई सौ साल पव
ू चीन के क

और अनभवी
वचारक थे। धम और
ु

न ट हो जाते ह - महान दाश नक क

यू शयस से जड़ा
ु

ेरक

संग !!

यू शयस नामक एक व यात महा मा और दाश नक हए
ु है । वह बड़े ानी, व वान
ान क अनेक बात वे इस कार सहज भाव से समझा दया करते थे क कसी के मन

म शंका के लए गँुजाइश नह ं रह जाती और उसका सहज समाधान हो जाता।
जब वे म ृ यु के नकट थे और ाण नकलने म कछ
ु ह

ण शष
े थे, उ ह ने अपने श य को पास बलाकर
अपने जीवन का
ु

अि तम स दे श दे ने के उ े य से धीरे -धीरे कहा-’मेरे यारे श य , जरा मेरे मँह
ु के भीतर झाँककर दे खो तो क जीभ है या

नह ं ?’

एक श य ने झाँककर दे खा और बोला-’गु दे व, जीभ तो है ।’ इसके बाद उ ह ने एक अ य श य क ओर संकेत करते हये
न पछा-’दे
खो
ू
ू
ु दसरा
तो, मेरे मँुह म दाँत ह या नह ं ?’ उस श य ने उ तर दया-’गु दे व, आपके मँह
ु म दाँत तो एक भी नह ं है ।’ महा मा क यू शयस ने फर पछाू

’पहले दाँत का ज म हआ
ु या जीभ का ?’ इस बार सब श य ने एक साथ उ तर दया-’गु दे व ! जीभ का।’
‘ठ क’ कहकर महा मा क
जीभ से उ
इस

यू शयस ने अपने श य से पनः
ु

न कया- ‘ श य , जीभ जो दाँत से उ

म छोटे ह, न ट य हो गये?’

म बड़ी, अब भी मौजद
ू है क तु दाँत जो

जीभ सरल
न को सनकर
सब श य एक दसरे
ु
ु ताकने लगे। कसी से भी उ तर दे ते न बना। तब गु दे व ने उ ह समझाया-’सनो,
ु
ू का मँह

और कोमल है , इसी से वह अभी तक मौजद
ू है । दाँत ू र और कठोर थे इसी से शी

बनो।’ और क

यू शयस ने अपनी आख
ँ सदा के लए मँद
ू ल।

न ट हो गये। तम
ु भी जीभ के समान सरल और कोमल

संकलन : अ भनीत सहं सचदे वा
वतीय वष
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DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRONICS & COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING
In PGI, Electronics and Comm. Department came in to existence in the year 2010. All faculty and staﬀ
members of department motivate, encourage and help students to achieve their goals with full zeal and
enthusiasm. The Second-Year Engineering Programs provide students with a stronger foundation, vital to
their future success. The Department objectives are to provide an opportunity to develop and strengthen
academics that enhance the personal, social and educational adjustment of students in all aspects of campus
culture that support student learning and development.
As a Department our key areas are –
• Maintenance of Mid-term and university Results,
• Maintenance of authenticity in Projects,
• Placements and Pre-Placement issues for higher classes.

• Maintenance of Attendance,
• Quality of Replacement,
• Use of Library and Laboratory,

JEWELS OF THE DEPARTMENT
“PGI CAMPUS” WITH LED LIGHTING -AN EFFORT FOR ENERGY AND COST SAVING
Today there are power saving is more important issue, because today power generation
sources are less. So we require less power (energy) consumed equipments.
Therefore a luorescent & Halogen light will be replaced by low cost LEDs. LED lights uses
only 10% on average of power, that's 90% less energy spent per incandescent light, and 50%
less than a CFL. LED lighting is quite safe, environment friendly and contains no toxic
mercury.
Observations
How can one light save you so much money? On an average in the COLLEGE COMPUS, running a 60-watt light
for 50,000 hours would cost 20,000 Rs. in electricity alone. Because the modern LED lights uses only an
average of 8 watts, running the light for 50,000 hours will cost only Rs.3000 under the same scenario. In
addition, you need not to spend time or money replacing lights. Over the lifetime of one LED light, you will
save 17,000Rs. or more on your electricity cost alone. Imagine the savings if every light in our campus is an
LED light!
Bhanwar Veer Singh
Head of the Department
Poornima Group of Institutions
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Abstract
AN APPLICATION OF FIREFLY ALGORITHM FOR CLUSTERING IN WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS
Wireless sensor network gained popularity during past few decades due to the ad-hoc nature, which makes it
easy to install in a landscape where human may not be able to approach. Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is
considered for networks consisting of a large number of tiny sensor devices operating in batteries. This kind
of wireless sensor networks are deployed to accomplish a speci ic task for a long period of time, hence the
energy consumed in communication should be optimized to prolong the network. This paper presents the
energy optimization technique using Fire ly algorithm to improve the network lifetime. Fire ly algorithm is a
nature inspired optimization technique that is based on the behavior of a insect known as “Fire ly” that
produces the lashing light mainly to attract the pray and to attract the mating partner. The proposed
algorithm for eﬀective communication is compared with LEACH and ABC (Arti icial Bee Colony)
optimization for cluster based sensor network and the simulated result shows the better performance.
Key words: Wireless sensor network, Clustering, Fire ly, Optimization, Radio model.
Arshad Nadeem
Assistant Professor

Electronics & Communication Engineering : The Innovative Project of Department
Project Summary
Since every Educational institution works at
daytime so why not use the valuable renewable
source of energy i.e. solar energy to run our
labs and classrooms and save electricity. An
inspiring project that every institution should
implement.
In this project we are trying to provide
electricity to the labs of the college by using
Grid Tied Solar Plant.
In this plant we are using poly crystalline solar
panel because poly crystalline solar panel is
cheaper than other and have ef iciency
between 14-15%.

Installation Photovoltaic Solar plant in college campus
for saving electricity and billing amount

Mainly there are two types of solar system
•
Grid tied
• Oﬀ grid
In this we are using Grid Tied solar plant

A solar inverter, or PV inverter, converts the variable direct current (DC) output of a photovoltaic (PV) solar
panel into a utility frequency alternating current (AC) that can be fed into a commercial electrical grid or used
by a local, oﬀ-grid electrical network. It is a critical component in a photovoltaic system, allowing the use of
ordinary commercial appliances. Solar inverters have special functions adapted for use with photovoltaic
arrays, including maximum power point tracking and anti-islanding protection
Solar panels: To boost the signal of network from outside area toward basement of network scare areas
Inverter: To receive a better signal and transmit it to the mobile users
Students - Sourabh Lakhmara , Sudhir Dhalwal, Rahul Nair, Vijay Agarwal, Rohit Kumar
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Articles
Why Does Very Hot Water Sometimes Feel Cold?
When the steaming water irst hits your skin, you're jolted by a sharp, icy-cold sensation,
accompanied by searing pain. Why does that hot water feel so cold? The human body senses
temperature changes through specialized nerve endings called thermo receptors, located
just beneath the skin. These receptors are distributed throughout the body and are
constantly transmitting temperature information to the brain. A decrease in temperature
activates cold receptors, and an increase activates warm receptors. Thermo receptors can
also respond to speci ic chemicals. For example, menthol activates cold receptors, which
explains the chilling sensation you might feel after brushing your teeth or using an analgesic cream. Cold
receptors primarily react to temperatures ranging from 68 to 86˚F, while warm receptors are activated
between 86˚F and 104˚F.This phenomenon, known as paradoxical cold, has puzzled scientists for decades.
Scientists have also con irmed the equally puzzling existence of paradoxical heat, in which even a relatively
mild cold blast produces a hot sensation.
Pawan Chauhan
Deputy Head of Department
Poornima Group of Institutions

GiFi: High Speed Low Cost Wireless Technology
Researchers of Melbourne University-based
laboratories of NICTA, has come up with a
wireless technology which promises high
speed short range data transfers with speeds
of upto 5 Gbps within a radius of 10 meters.
The new wireless technology is named GiFi
operates on the 60GHz frequency band,
which is currently mostly unused. The GiFi Chip developed by
the Australian Researchers measures 5mm square and is
manufactured using existing complementary metal-oxidesemiconductor (CMOS) technology, the same system that is
currently used to print silicon chips. The best part about this
new technology is its cost eﬀectiveness and power
consumption, it only consumes 2 watts of power for its
operation with antenna (1mm) included and the
development of Wi-Fi chip costs approximately $10( 380) to
manufacture.
In theory this technology would transfers GB’s of your
favorite high de inition movies in seconds. So GiFi can be
considered as a challenger to Bluetooth rather than Wi-Fi and
could ind applications ranging from new mobile phones to
consumer electronics.
Arshad Nadeem
Assistant Professor
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आज सड़क पर लखे ह सक
ै ड़ नारे न दे ख,
पर अ धेरा दे ख तू आकाश के तारे न दे ख ।

एक द रया है यहाँ पर दरू तक फैला हआ,
ु
आज अपने बाज़ओ
ु ं को दे ख पतवार न दे ख ।

अब यक नन ठोस है धरती हक़ क़त क तरह,
यह हक़ क़त दे ख ले कन ख़ौफ़ के मारे न दे ख ।
वे सहारे भी नह ं अब जंग लड़नी है तझ,
ु े

कट चक
ु े जो हाथ उन हाथ म तलवार न दे ख ।

ये धु धलका है नज़र का तू महज़ मायस
ू है ,

रोजन को दे ख द वार म द वार न दे ख ।

राख़ कतनी राख़ है , चार तरफ बख़र हई,
ु
राख़ म चनगा रयाँ ह दे ख अग
ं ारे न दे ख ।

संकलन : जीशान अल
ततीय
वष
ृ

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING
Civil Engineering Department of Poornima
Group of Institutions (PGI) came into existence
from session 2009-2010 and added itself as
one more prestigious college of POORNIMA
GROUP OF COLLEGES [popularly known as
PGC]. Department of Civil Engineering is
committed to provide the highest quality
education to students interested in Civil
Engineering. The Civil Engineering
Department in PGI has begun with a motto to
motivate, encourage and help students to ful ill
their dreams. We have Doctoral degree, M.Tech
and more than three years experience highly
quali ied faculties. In our department we are
doing innovative research in diﬀerent areas of
Civil Engineering and our faculties and
students presented these researches at
international and national both levels. We have
published more than 30 research articles in
international and national journals in last
three years.

JEWELS OF THE DEPARTMENT

Abstract
IMPACT OF WATER QUALITY ON COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF REINFORCED CONCRETE
This study adopt laboratory controlled experiment approach, in order to ind out impact of
water quality on compressive strength of reinforce concrete. To assess the impact two
samples of reinforce concrete mix were prepared, one with fresh water and another one with
5% of saline water. The comparative assessment has been performed on these two samples
to ind out impact of water quality. Reinforced concrete elements were casted using both
saline and fresh water using a mix ration of 1:2:4 for experiment. Compressive strength is
observed for 120 days. The strength was estimated of fresh water sample was 13.08N/mn2
and 12.10N/mn2 for saline water sample on 14th day, whereas strength was observed 13.98 N/mm2 for
saline water and 14.89 N/mm2 fresh water on 28th day. The compressive strength observed on 40th day was
17.60 N/mm2 for fresh water and 16.02 N/mm2 for saline water respectively. In the last compressive
strength was estimated on 120th day, the value was very much signi icantly impacting strength as 24.05
N/mm2 for fresh water and 21.01 N/mm2 for saline water. The study revealed that saline water has impact
on compressive strength and due to salinity structure may have cracks in future as time pass after concrete.
Therefore it is recommended in this research that a rich mix of 1:2:4 strictly enforced on construction sites
for concrete under saline attack, increase concrete cover be used for protection against corrosion, and that
non destructive test be carried out on all formworks under vertical loads like slabs and beams before they are
stripped.
Dr. Prannath Dadhich
Head of the Department
Poornima Group of Institutions
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Faculty Publications
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Phyto – Filtration: A new approach of Waste water Treatment (Tiyasha and Shaktibala)
A comparative Analysis for Phyto remediation using AlliimCepa and Brassica juncea For Treatment of
sewage water of RIICO Industrial Area, Jaipur (Tiyasha)
Characterization of waste water of industrial of Sitapura for post monsoon season (2012) ( Tiyasha and
Shaktibala)
Assessment of Ef iciency of The Sewage Treatment Plant at Sri Balaji technical campus (Tiyasha)
Biogas production potential of Poultry waste and Jatropha de-oiled cake (Tiyasha)
Impact of millions of tons ofEf luent of textiles Industries: analysis of textiles Industries In Bhilwara
and An Approach with bioremediation (Tiyasha)
Integration of remote sensing and GIS for Land Use and Land Cover Change Detection of Ramgarh Dam
Catchment Area of Jaipur(Dr.Pran N. Dadhich, Saurabh Singh, Vikram Sharma and Sumit Sharma)
Risk Assessment of Transporting Hazardous Material in Jaipur City (Dr. Pran N. Dadhich, Rakesh and
Neha Choudhary)
Physical and Chemical characterization of Industrial Waste Water and Pollution Strength minimization
by mixing (Tiyasha)
Portable Rain water Harvesting Technique (Tiyasha and Ashuvendra Singh)

Book Publications
•
•
•
•

Environmental Engineering – I (Tiyasha)
Environmental Engineering –II (Tiyasha)
Design of Steel Structures – II (Suchi Sharma)
Rural Water Supply and Sanitation (Tiyasha)

Student Publications
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Status of rain water harvesting in Sitapura Industrial Area (Anup Kumar Bundela, Bhawani Sharma,
Deepak Singh Sen, Dinesh Saini And Kamlesh Saini)
Investigation of larva infected water logged area in Jaipur city (Ravi Kumar Sharma, Sanjay Shekhwat,
Rajveer Singh And Rohini Saini)
Traditional water conservation in Rajasthan(Kirti Sharma And Mahesh Kumawat)
Flood control and ground water recharging using street catchment area (Sandeep Mundel And
Tiyasha)
Study of rain water harvesting systems for multi-storey residential building Jaipur (Mahesh Kumar
Lamba, Gaurav Khatri And Avakash Caloria)
Multivariate statistical analysis for water quality interpretation of Sanganer tehsil of Jaipur(Kartik
Jain)
Waste water treatment using clay soil ilter for irrigation (Khushi Ram Meena, Mastram Meena, Mayank
Gupta And Jitendra Kumawat)
Analysis of water quality of Amber Fort and Jalmahal (Abhishek Chouhan And Akshay Malik)
Assessment of water quality of drinking water in parts of Jaipur (Asha Gurjar , Kshitij Bhargava,
DeependraBagra And Hamid Khan)
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Waste water treatment in rural areas: old problems, new solutions (Chirag Jain And Deepak Malav)
Analysis of rainwater and water requirement with increasing population by 2051(Kailash Ram,
Tiyasha)
Biodegradation of dyes and growth kinetic assay of micro-organisms (Ajay Kumar Vashisht, Manisha,
Shaktibala)
Phyto- iltration: a new approach of waste water treatment(Tiyasha)
Sustainability of rainwater harvesting systems in multi-storey residential buildings (Gaurav Khatri)
A comparative analysis for phyto-remediation using alliums’ cepa and brassica juncea for treatment of
sewage water of RIICO industrial area Jaipur(Shaktibala)

Best Projects of the Department
HIGH STRENGTH LIGHTWEIGHT CONCRETE
High Strength Lightweight Concrete has been extensively used in challenging marine environments. Its
recent applications in a loating concrete barge gate with 100-year Service life are presented together with
the desired characteristics and corresponding mix Designs. The additional protection system at construction
joints to help the barge gate Maintain long term serviceability is discussed in detail. HSLC used in the barge
gate has high-strength, high workability, low permeability, and high durability, which is essential to the
structure’s service life. Several key contributors to the HSLC’s unique characteristics are identi ied. The use of
lightweight high-strength porous shale as coarse high-strength of the concrete. A low water/cementations
material ratio (w/cm) of 0.38 is aggregate in the HPLC is an important factor for both the light-weight and
another critical factor to enhance the durability of HSLC. Corrosion inhibitors such as DCIS can signi icantly
enhance chloride tolerance for steel reinforcement, and were found to greatly extending the concrete
structure’s service life. The chloride corrosion analysis can provide guidance for the chloride invasion.
Proper detailing of construction joints including the use of PVC waterstops and hydrophilic resins was also
found to contribute to the durability of the Concrete barge gate.
Balram Jakhar
BAMBO PUMPING SYSTEM
Bambo pumping system is a system of pumping water by using an ordinary available bicycle on the roads of
India .The logic behind using bicycle is very common it is commonly used in towns the target and main
purpose behind making of this system is to ease and delivering water for irrigation and house hold purpose.
The bamboo pumping system is highly ef icient in lifting water up to 20 meter .In bamboo pump the
speci ication is that a external gear pump operating on the principal of pressure diﬀerence produced by the
rotation of the gear and resulting in the transfer of water from low pressure side to high pressure side.
Sachin Kaloria
MULTIPURPOSE STADIUM
Multipurpose stadium is that stadium in which we can play more than one game at a time Multipurpose
stadium is based on the idea of rotation. In this stadium we are rotating two grounds clockwise according to
their need. There is a ground consist of two faces. Both faces consist of diﬀerent ground of diﬀerent sports. We
are using motor according to the weight of ground for the rotation of ground. For weight of ground we are
using hydraulic pressure so that they can support the ground and players weight
Shubham Kumar Sahu
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SEISMIC RESISTING MULTISTORY INFRASTRUCTURE(SRMI)
An earthquake is the result of sudden release of energy in the earth’s crust that creates seismic waves. The
seismicity, seismic or seismic activity of an area refers to the frequency, type and size of earthquakes
experienced over a period we are going to design a multi-stored infrastructure which can resist the highly
eﬀective earthquake waves or seismic waves, and which can wear the maximum load. And which can have
alarm system , ire system. When the earthquake comes all the security system are already open and started
and automatically they run and prevent us from danger. In the foundation, we use such type of material that
can directly transfer the load and other power to the ground.
Pawan Saini
HYDRAULIC ELECTRICITY GENERATOR IN MULTI STORY BUILDING
In our project we make a generator that we use in the water supply pipeline in multi -storage building to
generates electricity at a small scale and use that electricity for household purpose. This system is totally
sealed packed so that the water from the pipe line doesn’t go inside the instrument. There is no wastage of
water in this system of equipment. In our project we place 1 to 2 dynamo at each loor of building so that the
water which came at each loor of building rotate the dynamo and the electricity will produce there. In our
project as the pressure head increases the pressure also increases and also due to the increase in the pressure
the rotation speed of the dynamo also increases and the intensity of light got increases. The whole system will
it in to the pipeline of the building and as we use water for our purpose the light will produce and we use that
electricity and we use that for our purpose. The system is economical and also easily replaceable so that is
and error occur in the system we will easily replace it and also we will easily correct the mistake easily.
The instrument that we made and use in our project one dynamo motor will generates up to 14 microamperes and if we use a big dynamo machine that the amount of electricity is more enough to glow light of
bathrooms and kitchens and also we will ,make the seal packed so there is no chance of human health hazard
and also easily maintained in low cost and also it is economical and eco-friendly and it reduces the light cut oﬀ
problem in major big cities and it is a alternative method to produce electricity at a small level.
Manish
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Students Share
Ozone depletion describes two distinct but related phenomena observed since the late
1970s: a steady decline of about 4% per decade in the total volume of ozone in Earth's
stratosphere (the ozone layer), and a much larger springtime decrease in stratospheric
ozone over Earth's polar regions. The latter phenomenon is referred to as the ozone hole. In
addition to these well-known stratospheric phenomena, there are also springtime polar
tropospheric ozone depletion events. Eﬀects on crops: An increase of UV radiation would be
expected to aﬀect crops. A number of economically important species of plants, such as rice,
depend on cyano bacteria residing on their roots for the retention of nitrogen.
Eﬀects on non-human animals : Rising UV levels as a result of ozone depletion are to blame for the observed
skin damage, in the same way that human skin cancer rates have been on the increase in recent decades."
Yamini Dwivedi
II Year

You are the Master of Your Destiny
To those people who always start cursing their
luck while they face misfortunes, I want to say
that please remember that you are hundred
percent responsible for what you are in your
life. You have made your destiny with your own
hands. Your past has made your present. Your present will make
your future. What you are experiencing today is the fruit of
what you have done in the past. Future is still in your hands if
you are cautious enough to keep your present in order.
Therefore never curse your luck for misfortunes but face the
reality boldly. Accepting self responsibility for your fate and the
realization that your thoughts, words and decisions are the
moulds for shaping your future, each bringing about a major
change in your attitude towards life is very important.
Further you have a power within you by which you can modify
and alter your present destiny. Also you needn't be a helpless
slave in the hands of destiny. By exercising positive thinking and
making actual physical eﬀorts with irm determination and will
power against various obstacles, you can defeat the forces of
destiny. If you can also surrender yourself to God, then it
becomes further easier to detach from the wheel of destiny
because of the divine help available to you at every step.
Spiritually enlightened persons are not afraid of destiny at all.
Destiny works as a master and we act as its servant.
Once you control your mind, all sorts of pains, frustrations,
worries, anxieties and fears will lose hold on you and will
surrender at your feet.
Shubham Sahu
II Year
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DREAM OF LIFE......
It's funny how we always seem,
To be so happy in a dream,
Yet when it is time for us to wake,
We think our dreams are a big mistake.
It's funny how in real life,
We seem so bent on war & strife,
If only we would try to live,
To be forgiving & to give.
Then to us our life would seem,
To be the same as in our dream,
And in the morn when we awake,
We'd never make the same mistake.
Sunita Choudhary
II Year

LIFE......
Here comes a baby,
Who’s made to cry & scream,
With the mother bursting her eye’s with tears,
But with the joy for her ful illed dream.
With the days passing by,
Starts the process of pilling expectations,
There’s no more time for cuddling,
It’s time for the starting preparation.
For about 20 year’s slavery under books,
It’s time to impress the king,
“God please you can help me out”
Or ‘Hunger’ is the reason behind my ‘Graving’
Out of nowhere here comes ‘She’,

The love of my life, my ecstasy,
I was happy as well as tensed,
Because now life’s gonna get messy.
With shoulder’s full of burden,
For their today & tomorrow,
There’s no time for me,
To rejoice & to extend sorrow.
Now, I can’t play anymore,
This bruttle game of life,
With a suggestion for you to be careful,
As a wrong step could be painful as a stubbed knife…
Atul Sethiya
Civil, III year

व ान, इंजी नय रग
ं एवं तकनीक पर महापु ष के अनमोल वचन



व ान हम



व ान क तीन व धयाँ ह - स ांत, योग और समले
ु शन



व ान क बहत
ु सार प रक पनाएं गलत ह ; यह परू तरह ठ क है । ये प रक पनाएं ह स य ाि त के झरोख ह -अ ात



ानवान बनाता है , ले कन दशन हम बु मान बनाता है - वल डरनट
ु
-अ ात

हम कसी भी चीज को पणत
ै ा रक
ू ः ठ क तर के से प रभा षत नह ं कर सकते ह । अगर ऐसा करने क को शश कर तो हम भी उसी वच
प ाघात के शकार हो जायगे िजसके शकार दाश नक होते ह - रचड फे नमन
ै



पया त प से वक सत कसी भी तक नक और जाद ू म अत
ं र नह ं कया जा सकता



स यता क कहानी , सार प म , इंजी नय रग
ं क कहानी है - वह ल बा और वकट संघष जो कृ त क शि तय को मनु य के भले
के लए कम कराने के लए

- आथर सी. लाक

कया गया - एस डीकै प



इंिज नयर इ तहास का नमाता रहा है और आज भी है - जे स के. फं क



वै ा नक इस संसार का, जस
ै े है उसी प म अ ययन करते ह । इंिज नयर वह संसार बनाते ह जो कभी था ह नह ं - थओडोर वान
कमन



मशीनीकरण करने के लए यह ज र है क लोग भी मशीन क तरह सोच -स ी जक
ै ब



इंजी नय रग
ं सं याओं म क जाती है , सं याओं क बना व लेषण मा राय है -अ ात



िजसके बारे म आप बात कर रहे ह, य द आप उसे माप सकते ह और सं याओं म य त कर सकते ह तो आप आपने वषय के बारे म
कछ
ु जानते ह ; ले कन य द आप उसे माप नह ं सकते तो आपका

ान बहत
ु सतह और असंतोषजनक ह -लॉड केि वन



आव यकता डीजाइन का आधार है । कसी चीज को ज रत से अ पमा भी बेहतर डीजाइन करने का कोई औ च य नह ं है -अ ात



तकनीक के ऊपर ह तकनीक का नमाण होता है ।हम तक नक

प से वकास नह ं हो सकते य द हमम ये समझ नह ं है क सरल

के बना ज टल का अि त व संभव नह ं है -अ ात
संकलन :

तज भागव
ततीय
वष
ृ
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DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE ENGINEERING
The Department of Computer Engineering
came into existence in Poornima Group of
Institutions in the year 2009. The Department
is currently running an eight Semester B. Tech.
program in Computer Engineering .
The Department is currently running with 6
Faculty members and 4 Technical staﬀ
members and total 120 students. The
Department has the following well equipped
laboratories:Software Laboratory
Embedded Laboratory
Database Management Laboratory
Networking Laboratory
Basic Computing Laboratory
All laboratories and staﬀ Rooms and of ices are
fully networked and connected to Internet.
The teaching staﬀ is actively involved in
JEWELS OF THE DEPARTMENT
Research and Development activities in the
emerging areas of Computer Engineering. Faculty members of the Department of Computer Engineering are
highly quali ied, educated from reputed institutes, dedicated and dynamic.
The success of a Department is best judged by the performance of its students. CS students are achieving
maximum placement in prestigious organization at national level. The students have fared commendably in
various national level competitions like, GATE, AMCAT etc. They have secured admissions to higher studies at
institutions of repute.
Dr. Ajay Maurya
Head of the Department
Poornima Group of Institutions

Abstract
FACE DETECTION AND RECOGNITION
Face recognition from image or video is a popular topic in research. Many public places usually have
surveillance cameras for video capture and these cameras have their signi icant value for security purpose. It
is widely acknowledged that the face recognition has played an important role in surveillance system. The
actual advantages of face based identi ication over other biometrics are uniqueness and acceptance. As
human face is a dynamic object having high degree of variability in its appearance, that makes face detection a
dif icult problem in computer vision. In this ield, accuracy and speed of identi ication is a main issue.
The goal of this paper was to evaluate various face detection and recognition methods, provide complete
solution for image based face detection and recognition with higher accuracy, better response rate as an
initial step for video surveillance.
Vikram Khandelwal
Assistant Professor
Poornima Group of Institutions
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Faculty Articles
PROTECTING CLEAN WATER
Dirty water is the world's biggest health risk, and continues to threaten both quality of life
and public health in the United States. When water from rain and melting snow runs oﬀ roofs
and roads into our rivers, it picks up toxic chemicals, dirt, trash and disease-carrying
organisms along the way. Many of our water resources also lack basic protections, making
them vulnerable to pollution from factory farms, industrial plants, and activities like fracking.
This can lead to drinking water contamination, habitat degradation and beach closures.
NRDC is working to protect our water from pollution by:
•

Drawing on existing protections in the Clean Water Act, and working to ensure that the law's pollution
control programs apply to all important waterways, including headwater streams and wetlands, which
provide drinking water for 117 million Americans;

•

Improving protections to reduce pollutants like bacteria and viruses, which threaten Americans' health
and well being; and

•

Establishing new pollution limits for top problem areas, such as sources of runoﬀ and sewage
over lows.
Dr. Ajay Maurya
Head of the Department

HEALTH EFFECTS OF OZONE IN THE GENERAL POPULATION
Breathing ground-level ozone can result in a number of health eﬀects that are observed in
broad segments of the population. Some of these eﬀects include:
Induction of respiratory symptoms | Decrements in lung function | In lammation of airways
Respiratory symptoms can include:
Coughing | Throat irritation | Pain, burning, or discomfort in the chest when taking a deep
breath | Chest tightness, wheezing, or shortness of breath
In addition to these eﬀects, evidence from observational studies strongly indicates that higher daily ozone
concentrations are associated with increased asthma attacks, increased hospital admissions, increased daily
mortality, and other markers of morbidity. The consistency and coherence of the evidence for eﬀects upon
asthmatics suggests that ozone can make asthma symptoms worse and can increase sensitivity to asthma
triggers.

Pyramid of eﬀects caused by OZONE

The relationship between the severity of the eﬀect and the
proportion of the population experiencing the eﬀect can be
presented as a pyramid.
Many individuals experience the least serious, most common
eﬀects shown at the bottom of the pyramid. Fewer individuals
experience the more severe eﬀects such as hospitalization or
death.
Sumit Mathur
Assistant Professor
Poornima Group of Institutions
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URBAN PLANNING: HOW SMART CITIES USE TECHNOLOGY TO SAVE MONEY
Cities around the world are getting bigger, faster. Around the world, some 180,000 people
move into cities every day. To make cities work well, they have to be made more intelligent.
Cities with intelligence built into their systems, stay viable as destinations for people and
economic growth. And while in the past growth was the main measure of economic success;
today growing populations represent a huge challenge for governments and municipal
planners. They burden already aging and stressed infrastructure. More people means
increased consumption of valuable resources such as water and energy. They need more ire ighters, police,
medical care and education – and they often need the services before they pay enough taxes to cover their
cost.

On the lip side, growing cities also represent a huge opportunity. Most people wouldn’t move to cities if they
didn’t expect to ind better jobs and make more money than they could be in rural areas and small towns. City
dwellers’ economic opportunity is magni ied by the network eﬀect of having millions of people around them,
some of whom will ind value in the skills and labor they provide. And cities themselves can bene it when they
provide the infrastructure that enables those individuals to thrive economically.
But in the face of shrinking budgets and limited resources, we can’t just continue to build new roads,
buildings and infrastructure to support growth. Aside from space limitations on creating new roadways or
power grids, cities can’t aﬀord to shut down existing facilities that people rely on in order to install new ones.
So, instead of striving for physical growth, today a city’s success should be measured by how wisely it uses
energy, water, and other resources, how well it maintains a high quality of life for its people, and how smart it
is in building prosperity on a sustainable foundation. In short, cities have to become much smarter about how
they use existing capacity and resources.
Harveer Chaudhary
Assistant Professor
Poornima Group of Institutions
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WHAT IS SECURE ONLINE TRANSACTION MODELS IN E-PAYMENT?
Secure online transaction models-The simplest method of doing direct business online on
Internet is to set up a secure world wide web server then create content pages and program
forms to take orders.
Secure web servers: A secure web server must by de inition support some type of security
protocol. The two most important are secure hypertext transfer protocol (S-HTTP) and
secure sockets layer (SSL), which was initially developed by Netscape and oﬀered to the Internet community
as a proposed standard in 1995. However, one of their primary advantages is their relative unobtrusiveness
to the consumer using an SSL or S-HTTP enabled browser.
Secure server purchasing: The consumer browses through graphical and textual descriptions of the
merchants' products selects a purchase and usually clicks on a button that says "buy now" to make a
purchase. If consumer is using a secure browser supported by secure server, that button will produce a form
on consumer's screen which the consumer must complete. Delivery and payment information has been
provided the product will be delivered. If the customer is using a browser that is not secure or that uses a
protocol not supported by the server, then some other method must be employed to consummate the
transaction. Delivery information represents name, address, delivery address, email address and any other
information necessary to deliver the product.
If product is a physical item, then a physical destination, preferred shipper and telephone number may be
necessary. If product is a digital item, then it may be transmitted directly to consumer via the browser by email or through some other application such as ile transfer.
Secure server selling- First the merchant needs to publish product oﬀerings on Internet with secure server.
Servers are available that support SSL, S-HTTP and both. Because the Internet is an open network based
strictly on proper and widespread implementation of standards, it doesn't make sense for merchants to limit
their potential customers by using only one standard.
The merchant must go beyond merely setting up the server. As with mail orders there must be a mechanism
for processing the information contained on an order form. Most often the merchant will use interfaces of
some type to automate transactions. Companies selling physical products over Internet use email
con irmations and shipping notices to keep customers up to date on status of orders and all merchants can
use network applications to notify their internal organization of orders.
Ramkunwar Khilery
Assistant Professor
Poornima Group of Institutions

Innovative Projects
MYSHOP
Myshop is a form of electronic commerce which allows consumers to directly buy goods from a seller over
the internet. This project deals with developing an e-commerce website for online diﬀerent types of
products. It provides the user with a catalog of diﬀerent types of products available for purchase in the store.
The Online shopping project has been developed to allow business grows larger and faster. This site will let
consumer to view and order products online from any part of the world. The Online Shopping application is
designed from a user point of view. The user friendly design helps the users in accomplishing their task with
ease. Attempts have been made to keep the design simple and understandable. The total lines of code
written in this website are C#, xml, html .
Modules: Login, Registration, Select category, View products, Purchasing.
Group Members: Anjali Dubey, Deepak Choudhary, Anuj Chaturvedi, Deepshikha Pathak
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EMPLOYEE PERSONAL APPOINTMENT MANAGEMENT
In our busy life, it’s almost impossible to remember all your meetings, appointments. So we need something
which can remember all our appointments and remind us before that event. This app is a perfect choice.
EPAM is an android application through which one can manage all our appointments (add, view and
update). The best part of this app is that one can access all his data from anywhere either it is through web
browser or from its application.
Group Members:
Abhishek Kumar
Bablu Dhaker
Amit Sharma

THE STOCK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
As we know the manual processing is quite tedious, time consuming, less accurate in comparison to
computerized processing.“The Stock Management System” is a real-time inventory database capable of
connecting multiple stores. This can be used to track the inventory of a single store, or to manage the
distribution of stock between several branches of a larger franchise. However, the system merely records
sales and restocking data and provides noti ication of low stock at any location through email at a speci ied
interval. The goal is to reduce the strain of tracking rather than to handle all store maintenance. Further
features may include the ability to generate reports of sales, but again the interpretation is left to the
management. In addition, since theft does occasionally occur, the system provides solutions for con irming
the store inventory and for correcting stock quantities.
Group Members:
Aditya Gour
Yogesh Chaturvedi

AiOne CALL BLOCK
Now days many websites, forums, Institutes etc. ask for your number in order to contact you. But most of
them are unnecessary calls which annoy you. So in order to get ilter calls best solution is CALL BLOCK. Call
Block blocks unwanted calls and protect your privacy. You have to select whether you want to Blocks all calls,
Block calls from the list and Block unsaved contacts. Moreover if you don’t want to block any of the call then
just select Cancel all blocks.
Group Members:
Akash Goyal
Varun Kumar

COURSE CONTENT MANAGEMENT
Course Content Management is an application suite which provides users the options to save contacts, add
events to the calendar, create notes, set reminders and secure their iles and passwords. User accounts are
password protected and all information is stored locally on the user’s computer systems. It can be
downloaded from the of icial Ohana Website.
Group Members:
Abhishek Sihag
Narpat Singh Shekhawat,
Anurag Mathur
Prithviraj Singh Hada
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DEPARTMENT OF P-PROSKEP
SYLLABUS OF LIFE
The times have drastically changed. World is seeing a life-size transformation when
technology is in hands with kids all through the globe. Humans have taken giant leaps and are
still exploring ‘what next’. The world is running and rushing with lightning fast internet, fast
moving vehicles and latest technology enabled gadgets.
The only prodigy that is missing is about LIFE. Very few humans are concerned about the
‘being of human’. Due to ‘rat race’ attitude, humans have ignored the most important curriculum i.e. the
syllabus of life, which comprises of all that substance that we inherit from our parents and well-wishers.
The series of karma takes a man as high as possible but brings him back to the basics, where he realizes the
value of life, the being of a human. Keeping a check on a few good points can help us to rise high and still
remain on the ground. Let’s check the points of life Have faith in self – It is very well said, ‘If you don’t believe in yourself, chances are that nobody else will
either.’ Trusting your instinct is very important to move ahead in life. It’s not easy at all, but you must ind out
ways to unearth your buried self-con idence, and get in touch with a powerful faith within you never knew
existed. Some of us may say that Mahatma Gandhi, Steve Jobs and Mother Teresa, were just lucky and they got
world famous. But the only diﬀerence between them and us is that they developed their courage by
constantly stepping outside of their comfort zone, thereby building their self-con idence, which ultimately
led to their unwavering faith.
Check Your Attitude – Attitude can be positive or negative. Your attitude towards life de ines your altitude.
Psychology de ines this word as an expression of favor or disfavor toward a person, place, thing or an event.
Attitude refers to the concept of mood, which involves a lot of emotions that our mind and heart generate.
Everybody has capability to do something in life. Motivation helps to de ine what you do but Attitude
determines how well you do it.
Don’t Give Up! Fail,Fall..Stand. Walk..Run! – Many of us know Nick Vujicic. He is a man without limbs. No
arms no legs. If you goggle him you’ll get to see that without arms and legs he has developed into a celebrity
and a motivational speaker moving around the globe to transform lives. He says, ‘Never Give Up. The human
spirit can handle much worse than we realize. It matters HOW you are going to FINISH. Are you going to inish
strong?’
Check your Words – Once Lord Krishna was caught by Mother Yashoda eating mud. When asked to show his
mouth, he opened it wide and Yashoda saw the entire universe in it. Now what do we infer? Logically, this
story proves that ‘YOUR WORDS DEFINE YOUR WORLD’. Your mouth through which you speak has the power
to make you either famous or bring defame in your life, in your world. So it’s very important for us to think and
speak, because all the sound energy that we produce through our mouth comes back and hits us, you decide
whether it be positive or negative.
Create Ideas…Discuss…Follow! – An average human mind produces around 50-60 ideas and thoughts in a
day. The only thing is that many good ideas die soon in our hearts and minds, thinking that people may laugh
on them or they are not practical. Well, your instinct can never be wrong. It’s very important to come up with
your thoughts, talks to people, discuss with experts and it is for sure that can frame its practicality and follow
a new road to success.
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Stay Happy! Relax! Be Calm! Have Fun! Enjoy! – Many of us are victim of being workaholic or running a
race to nowhere. In this run and rush we forget to smile, to relax, to calm down, to touch our peer, to have fun,
to enjoy. But trust me; best of the successful people take a break. It’s very important to leave your routine for a
while. It’s very important to have few such days in life where you don’t think logically, where you don’t follow
regular routine, but just do things what your heart says and relax! No wonder, you’ll see a big change in your
productivity.
Talk to the Supreme Power (God) – Many of us these days following latest trends don’t believe in God. But at
the same time, agree that there is some Supreme Power that controls our life that controls our success and
failure. We do agree but we don’t connect to that Power, which is utmost important.
Work Hard! – Well, the real essence is in doing hard work. It’s very important to open your heart and mind
into all the endeavors of life. Don’t leave a task undone or do not get into something half heartedly. Life
demands struggle and every dream becomes reality only through determination, sweat, blood and hard
work.
Write a Lot…Listen a Lot…Talk a Lot! – Another important aspect of any life is to have a proper de inition of
self. Who better than you can de ine you? It’s good to write a lot. Have personal diary, planner, whatever
strikes your mind, scribble it on paper. You may refer it in future and may be it can help you into connecting
correct dots of life. And of course the learner in you should not die, be inquisitive and try to know new things
by listening to people. Also keep talking to lots of people!
Just know, when you truly want success, you’ll never give up on it. No matter how bad the situation may get.
And may be few of these points help you sometime in life!
Abhayjeet Singh
Head of Department
P-PROSKEP

CONCENTRATION TIPS FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
In most of the colleges and universities, about 10 percent of students struggle concentrating.
These students typically blame non-school related distractions for their concentration
problems. However, researchers have shown that loud noises and other distractions do not
aﬀect concentration. Rather, distractions are created through the way students interpret
them.
Creating a Study Environment
1.
Choose an area that will be exclusively used for studying
2.
Surround yourself with study aides
3.
Study in quiet areas without TVs and radios
4.
Do not study in areas where you’ll fall asleep or become groggy
When to Study
1.
Study during the early morning, afternoon, and early evening since you’ll better retain information.
Avoid studying late at night.
2.
Study during times when you will not be distracted by friends, extra-curricular activities, or work
responsibilities.
3.
Don’t study when you’re tired. Get plenty of rest before long study sessions
4.
When you can no longer concentrate or become extremely tired, end the study session
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How to Study & Concentrate
1.
When studying in distracting situations, move to a new setting.
2.
During study sessions, jot down distracting thoughts. This will enable you to forget them and focus on
studying.
3.
Begin study sessions by identifying goals. This could include the number of homework problems to
work through or pages to read.
4.
Reward yourself for meeting your study goals, which could include going to the movies, reading a
book, or other activities you enjoy.
5.
Structure study sessions by organizing content to be studied into chunks. This will limit boredom
during long sessions.
6.
Schedule periodic breaks to clear your mind.
7.
Do not study while you’re watching TV or socializing with friends.
8.
If you struggle concentrating, schedule multiple short study sessions.
9.
Schedule study sessions in advance to avoid possible distractions.
10. Remember that friends will not lose respect for you if you miss out on social gathering to study. There
will always be time to relax and have fun.
11. Plan study sessions around content to cover rather than time. Constantly checking your watch is
distracting.
10 Ways to Increase Your Concentration
1.
Understand what concentration is: “Concentration is taking your mind oﬀ many things and putting it
on one thing at a time.”
2.
Decide what you want to concentrate on. In many ways, you become what you focus on — that is, you
take on some of its characteristics.
3.
Watch other people concentrating. The physical signs may give you a hint about ways to increase your
own concentration abilities.
4.
Avoid constant sensory input. Multi-tasking (trying to do more than one thing at a time), loud noises,
and visual stimulation (such as from a T.V.) make concentration much more dif icult, and being around
them or doing them too much can put you into a habit of non-attention which can be hard to break.
5.
Make it a point to put your full concentration on whatever you are doing. Don’t let anything distract
you. It really helps to be in a quiet place, but you can learn to block out noise if necessary.
6.
Stay calm. Deep concentration is a matter of increasing or directing your life-force or conscious,
cosmic energy. The more of this kind of energy you have, the better. Scattered energy doesn’t help. It
must be calm, focused energy. Learn to be calmly concentrated and be concentratedly calm.
7.
Learn techniques to increase and control your energy. Controlling your energy is an important irst
step toward the ability to concentrate deeply.
8.
Take breaks. Go outside and breathe deeply or take a brisk walk. Make yourself do this often and you’ll
be able to return to your task recharged and ready to focus more creatively.
9.
Learn to meditate. Meditation is the most powerful of all concentration enhancement techniques.
Learn a few simple meditation techniques and practice them at least ive minutes daily.
10. While meditating, watch your breath — don’t control it in any way, just observe. This teaches you to
focus your mind on one thing at a time. As you observe your breath, it will slow down, along with your
mind (this is a scienti ically well-documented), and you move into a dynamic, peaceful (but not sleepy)
state of being. Your mind will become recharged and creatively receptive.
Sunaina Nehru
Assistant Professor
Department of English & P-PROSKEP
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DEPARTMENT OF FIRST YEAR
Poornima is now a global brand and it has
become a pioneer in the ield of technical
education.
The irst Year department is an indispensable
part of PGI. It has ever played the role of
foundation and building block of PGI which
prepares the neophytes to cope with the
atmosphere of an Engineering institute by
including a scienti ic temperament in them.
Like Ever the department has played an
essential role and shown the zeal and eﬀorts to
uplift the nation builders. Here the faculty
members are gal oriented and completely
dedicated towards their aim. The irst year
department is very strict in terms of Uniform,
attendance, mid term exams and all other
special activities. The strictness shown by the
faculty members helps the budding
technocrats to prepare themselves to be good
JEWELS OF THE DEPARTMENT
future engineers. The department has
organized many activities for the whole year for the complete development of the students. The department
organizes many competitions after certain interval to raise the talent of the students and make them compete
in this global world. We also organize many activities to make the students aware about the personality. The
communication lab also takes a great care of the students. Here the students rigorously practice on spoken
English and do various workouts to groom their personality. Thus the irst year department works well to
give its contribution in form of Better Future Engineers.
Obama Reveals Nuclear Breakthrough on Landmark India Trip
In a glow of bonhomie, U.S. President Barack Obama and Indian Prime Minister Narendra
Modi unveiled plans to unlock billions of dollars in nuclear trade and to deepen defence ties,
steps they hope will establish an enduring strategic partnership. The two countries reached
an understanding on two issues that, despite a groundbreaking 2006 agreement, had
stopped U.S. companies from setting up reactors in India and had become one of the major
irritants in bilateral relations. "We are committed to moving towards full implementation,"
Obama told a joint news conference with Modi. "This is an important step that shows how we
can work together to elevate our relationship."
The new deal resolved diﬀerences over the liability of suppliers to India in the event of a nuclear accident and
U.S. demands on tracking the whereabouts of material supplied to the country, U.S. ambassador to India
Richard Verma told reporters. "Ultimately it's up to the companies to go forward, but the two governments
came to an understanding," he added. Signalling warmth and determination to take ties to a higher level, Modi
broke with protocol to meet and bear-hug Obama as he landed in New Delhi, then referred to him as Barack. It
was a remarkable spectacle, given that a year ago Modi was persona non grata in Washington and was denied
a visa to the United States. Between a working lunch that included kebabs made with lotus stem, igs and
spices and an evening banquet where Obama spoke a smattering of Hindi, the two leaders got down to talks.
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They emerged with a 10-year framework for defence ties and deals on cooperation that included the joint
production of drone aircraft and equipment for Lockheed Martin Corp's C-130 military transport plane.
Other deals ranged from an Obama-Modi hotline -- India's irst at a leadership level -- to inancing initiatives
aimed at helping India use renewable energy to lower carbon intensity. But Modi cautioned that work was
still needed to create a solid partnership between the world's two largest democracies. "We have to convert a
good start into lasting progress. This requires translating our vision into sustained action and concrete
achievements," he said, standing next to Obama.
Vedanshu Vashistha
Head of the Department
Poornima Group of Institutions

Abstract by Faculty
DIELECTRIC SPECTROSCOPY OF FRESH POTATO JUICE AT MICROWAVE FREQUENCIES
Dielectric constant (ε΄) and dielectric loss factor (ε΄΄) of fresh juice of potato were determined
by PNA Network Analyzer model Agilent E8364C and co axial probe Agilent, 85070E in the
frequency range 1 to 50 GHz and temperature variation from 30 to 600C. It is observed that at
a particular temperature ε΄ of potato juice decreases continuously with increasing frequency
and the ε΄-f curves at diﬀerent temperatures cross each other in a particular region of
frequency (6 GHz ≤ f ≤ 14 GHz), showing that the rate of change of ε΄ with frequency is higher
at low temperatures, which decreases as the temperature is increased. Small vibrational
peaks are also obtained for potato juice at higher temperatures (40 – 600C) and at higher frequencies (35 –
50 GHz). On the other hand ε΄΄ of potato juice at particular temperature irst decreases, acquires a minimum
value, then increases with frequency, attains a maximum value and then decreases at low temperatures
whereas its average value remains almost constant at higher temperatures. The frequencies corresponding
to minima and maxima in ε΄΄-f curve are found to depend on temperature and vibrational peaks of large
amplitudes are obtained above 30 GHz at all the temperatures.
Keywords— Dielectric Constant, Dielectric loss factor, Frequency, Temperature, Potato
Dr. Ravika Vijay
Assistant Professor
Department of Physics

Faculty Articles
CMOS COMPARATOR FOR HIGH SPEED ADCs IN DIGITAL WORLD
The second widely used component in electronic world is Comparator and irst component is
operational ampli ier. Therefore we can say that operational ampli ier and comparator are
very important role play in this world. As we know that comparator is one bit analog to digital
convertor, the procedure of conversion is, irstly sample the analog signal and hold it and
convert it into digital form. In this case we consider a reference voltage or threshold voltage
by which input signal compare and then give the result. If input signal is less than reference
voltage then result is ‘0’ otherwise ‘1’. Nowadays high speed ADCs and low power dissipation
is thrust area for research work. Minimization in power dissipation is achieved by reducing the size of the
processor or feature. These days dynamic comparator are used for reducing power dissipation and increase
the conversion rate of analog to digital. Back-to-back inverters in dynamic comparators provide positive
feedback by this mechanism we converts a smaller voltage diﬀerence in full scale digital level output.
However, an input-referred latch oﬀset, resulting from the device mismatches such as threshold voltage,
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current factor and parasitic node capacitance and output load capacitance mismatches, limits the accuracy of
such comparators. This oﬀset voltage can be minimized by introducing preampli ier based comparators as
shown

Pre- ampli ier based comparator
With the help of this mechanism we can reduce the kick back noise and amplify the input voltage for
overcome the oﬀset voltage. Due to continue technology scaling, reduce intrinsic gain with reducing the drain
to source resistance and increasing the static power dissipation.
Today’s electronic world there is various types of
comparator architectures are available. All architecture
have its own advantage and disadvantage, power
consumption, kick back noise and etc. All the
architectures are discus below:The pre-ampli ier based comparator consist three part.
These three parts are
(1)

Pre-Ampli ier Stage

(2)

Latch Stage

(3)

Buﬀer Stage

Pre-ampli ier based comparator

According to paper pre-ampli ier stage is a diﬀerential ampli ier with active load. By this stage we can
ampli ies the input signals and increase the sensitivity of the comparator and isolate Kick back noise from
positive feedback stage. With the help of this circuit we can also reduce the input oﬀ-set voltage. Basically
positive feedback latch stage is used to determine which input signal diﬀerence is need to amplify there
diﬀerence. Transistor M8 and M9 provide the positive feedback to the latch stage in pre-ampli ier based
comparator. Now consider i+ >i- M7 and M9 comes in active region or “ON” mode and M8 and M10 in Cut oﬀ
region ie in “OFF” mode. When we increase the value of i- and decrease the value of i+ in this case transistor
M9 reach to its threshold voltage and M8 takes the current from M7 and decrease the voltage of M7 and M9,
due to that M7 and M8 comes to in its cutoﬀ region or ‘OFF’ mode. If we consider the value of V+ and V-, both
are equal to 2Vth then M8 and M9 (positive feedback) comes to in cutoﬀ region under steady state condition.
The out stage of pre-ampli ier circuit is buﬀer. Which converts the output of latch stage into digital form (‘0’ or
‘1’). The output buﬀer circuit are self-based having an inverter. The inverter circuit added the gain stage and
isolate any load capacitance from diﬀerential ampli ier. This kind of circuit provide high speed, low oﬀset but
high static power dissipation.
Murari Kumar Parashar
Assistant Professor
Department of Electronics
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Ozone –‘Good or Bad’
Ozone is a gas made up of three oxygen atoms (O3). It occurs naturally in small (trace)
amounts in the upper atmosphere (the stratosphere). Ozone protects life on Earth from the
Sun’s ultraviolet (UV) radiation. In the lower atmosphere (the troposphere) near the Earth’s
surface, ozone is created by chemical reactions between air pollutants from vehicle exhaust,
gasoline vapors, and other emissions. At ground level, high concentrations of ozone are toxic
to people and plants. Ninety percent of the ozone in the atmosphere sits in the stratosphere,
the layer of atmosphere between about 10 and 50 kilometers altitude. The natural level of
ozone in the stratosphere is a result of a balance between sunlight that creates ozone and
chemical reactions that destroy it. Ozone is created when the kind of oxygen we breathe—O2—is split apart
by sunlight into single oxygen atoms. Single oxygen atoms can re-join to make O 2, or they can join with O 2
molecules to make ozone (O 3). The concentration of ozone varies with altitude. Peak concentrations, an
average of 8 molecules of ozone per million molecules in the atmosphere, occur between an altitude of 30 and
35 kilometers. Solar ultraviolet radiation is largely absorbed by the ozone in the atmosphere—especially the
harmful, high-energy UV-a and UV-b. Increased levels of human-produced gases such as CFCs
(chloro luorocarbons) have led to increased rates of ozone destruction, upsetting the natural balance of
ozone and leading to reduced stratospheric ozone levels These reduced ozone levels have increased the
amount of harmful ultraviolet. radiation reaching the Earth’s surface. When scientists talk about the ozone
hole, they are talking about the destruction of stratospheric, “good,” ozone. Although ozone high up in the
stratosphere provides a shield to protect life on Earth, direct contact with ozone is harmful to both plants and
animals (including humans). Ground-level, “bad,” ozone forms when nitrogen oxide gases from vehicle and
industrial emissions react with volatile organic compounds (carbon-containing chemicals that evaporate
easily into the air, such as paint thinners). In the troposphere near the Earth’s surface, the natural
concentration of ozone is about 10 parts per billion (0.000001 percent). According to the Environmental
Protection Agency, exposure to ozone levels of greater than 80 parts per billion for 8 hours or longer is
unhealthy. Such concentrations occur in or near cities during periods where the atmosphere is warm and
stable. The harmful eﬀects can include throat and lung irritation or aggravation of asthma or emphysema.
Dr. Archana Singh
Assistant Professor,
Department of Engineering Chemistry.

THANK U GOD
Not many times we remember to thank U
Not very often we remember to acknowledge U
Not every time we appreciate the fact, its U
But every time we forget, u make us realize that its U .
In Adversity, we remember U,
In Joy, we forget U
In pain, our sole refuge is U
In prosperity, there is we not U.
We do pray for our good to U
But on achieving it, we tend to forget U
Calamities fall, We blame U
Happiness prevail, it’s we not U

But U being so kind
Forgive us all for our wrongs
Take care of us whenever we need U
So today I want to thank U
For everything I have
For every moment I enjoy
For every hardship I face
For I know the one who was, who is and who will
always be with me
Is U and Only U
Sunaina Nehru
Assistant Professor
Department of English& P-PROSKEP
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LET’S MAKE IN INDIA, SOON THE WORLD WILL COME TO US
Make in India is an initiative of the Government of
India, to encourage companies to manufacture
their products in India. It was launched by Prime
MAKE IN INDIA
Minister, Narendra Modi on 25 September 2014
Modi had hinted towards the initiative in his
Independence Day speech of 15 August 2014. It
was launched on 25 September 2014 in a
function at the Vigyan Bhawan. On 29 December 2014, a
workshop was organized by the Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion which was attended by Mr.
Narendra Modi, his Cabinet ministers, chief secretaries of states and various industry leaders.
The major objective behind the initiative is to focus on 25 sectors of the economy for job creation and skill
enhancement. Some of these sectors are: automobiles, chemicals, IT,pharmaceuticals, textiles, ports,
aviation, leather, tourism and hospitality, wellness,railways, auto components, design manufacturing,
renewable energy, mining, bio-technology, and electronics The initiative hopes to increase GDP growth and
tax revenue. The initiative also aims at high quality standards and minimizing the impact on the environment.
The initiative hopes to attract capital and technological investment in India.
The campaign was designed by the Wieden+Kennedy (W+K) group which had previously worked on the
Incredible India campaign and a campaign for the Indian Air Force.
Under the initiative, brochures on the 25 sectors and a web portal were released. Before the initiative was
launched, foreign equity caps in various sectors had been relaxed or removed. The application for licenses
was made available online. The validity of licenses was increased to 3 years. Various other norms and
procedures were also relaxed.
In August 2014, the Cabinet of India allowed 49% foreign direct investment (FDI) in the defense sector and
100% in railways infrastructure. The defense sector previously allowed 26% FDI and FDI was not allowed in
railways. This was in hope of bringing down the military imports of India. Earlier, one Indian company would
have held the 51% stake; this was changed so that multiple companies could hold the 51%.
Riddhi Shrivastava
Assistant Professor,
Dept of Engineering Chemistry.

The Recovery Of the Earth’s Ozone Layer
Let’s irst understand what is Ozone? According to the WMO (World Meteorological
Organization) Ozone is a special form of oxygen with the chemical formula O3. And the
oxygen we breathe which is totally vital to life on earth is O2.
Ozone constitutes a very small part of our atmosphere, but its presence is nevertheless vital
to human well-being. Most ozone resides high up in the atmosphere, between 10 and 40km
above Earth’s surface. This region is called the stratosphere and it contains about 90% of all
the ozone in the atmosphere.
So, why do we humans need to care about atmospheric ozone ?
The Ozone in the stratosphere absorbs some of the Sun’s biologically harmful ultraviolet radiation. Because
of this bene icial role, stratospheric ozone is considered “good” ozone. In contrast, excess ozone on the
Earth’s surface that is formed from pollutants is considered “bad” ozone because it can be harmful to humans,
plants, and animals. The ozone that occurs naturally near the surface and in the lower atmosphere is also
bene icial because ozone helps remove pollutants from the atmosphere.
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The phasing-out of ozone
depleting substances has had a
positive spin-oﬀ for the global
climate because many of these
substances are also potent
greenhouse gases. However, the
assessment report cautions that
the rapid increase in certain
substitutes, which are themselves
also potent greenhouse gases, has
the potential to undermine these
gains. The assessment also notes
that there are possible approaches
to avoiding the harmful climate
eﬀects of these substitutes.
“There are positive indications that the ozone layer is on track to recovery towards the middle of the century.
The Montreal Protocol – one of the world’s most successful environmental treaties – has protected the
stratospheric ozone layer and avoided enhanced UV radiation reaching the earth’s surface,” said UN UnderSecretary-General and UNEP Executive Director Achim Steiner.
“However, the challenges that we face are still huge. The success of the Montreal Protocol should encourage
further action not only on the protection and recovery of the ozone layer but also on climate. On September
23, the UN Secretary General will host Heads of State in New York in an eﬀort to catalyse global action on
climate. The Montreal Protocol community, with its tangible achievements, is in a position to provide strong
evidence that global cooperation and concerted action are the key ingredients to secure the protection of our
global commons,” he added.
The annual Antarctic ozone hole has caused signi icant changes in Southern Hemisphere surface climate in
the summer.
•

Ozone depletion has contributed to cooling of the lower stratosphere and this is very likely the
dominant cause of observed changes in Southern Hemisphere summertime circulation over recent
decades, with associated impacts on surface temperature, precipitation, and the oceans.

•

In the Northern Hemisphere, where the ozone depletion is smaller, there is no strong link between
stratospheric ozone depletion and tropospheric climate.

•

CO2, Nitrous Oxide and Methane will have an increasing in luence on the ozone layer

•

What happens to the ozone layer in the second half of the 21st century will largely depend on
concentrations of CO2, methane and nitrous oxide – the three main long-lived greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere. Overall, CO2 and methane tend to increase global ozone levels. By contrast, nitrous oxide, a
by-product of food production, is both a powerful greenhouse gas and an ozone depleting gas, and is
likely to become more important in future ozone depletion.
Pankaj Hardaniya
Assistant Professor
Department of Computer Science
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Faculty Achievements
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

Mr. Vedanshu Vashistha : Presented a paper In International Journal of Advance & Innovative Research
on the topic of “Increasing Air Pollution By Vehicles In India”[ISSN 2394-7780]
Presented a paper in National Conference on Emerging Trends in Mechanical Engineering in Education &
Professional Practices on the topic of “Eﬀect of Increasing No. of Vehicles on Air Quality of Environment”
on February 28, 2015.
Presented a paper in National Conference on Emerging Trends in Water Quantity and Quality
Management -2014 on the topic of “Quality Standards for Irrigation Water” on December19, 2014.
Dr. Archana Singh : Presented a paper In International Journal of Advance & Innovative Research on the
topic of “Increasing Air Pollution By Vehicles In India”[ISSN 2394-7780]
Presented a paper in National Conference on Emerging Trends in Mechanical Engineering in Education &
Professional Practices on the topic of “Eﬀect of Increasing No. of Vehicles on Air Quality of Environment”
and “The Citrus Peel Utilization for Pectinase Construction” on February 28, 2015.
Presented a paper in National Conference on Emerging Trends in Water Quantity and Quality
Management -2014 on the topic of “Quality Standards for Irrigation Water” on December19, 2014.
Mr. Nitin Mukesh Mathur : Presented a paper In International Journal of Advance & Innovative Research
on the topic of “Increasing Air Pollution By Vehicles In India”[ISSN 2394-7780]
Presented a paper in National Conference on Emerging Trends in Mechanical Engineering in Education &
Professional Practices on the topic of “Eﬀect of Increasing No. of Vehicles on Air Quality of Environment”
and “The Citrus Peel Utilization for Pectinase Construction” on February 28, 2015.
Dr. Ravika Vijay : Frequency and temperature dependence of the dielectric properties of fresh Tomato
juice at Microwave Frequencies, National Conference on “Recent Trends in Microwave Techniques and
Optical Communication” Feb. 4-5, 2015.
Dielectric Spectroscopy of Fresh Potato Juice at Microwave Frequencies, International Conference on
“Recent Cognizance in Wireless Communication and Image Processing” Jan. 16-17, 2015.
Ravika Vijay et al. Dielectric spectroscopy of grapes juice at microwave frequencies. International
Agrophysics (Accepted) Vol. 29, No. 2, 2015. ISI Impact Factor = 1.142
Mr. Sauarabh Mathur : Presented a paper in National Conference on Emerging Trends in Mechanical
Engineering in Education & Professional Practices on the topic of “The Citrus Peel Utilization for
Pectinase Construction” and Application of fuel cell technology for sustainable environment” on
February 28, 2015.
Mr. Ashok Saini : Paper published in Journal entitled “Optimizing Energy consumption of SMAC Protocol
in Wireless Sensor Network” in JESMT- Vol.3.
Ms. Riddhi Shrivastava : Presented a paper In International Journal of Advance & Innovative Research
on the topic of “Increasing Air Pollution By Vehicles In India”[ISSN 2394-7780]
Presented a paper in National Conference on Emerging Trends in Mechanical Engineering in Education &
Professional Practices on the topic of “Eﬀect of Increasing No. of Vehicles on Air Quality of Environment”,
“The Citrus Peel Utilization for Pectinase Construction” “Application of fuel cell technology for
sustainable environment” on February 28, 2015.
Attended a conference on Emerging Trends in Water Quantity and Quality Management -2014 on the
topic of “Quality Standards for Irrigation Water” on December19, 2014.
Mr. Vijay Sharma : Presented a paper in National Conference on Emerging Trends in Mechanical
Engineering in Education & Professional Practices on the topic of “Eﬀect of Increasing No. of Vehicles on
Air Quality of Environment” and “The Citrus Peel Utilization for Pectinase Construction” on February 28,
2015.
Attended NSS Workshop at S.S.Jain Subodh Girls College Sanganer, from 9 Feb to 10 Feb 2015
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Alumni & Industry Expert Seminar
The seminar was to motivate the students of the PGC. Chinmoy Rajwanshi and Chirayu Sharma, alumni of 1st
batch PIET were there to address the audience and to enlighten their path to success. Seminar was started by
the questionnaire from the audience such as:
1. What should an engineer do after B.Tech / M.Tech?
2. What are things to do which make us diﬀerent from other engineers?
3. Is B.Tech with MBA is the only future for an engineer?
4. Why should an engineer be an entrepreneur?
The alumni addressed the entire questionnaire with a positive attitude. They tried to resolve all the doubts of
the students. If someone wants to have specialization in technical ield then he should go for M.Tech while as
if someone has an interest in commercial or management ield then MBA is the best option.
They suggested some online courses oﬀered by the some universities like Oxford, Harvard etc. One such site
is www.cousera.org which oﬀers more than 956 courses to increase the opportunity of getting placed in a
good company, www.NPTEL.ac.in which oﬀers courses from IIT and IIM. MIT also oﬀers some of these
courses on www.MITopencourseware.com.
They laid emphasis on developing good communication skills as that will prove to be an value addition. They
cited many live examples of achievers in engineering ield to motivate the students and encouraged them to
write blogs, be updated and tech-savvy.

बु
आज

का बल - महान दाश नक सकरात
से जड़ा
ु
ु

ेरक

संग

यो तषी ने अभी इतना ह कहा था क वहां बठ
ै े श य अपने गु के

का शत क जा रह कहानी हद
ं सा ह य मागदशन पर इस

का शत कहानी है जो महान दाश नक सकरात
के
ु
जीवन से लया गया एक ेरक संग है । सकरात
दे खने म तो कु प
ु

बारे म ये बात सनकर
गु से म आ गए और उस
ु
वहां से जाने के लए कहा।

उजागर नह ं होने दे ता था। उनक बु मता को ह दशाता ये

पर सकरात
ने उ ह शांत करते हए
ु
ु
करने के लए कहा।

साल क पहल

थे ले कन उनका

ान और बु मता उनक सार क मय को कभी

आपको भी अपनी क मय पर वजय पाने के लए े रत करे गा।

संग

यो तषी को तरंु त

यो तषी को अपनी बात पण
ू

यो तषी बोला, ” तु हारा बेडौल सर और माथे से पता चलता है क

व व के महानतम दाश नक म से एक सकरात
एक बार अपने
ु
श य के साथ बठ
ै े कछ
चचा कर रहे थे। तभी वहां एक
ु

तम
ु एक लालची यो तषी हो, और तु हार ठु डी क बनावट तु हारे
सनक होने के तरफ इशारा करती है ।”

यो तषी आ पहंु चा।

इतना सनकर
श य और भी ो धत हो गए पर इसके उलट सकरात
ु
ु
स न हो गए और यो तषी को इनाम दे कर वदा कया। श य

वह सबका यान अपनी ओर आक षत करते हए
ु बोला ,” म ानी हँू
,म कसी का चेहरा दे खकर उसका च र बता सकता हँू । बताओ तमम
ु

सकरात
के इस यवहार से आ चय म पड़ गए और उनसे पछा,
”
ु
ू
गु जी, आपने उस यो तषी को इनाम य दया, जब क उसने जो

से कौन मेर इस व या को परखना चाहे गा?”
सभी श य सकरात
क तरफ दे खने लगे।
ु

कछ
ु भी कहाँ वो सब गलत है ?”

सकरात
ने उस यो तषी से अपने बारे म बताने के लए कहा।
ु

” नह ं पु , यो तषी ने जो कछ
ु भी कहा वो सब सच है , उसके बताये
सारे दोष मझम
ह, मझ
ु
ु े लालच है , ोध है , और उसने जो कछ
ु भी
कहा वो सब है , पर वह एक बहत
ू गया, उसने
ु ज़ र बात बताना भल

अब वह यो तषी उ ह यान से दे खने लगा।
सकरात
बहत
ु
ु बड़े ानी तो थे ले कन दे खने म बड़े सामा य थे ,
बि क उ ह कु प कहना कोई अ त योि त न होगी।

सफ बाहर चीज दे खीं पर मेरे अद
ं र के ववेक को नह आक
ं पाया,

िजसके बल पर म इन सार बराइय
को अपने वष म कये रहता हँू ,
ु
बस वह यह ं चक
ू गया, वह मेरे बु के बल को नह ं समझ पाया !”,

यो तषी उ ह कछ
ु दे र नहारने के बाद बोला, ” तु हारे चेहरे क
बनावट बताती है क तम
ं र ोह करने
ु स ता के वरोधी हो, तु हारे अद
क भावना बल है । तु हार आख
ँ
के बीच पड़ी सकड़न
तु हारे
ु

अ यंत

सकरात
ने अपनी बात पण
ु
ू क।

ोधी होने का माण दे ती है ….”

संकलन : ल य माथरु
थम वष
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पू णमा हॉ ट स: एक सं

त प रचय

यूँ तो हॉ टल श ण सं थाओं म दर-दराज
से आये हए
ू
ु छा -छा ाओं को रहने-खाने क

सु वधा दान करने वाला थान है , क तु पू णमा सं थान म हॉ टल एक अहम कड़ी के

प

म जाना जाता है , जो क सभी छा -छा ाओं को घर से दरू घर जस
ै ा वातावरण दान करता है I
पू णमा सं थान क

थापना के साथ ह गाय ी हॉ टल (सन ् 2000) म अि त व म आया I

इस हॉ टल म लगभग 40 छा -छा ाओं ने वेश लया था I आज सन ् 2015 म चार अलग-अलग छा ावास म
यह कारवां बढ़कर लगभग 3000 छा -छा ाओं तक पहंु च चका
ु है I कहते ह क - "हम घर से नकले तो अकेले ह

थे, ले कन लोग जड़त
ु े गए और का फ़ला बढ़ता गया" I

वतमान समय म पू णमा सं थान के चार अलग-अलग प रसर - पू णमा कॉलेज ऑफ़ इंजी नय रग
ं म गाय ी ग स
हॉ टल, पू णमा इंि ट यट
ं एंड टे नोलॉजी म गु शखर बॉयज हॉ टल, पू णमा
ू ऑफ़ इंजी नय रग

प
ु ऑफ़

इं ट टश
ू स म अरावल बॉयज हॉ टल एवं पू णमा यू नव सट म हमालय बॉयज हॉ टल ि थत है I इनका
न मत

े

लगभग एक लाख

वायर मीटर है I सं थान के छा ावास म अ ययन-अ यापन के साथ-साथ

व या थय क मलभत
े
यान दया जाता है I यहाँ रहने वाले छा -छा ाओं के च र
ू ू आव यकताओं पर वशष
नमाण एवं यि त व वकास पर वशष
े जोर दया जाता है I यहाँ के छा ावास म अनशासनजो जीवन जीने क
ु
कला सखाता है , पर वशष
े बल दया जाता है I इन छा ावास म रहने वाले छा -छा ाओं म ईमानदार , नेत ृ व
मता, कौशलता, साहस, बहादरु , वन ता एवं स दयता क अनभ
ु ू त दे खते ह बनती है I पू णमा सं थान के
सभी छा ावास म छा -छा ाओं क मलभत
करके उनके रहने के लए उपयु त एवं शीतल
ू ू ज रत को पवाकलन
ू
वायु तथा ाकृ तक काश से यु त कमर का नमाण कराया गया है I इन सभी सु वधाओं के अ त र त इस बात
का वशष
े ख़याल रखा जाता है क सभी छा ावास का वातावरण पढ़ने-पढ़ाने के अनकल
ु ू हो I सभी कमर म
बजल एवं फन चर क पण
यव था है I पू णमा सं थान के सभी छा ावास घर से दरू घर जस
ै ा सरु
ू

त वातावरण

उपल ध करवाते है I इन छा ावास म सभी कार क सु वधाये उपल ध है जो क वधा थयो क हर ज रत को
परा
पू णमा प रसर म उ तम मस
ै यव था क गई है I
ू करती है I वधा थयो के वा थय को यान म रखते हए
ु

सभी छा ावास म मस
ै क पथक
यव था है , जहाँ
ृ

व छता का वशष
े
यान रखा जाता है I मस
ै का भोजन

वा द ट होने के साथ-साथ पौि टक त व से भरपरू होता है I मस
ै म

व

नर तर बनी रहे , इसक जाँच के लए एक कमेट समय-समय पर मस
ै का नर
म छा - छा ाओं के जलपान के लए कट न क

यव था है I पर

ता,

वा द टता एवं

पौि टकता

ण भी करती है I सभी छा ावास

ा के समय म कट न को अ त र त समय के लए

भी खोला जाता है , िजससे क दे र तक पढ़ने वाले छा -छा ाय इसका उपयोग कर सकते है I
व थ शर र म व थ मि त क का नवास होता है , इसी भावना को यान म रखते हए
ु छा -छा ाओं के शार रक

एवं मान सक वकास के लए पू णमा के सभी छा ावास म खेल एवं मनोरं जन क उ चत यव था क गयी है I
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यहाँ पर आधु नक तकनी क से यु त िज नेिजयम एवं खेलने हे तु खला
मद
ै ान उपल ध है I इसके साथ ह
ु
मनोरं जन के लए टे ल वजन,क

यटर
ै , टे बल-टे नस, शतरं ज, कैरम,
ू लब

वश
ै आ द उपल ध करवाये जाते है I

छा ावास म अ ययन वातावरण को बनाये रखने और व या थय के स पण
ू वकास के लए मटर शप काय म
का संचालन कया जाता है I इस काय म के तहत छा जीवन के हर मोड़ पर व र ठ छा के वारा क न ठ छा
क सहायता क जाती है I कसी भी क न ठ छा

को चाहे अ ययन म परे शानी हो या उसक कोई यि तगत

सम या हो, व र ठ छा हमेशा कंधे से क धा मलकर उस क न ठ छा क परे शानी को दरू करने क कौ शश
करता है I मटर शप काय म म अ ययन के साथ-साथ ब च को ट म भावना, नेत ृ व

मता, बड़ो का स मान,

अनशासन
म रहने आ द क भी श ा द जाती है िजससे स बं धत छा -छा ा का चहँु मुखी वकास हो और समाज
ु

म वह स मानजनक प से जीवन जी सके I

'पहला सख
ु नरोगी काया' को यान म रखकर पू णमा के सभी छा ावास म वा

य स ब धी यव थाएँ क गयी

है I यहाँ सभी प रसर म ाथ मक उपचार के साधन उपल ध है तथा सभी जगह मे डकल म क भी यव था है I
आपातकाल न या ग भीर सम या के लए नजद क ह महा मा गाँधी हॉि पटल ि थत है , जहाँ छा

को डॉ टर के

परामश से उ चत उपचार महै
ु या करवाया जाता है I मौसमी बमा रय के लए समय-समय पर छा

को सावचेत

कया जाता है तथा इनसे बचने के उपाय सझाए
जाते है I इसके अ त र त सभी प रसर म दवा का छड़काव
ु
करवाया जाता है I सभी छा ावास म 24 घ टे ए बलस
क सु वधा है I
ु
पू णमा के सभी छा ावास जीवन जीने क कला सखाते है और यहाँ का

येक नवासी एक अ छा व याथ होने

के साथ-साथ एक अ छा इ सान भी बनता है और अपने सखद
भ व य का नमाण करता है और आगे जाकर अपने
ु
माता- पता और प रवार के साथ सं थान का भी नाम रोशन करता है I अतः पू णमा सं थान के छा ावास क
प ृ ठभू म सफलता और उ न त से जड़ी
ु हई
ु है I

जय जय पू णमा सं थान
अि वनी लाटा
वाडन-इन-चीफ, पू णमा फाउं डश
े न

ali

av
Ar

r

ha

hik

G
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Aravali Hostel: A Glimpse on Amenities
About Aravali's Chief Warden
Aravali Boys Hostels is a place where talents of Poornima Group of Institutions gets
germinate and nurture. The responsibility of maintaining this talent fresh and lively is
given to a person who not only lives with us but also canvases diﬀerent shades of life with
us. Shri Raviraj Singh Hada is less than a warden and more like a father for the Aravalians.
He has created the atmosphere of Aravali Boys Hostels just like home by removing the
homesickness from the minds of hostellers. He not only encourages but also takes active
part in every activity from Academics to Sports in hostel. Under his guidance and
motivation the Mentorship Program gets more stability and excitement of living at hostel is at its peak with
complete decorum of the hostel campus. He is the man who helps all the hostellers grow both intellectually
and physically in all spheres of life. Aravali Boy's hostel a place where one can ind discipline and joy blended
with each other because of only one man Mr. Raviraj Singh Hada.

Mess- the Quality Food Centre
Students who live away from their parents & home don’t ever take care of the quality of food they eat. And
therefore parents are always worried about their Health. But here at Aravali Hostels, Parents are much
relaxed in terms of their health and healthy food. As Aravali mess is for the hygienic as well as delicious food.
Mess manager is responsible to supply hygienic and good quality food which includes morning tea/milk,
Breakfast, Lunch, Evening Snacks & Dinner.
A variety of dishes are served to the students. Pure vegetarian food is served
along with fresh salad, sprouts, seasonal fruits and dairy products. Mess is
furnished with comfortable dining tables. A television is also installed in dining
hall. Water cooler is housed to supply pure and safe drinking water. Much
emphasis is given onto maintenance of cleanliness. To assure zero wastage of
food awareness among students has been created through notices, counseling
etc.
Also we are planning to constitute a Food and refreshment committee comprised of a group of hostel
wardens, students & mentors to monitor the food quality. In overall the mess has ef icient seating capacity,
with good serving of food and amicable staﬀ.

Medical & Health Facilities
Health is wealth. Healthy students take full advantage of every opportunity to learn and thus achieve higher academic excellence tend to maximize social relationships and interactions at college and at home, thus
improving their chances of balanced development Acquisition of health related knowledge, attitudes, skills
and practices empower students to pursue a healthy life, now and in the future. If the condition of student is
critical, he remains under proper care and the parents/guardians are informed timely. Some salient features
are:
• 24*7 ambulance facility available in campus.
• First aid kit is available and is regularly maintained.
• Three leading health centers are in easy reach from campus in case of emergency.
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•
•
•

Blood Group data has been accurately updated of all students as backup in case of any emergency
requirement.
A clean and green environment at Aravali reduces probability of diseases.
In addition to this the hostel mess provides very hygienic and nutritious vegetarian food for making
residents of hostel it and ine

Water Cooler and Electricity
The institute has complete arrangements to deliver uninterrupted water and electricity supply for the
students, round the clock. Suf icient water coolers with iltered water are available throughout the campus to
provide clean drinking water to the students. In case of power failures, high power generators are also
available. Constant monitoring is carried out to ensure that cleanliness is given utmost importance. Steps
which are taken to provide safe water for drinking are:• Installation of water coolers in each hostel to avail pure & it water to every student.
• Filters are replaced at regular intervals.
• Cleanliness is ensured in sinks and water cooler.
• Regular monitoring by chief warden.

Sports
Spending quality time is never a problem in the Institute. Sports
facilities are provided to the students in hostel to play their favorite
games like Cricket, Football, Badminton, Basketball, Volleyball and
Table tennis. Cricket ground is the ield adjacent to the hostel
buildings. Basketball court and volleyball court are on the other side.
Facilities for indoor sports are also provided and adequate sports
material is available in the hostel.
These sports facilities have encouraged our young sport enthusiasts
to practice and perform well. This year football team of Aravali boys
hostel won the inter hostel tournament and volleyball team stood as
runner-up in inter hostel volleyball tournament. Abhijit Nair, student
of inal year ME was selected to represent RTU, Kota in west zone
tournament held at MLSU, Udaipur.
Some indoor sports facilities like Carom boards, Chess-boards, Table
Tennis, Badmintons, Volleyball, and Skipping Rope are also available
to uphold the interest of students in sports. Event management club
of Aravali boys’ hostel is continually working forward to organize
more and more events in hostel and will be organizing more events in
future.

Transport Facility
The institute runs its own leet of buses and vans for the convenience
of the students and the other members to Shuttle them form PIET, PU
and surrounding areas. These buses run in regular intervals of an
hour. The students intending to avail the emergency transport facility
need to inform the transport of icer at the time of requirement.
Transportation facility in overall is excellent at Aravali hostel campus.
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Newspaper facility
To be aware about oneself and the society is very important for one’s intellectual growth and a newspaper
serves as an ef icient medium to gain knowledge not only about the current happenings in the world but also
improves ones vocabulary. A newspaper is a journal where one can ind all the news from diﬀerent spheres of
society canvassed together i.e. from politics to entertainment to sports. Thus Students intellectual growth is
focused in Aravali hostel campus. Times of India newspaper which is considered as one of the best
newspaper of the nation is provided to every student. In addition to this other hindi newspapers are also
available for the residents of hostel.

Provision Store
There is a provision store in the campus which is managed by Shri Praveen Singhi. Stationeries and other
items of everyday use are sold here at reasonable rates. The store is equipped with photocopy and printing
facilities. Mr. Shankar Das is the care taker of the provisional store in PGI.

Canteen
College has spacious canteen facility in the college premises and is run by college management. The College
Campus oﬀers an excellent choice of food to eat. Each campus houses a Campus Canteen, which oﬀer
delicious food, superior services with innovative practices. It tends to be the
most popular place on campus, not only for physical refreshment but also for
student bonding, discussions and even work on assignments and projects. One
can ind enormous range of recipes from pizza to idli-sambhar or even the spicy
parathas and bhelpuri as well as varied range of sandwiches, snacks, fresh fruits,
cakes etc. Wide variety of fresh juices, cold coﬀee, milk shakes, and other
beverages are also available. Mohan, Lalit and Ganesh are the care takers of the
canteen in PGI.

WI-FI
ARAVALI provides Wi-Fi facility to its faculties and students. This helps Aravali students to access internet for
making projects, preparing assignments, learning new technologies, etc.

Gymnasium
Aravali has high class, well-equipped gymnasium. Students can enjoy gym facility either in the morning or
evening as per their convenience. The Gym is equipped with one manual treadmill, cycles, dumbbells and
plates, Leg Extension & Leg Curl Machine, Latt Pull Down Machine, Low Pulley & High Rows Pulley, Chest
Press Machine and Pack Deck.
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Mentorship Programme
A transition from school to college is accompanied with a wide range of dilemma related to intellect as well as
one’s outlook towards life. At this stage student needs someone who can look up to and search for all those
random questions rising in one’s mind. Mentorship is an intensive
concept of Poornima hostels. It is an answer to all needs of a fresher
in which new comers are paired, interacted and get acquainted
with seniors who advice and guide them for all kind of personal
and professional issues. The mentors play the role of friend as
well as guide to a fresher who feels relaxed even at the
moment of great chaos. Mentorship aims to create healthy
relation between senior students and fresher. It is a
platform where budding engineers can lourish their

skills by learning and playing to be a better
professional. It works in both academic and non
academic areas. The mentors focus on Practical oriented
studies. They organize workshops on new technologies to
aware the budding Engineers about the various scopes in
their respective ield.

The selection process of mentors is
handled with a great care so that the
right and deserving candidate can only
be selected. For this the panel follows
for round of selections and process
ends with personal Interview. Thus
the mentors are the true guide to the
fresher as well as the weak students
who are bene itted for their exam and
get proper solutions for their personal
and professional aﬀairs.
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VARIOUS CLUBS AT ARAVALI
Event Management Club : Event management club of Aravali Boys Hostel is strictly dedicated towards
organizing and managing all the events and competitions perfectly. Co-operation is key feature of
management and is the best part as shown by this club. Many events have been organized in the hostel and
they are as follows:•

Aravali’s Got Talent

•

Ganesh Chaturthi Celebration

•

Janmasthami Celebration

•

Aravali Premier League

•

Navratri Celebration

•

Musical Chair

•

Intra-Hostel Cricket Tournament

Active participation is always motivated in hostel and this has led to increase in more and more participators,
which improves the quality of both the event and student. Aravali’s got talent was organized to search new
talent. Aravali premier league was an Intra-hostel cricket tournament.
There are many more events to come next and same response is expected.
Work Shop Club : Active participation is always motivated in hostel and this has led to increase in more and
more participators, which improves the quality of both the event and student. So the work shop club
organized many events this year in the hostel that won the hearts of all the Aravali boys and increased the
interaction among the fresher and sophomores. Here events like basics of computer competition, Smart
Communication, Photography, Calligraphy, project Sessions, Aptitude Sessions were organized this year.
Social Activity Club : With the spirit of social service, The Social Service Club of Aravali Boys Hostel is
charting new territories of success. Working with cooperation of “Umeed club”, certain social eﬀorts have
been emphasized and the club is having sheer determination to achieve its goals. Club is moving forward in
the direction as shown by the social service club Calendar and many more activities are conducted after
every short intervals. Some sincere services of Social Activity Club are:•

Cloth Distribution among poor

•

Tree Plantation Drive

•

Woolens distribution

•

Commencement of classes for Poor Children

•

Collaboration with Ngo ‘Raksha’ for few events

Abhijeet Nair

ACTIVITIES AT ARAVALI
RTU Inter College Volley ball Tournament : A volleyball tournament was
organized by Rajasthan Technical University (R.T.U) held at Swami
Keshavanandth Institute of Technology (S.K.I.T) from 19 September to 21
September, 2014. Our Girls team of Poornima Group of Institutions (P.G.I)
participated in the tournament and played till the Semi-Finals. This event
was held at SKIT, Jaipur for a stretch of 3 days i.e. 19th September 20th
September and 21st September respectively. The team consisted of Lokesh
Kudiya, Ravi Gautam, Abhijit Nair (vice-captain), Ankit Khichi, Pranay
Satpute (captain),Mohit, Anil Nehra, Ajeet Singh, Aditya Kumar, Kapil
Bhardwaj and Abhijit Nair.

Selected to play for RTU Kota team West zone Inter University Tournament
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Aravali's Got Talent : The event was held on Saturday on 23
August at 9:30pm. A gathering of more than 250 students
were there and more than 70 students participated in the
event. Students participated in this event with great interest
and enthusiasm. Students participated in Dancing, Singing,
and Push up Competition etc... Which was very entertaining
and the audience enjoyed a lot. The Chief Guests also
appreciated this event very much. Many students were
bene itted by this event as the students who were not able to
show their hidden talent in front of audience performed very nicely at this event which will help them in the
long run of life.
1st Mini Mentorship Summit 2014-15 : The irst annual
mini mentorship summit was held on 2nd November 2014
to provide a platform for interaction among mentors of
Poornima foundation. The main aim of this summit was to
provide interaction of mentors with each other as well to
understand the way of working of one another in
mentorship program.
In this summit each hostel was represented by all acting
mentors headed by a captain and vice-captain. The summit
started with yoga and exercise hour on statue circle followed by cleanliness drive near Bapu baazar, Jaipur.
This drive was organized to give a message of “clean and green India”.
Then mentorship lunch was organized in traditional Rajasthani style and it was then followed by series of
activities like Documentary presentation, Dance& Skit and Captain’s speech to give report on activities
conducted in ongoing semester. On Behalf of Aravali boys hostel Saurabh Rajpurohit, group mentor
presented the report as captain.
In this competition Aravali boys hostel unanimously won the irst prize and this victory symbolized hard
work & dedication of mentors, coordinators and warden of Aravali boys hostel.
Aptitude and GD Coaching As A Hostel Program : Aptitude tests are analytical ways of calculating how
people accomplish tasks or react to diﬀerent situations. They have homogenized methods of conduction and
scoring, due to which results can be measured and
correlated with others at the same tests. Administered
on computers, these tests help in con irming the
professional and personal skills of a person.
The Aptitude Preparation : This Program Includes
•

Basic Concepts Of Aptitude

•

Why Do We Need To Prepare Aptitude And GD

•

Jobs And Competitive Exams That Include Aptitude

•

Practice Online Aptitude Tests

•

On The Spot Solving And Query Discussion
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Students Participated in Clean Campaign : Inspired by the Prime
Minister's call, the students from Aravali, after their college hours picked
up broomsticks to clean the entire adjoining area of college and
contribute their mite to realize Mahatma Gandhi's dream of clean India.
“Our aim is to bring about a positive change in the mindset of the people,”
said students.
Tree Plantation Drive : On the occasion of " TEACHER'S DAY" Tree
Plantation Drive was organised at hostel level.The students from aravali
participated in Tree Plantation Drive to generate awareness about the
importance of trees and also to be more environmentally aware and work
diligently towards conservation of nature.The students enjoyed this
activity a lot as they soiled their hands in mud to get close to Mother
Nature.
Raised Fund To Support J &K Flood Victims : Aravali Boys Came ahead to provide helping hands to the
victims of lood which struck Jammu & Kashmir in irst week of September 2014. The initiative was carried
forward in the response of PM’s appeal to donate generously in the “Prime Minister’s National Relief Fund”,
right after the lood.
Social Activities By NSS At PGI : It was a tour to Mother Teresa Home on 10 May 2014, where the students of
PGI met helpless and mentally ill people. They
served them and discussed their problems.
Students even had light fun and humors
conversations to make the housemates happy.
Students sang songs to entertain them
whereas a few were busy in making them do
exercise. Those people were very good to
students and a few housemates also talked
about their past and problems. At last, a
memento and bouquet was given by our
faculty to the sister in charge. It was a learning
experience for us. Such an activity helps
students realize the importance of service and
how can one give back to society.
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Contribution of Administrative Staff
Determination- a key to success
It is very dif icult, who can do this? Nobody has done this before, Can I do this? These
questions keep revolving in our mind whenever we think of doing something for the irst
time. As a toddler feels that it is impossible for him to run, when he is not able to take the
irst step. But then he is told that “Yes, you can do it!” and he tries for the irst time to get up
while taking help of anything stationary. He falls down again and again but gradually he
gets up and is able to stand and then with that positive frame of mind soon he reaches to
the stage where he can run and get hold of anything he wants to have. This positive frame of mind and belief in
oneself helps one to achieve what one desires, which otherwise would have been impossible is
determination.
Determination is a positive emotion that involves persevering towards a dif icult goal in spite of obstacles.
Determination occurs prior to goal attainment and serves to motivate behavior that will help achieve one’s
goal. Again there is a theory related to self determination and is also known as theory of motivation. Self
Determination Theory focuses on the interplay between individual personalities and experiences in social
contexts that results in motivations of the autonomous and controlled kind. Ultimately, social environments
seem to have a profound eﬀect on both intrinsic and extrinsic motivation and self-regulation. More
speci ically, self-determination theory proposes that social and cultural factors in luence an individual’s
sense of personal volition and initiative in regards to goals, performance and well-being.
So, keep your dreams alive. Understand to achieve anything requires faith and belief in yourself, vision, hard
work, determination, and dedication. Remember all things are possible for those who believe.
Mr. Harendra Singh
PA Campus Director
Poornima Group of Institutions

Computer Virus Information
What is a computer virus?
Think of a biological virus – the kind that makes you sick. It’s persistently nasty, keeps you
from functioning normally and often requires something powerful to get rid of it. A
computer virus is very similar. Designed to relentlessly replicate, computer viruses infect
your programs and iles, alter the way your computer operates or stop it from working
altogether. It’s estimated that the Con icker virus infected more than 10 million
computers in 2009. Tens of thousands of computer viruses now operate over the Internet, and new computer
viruses are discovered every day.
How does a computer virus ind me?
Even if you’re careful you can pick up computer viruses through normal Web activities like:
•

Sharing music, iles or photos with other users

•

Visiting an infected Web site

•

Opening spam email or an email attachment

•

Downloading free games, toolbars, media players and other system utilities

•

Installing mainstream software applications without fully reading license agreements
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What does a computer virus do?
Some computer viruses are programmed to harm your computer by damaging programs, deleting iles, or
reformatting the hard drive. Others simply replicate themselves or lood a network with traf ic, making it
impossible to perform any internet activity. Even less harmful computer viruses can signi icantly disrupt
your system’s performance, sapping computer memory and causing frequent computer crashes.
What are the symptoms of a computer virus?
Your computer may be infected if you recognize any of these malware symptoms:
•

Slow computer performance

•

Erratic computer behavior

•

Unexplained data loss

•

Frequent computer crashes

Computer Virus Help: Arming yourself with the best computer virus protection?
When you arm yourself with information and resources, you’re wiser about computer security threats and
less vulnerable to threat tactics. Take these steps to safeguard your PC with the best computer virus
protection:
Make sure that you have the best security software products installed on your computer
•

Use antivirus protection and a irewall

•

Get antispyware software

•

Always keep your antivirus protection and antispyware software up-to-date

•

Update your operating system regularly

•

Increase your browser security settings

•

Avoid questionable Web sites

•

Only download software from sites you trust. Carefully evaluate free software and ile-sharing
applications before downloading them.

Practice safe email protocol:
•

Don't open messages from unknown senders

•

Immediately delete messages you suspect to be spam

An unprotected computer is like an open door for computer viruses. Firewalls monitor Internet traf ic in and
out of your computer and hide your PC from online scammers looking for easy targets. Products like Webroot
Internet Security Essentials and Webroot AntiVirus with Spy Sweeper provide complete protection from the
two most dangerous threats on the Internet – spyware and computer viruses. They thwart threats before
they can enter your PC, stand guard at every possible entrance of your computer and fend oﬀ any computer
virus that tries to enter, even the most damaging and devious strains.
While free antivirus downloads are available, they just can't oﬀer the computer virus help you need keep up
with the continuous onslaught of new strains. Previously undetected forms of can often do the most damage,
so it’s critical to have up-to-the-minute, guaranteed antivirus protection.
Yatendra Saini
Network Administrator
Poornima Group of Institutions
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रँग म छपे ह फल के ढे र सारे गण
ु
फल के अलग-अलग रं ग उनमे मौजद
ू पोषक त व क जानकार दे ते हII. इस लए अपनी डाइट म तरह-तरह के रँग वाले फल

शा मल कर:

पीले या केस रया फल – संतरा, गाजर, अनानास जस
ै े फल म बीटा केरोट न काफ मा ा म होता है . िजसे शार र वटा मन “ए” म
बदल दे ता है . इससे वचा, दांत व ह डय
लाल भी फायदे मंद – तरबज,
टमाटर,
ू

क सेहत द ु

त रहती है .

ॉबेर आ द लाल रँग के फल म लाइकोपीन और ए थासि नंग होते ह साथ ह ये फल एंट

ओि सडट से भी भरपरू होते ह. ये फल वचा क रं गत नखारने के साथ-साथ कसर से भी बचाते ह.

ये भी ह उपयोगी
बगनी – इस रं ग के अग
ं ूर, प तागोभी, चक
ु ं दर, काल गाजर, बगन आ द सेहत के लए बेहद फायदे मंद होते ह. जामन
ु म एंट

डाय बट क गण,
बगन म एंट कसर
ु

लोरोजे नक ए सड होता है जो इन रोग से लड़ने मदद करता है .

सफ़ेद – सेब, केले, नाशपाती जस
ै े फल म घलनशील
रे शे
ु

चरु मा ा म पाए जाते ह. ये फल

ोक के खतरे को कम करते ह.
द न दयाल माहर
ु
अटडट
पी. जी. आई.

Experience sharing by Parents
Dear Sir,

Dear Sir,

My ward is studying in your college in 2nd year,
Mechanical. I am satis ied with the discipline and
rules & regulations of your college. The behaviour
of teachers and staﬀs is very friendly towards us
as well as students.

My ward is studying in your college in 2nd year,
Mechanical. I am satis ied with the discipline and
rules & regulations of your college. The behaviour
of teachers and staﬀs is very friendly towards us
as well as students.

The very good thing that I had noticed about your
college is its involvement in extracurricular
activities along with studies. No doubt, your
college is anti-ragging as well.

The very good thing that I had noticed about your
college is its involvement in extracurricular
activities along with studies. No doubt, your
college is anti-ragging as well.

Being a guardian, all these things make me satisfy
with the administration of your college.

Being a guardian, all these things make me satisfy
with the administration of your college.

Thank You!

Thank You!
Mr. Surendra Kumar Singh
F/O Shristi
ME

Mr. Surendra Kumar Singh
F/O Shristi
ME
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